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PREFACE
The Tenth Session of the World Meteorological Organisation Regional Association
VI (Europe) was held in Softa, Bulgaria in May 1990 (WMO, 1990). It was agreed
at this session, under activities of the Operational Hydrology Programme relating
to Hydrological Networks, that there was a need to concentrate on aspects related
to the use of radar for hydrological purposes. Two rapporteurs were appointed, one
addressing the hydrological requirements for weather radar and the second
concerned with the application of weather radar data for hydrology and water
resources. Part 1 of this document reports the fmdings of these rapporteurships.
The reports of the rapporteurs were presented at a WMO RA VI Workshop on
Requirements and Applications of Weather Radar Data in Hydrology and Water
Resources. This workshop was hosted by Meteo France in Toulouse, France on
21-22 October 1993 under the chairmanship of Prof. F.Bultot. The reports were
followed by four invited papers on the themes of rainfall measurement, shortterm rainfall forecasting, flood forecasting applications and new directions in
radar hydrology. These papers are presented in Part 2 of this document.
Discussions following these presentations led to the identification of a set of key
issues which are presented in Part 3 as the conclusion of the workshop.
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SU1\1l\1ARY
The report is divided into two sections. The first section deals with the hydrological
requirements for weather radar data. Hydrologists need not only cumulated values of
rainfall over periods of time, but also the intensity of precipitation at short time-steps and
at a small spatial resolution. These needs are obvious in the case of urban hydrology and
flash floods. Then it is apparent that raingauge networks do not suffice to reach an
acceptable accuracy because of their density, cost and reliability. Weather radar can
provide valuable information by virtue of its resolution and continuity of observation and
the quasi-immediate availability of its data in computerised form. The different ways of
treating the signal are explained and the limitations of the weather radar highlighted. These
limitations are due to ground-induced effects (ground clutter, masks, orography) which
make the use of radar difficult over a mountainous area, and to the inhomogeneity of the
target (and in particular the bright band problem). This serves to demonstrate the
complementarity of a raingauge network and weather radar. The European weather radar
network is then described and is seen to be heterogeneous in form, in terms of equipment,
treatment of the signal, software, etc. Moreover there are few operational applications of
radar data in hydrology across Europe, with the United Kingdom being a notable
exception.
The second section is devoted to the problems which might feature in the workshop
discussion and to the recommendations that follow. One subject to address is to know
whether it is useful or not to have a consistent radar dataset at a regional scale. The
advantage of such a dataset is to make possible studies involving large-scale hydrological
and meteorological models or international river basins. On the other hand such regional
datasets are not necessary for local needs. Requirements for weather radar data are not
necessarily the same for hydrologists and meteorologists. Hydrologists with the need for
certain products should interact with meteorologists to specify their needs in terms of
accuracy of signal, resolution, siting of weather radars and also archiving. Finally, a
survey of the methods used to correct and calibrate the radar signal would be valuable with
a view to possible standardization in the future.

INTRODUCTION
Bien que le radar soit employe de longue date par les meteorologistes a des fins de
detection des zones precipitantes, son utilisation en hydrologie n'est encore qu'assez
recente.
Pourtant, les radars meteorologiques sont tout a fait susceptibles d'apporter aux
hydrologues une connaissance supplementaire par rapport a celle que peuvent fournir les
classiques reseaux pluviometriques.
Tout d'abord, les besoins de l'hydrologie en matiere de donnees de precipitations sont
recenses dans le but de mettre en evidence les echelles de temps et d' espace adaptees.
On montre aussi que les reseaux pluviometriques ne sont pas suffisants pour atteindre la
resolution reclamee, et que le radar peut apporter un complement d'information, meme
s'il presente lui aussi certaines limitations liees essentiellement a la technique de mesure.
L'inventaire du pare des radars europeens permet ensuite de faire le point sur l'etat actuel
d'avancement dans le domaine et de definir les orientations a suivre afin de developper
encore davantage !'utilisation du radar a des fins hydrologiques.
Les recommandations emises par I' atelier qui s'est tenu a Toulouse en octobre 1993 sur
le sujet sont ensuite consignees et permettent de mettre en evidence quel sont les
domaines ou des developpements restent a entreprendre.

1. BESOINS DE L'HYDROLOGIE EN CONNAISSANCE DES

PRECIPITATIONS
11 est necessaire de parcourir tout d, abord I' etendue des principaux domaines d' activites
necessitant la connaissance des precipitations avec le souci de specifier sous quelle forme,
a que lies echelles de temps et d' espace et avec quel delai cette connaissance est
importante. Au fil de cet examen, apparaissent des domaines pour lesquels les
informations que sont susceptibles de fournir les radars meteorologiques peuvent etre
utiles voire indispensables.

1.1 Le champ d'activite hydrologique
Nombre d'activites humaines entrent dans le champ de l'hydrologie si on veut bien
l'elargir, au-dela des domaines integrant des aspects hydrauliques, a tous ceux necessitant
une prise en compte un tant so it peu quantitative des pn!cipitations.
Avant de se focaliser sur les aspects dont les exigences sont a priori les plus fortes quant
a la connaissance des precipitations, il semble utile de balayer largement, sinon de fa<;on
exhaustive, les differents domaines de maniere a pouvoir mettre en evidence la
multiplicite des besoins.
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Ce que l'on peut appeler l'hydrologie agricole englobe !'irrigation, la culture des sols et
le drainage. L'irrigation, qu'elle soit faite sous forme de goutte a goutte, d'aspersion, de
submersion ou d 'ecoulement reclame une gestion des apports en eau en fonction des
quantites de pluie tombees ou prevues. 11 en est de meme pour la plupart des phases
culturales et pour la gestion previsio1111elle des travaux agricoles. Une co1111aissance
climatologique des precipitations conditionne le bon dimensionnement des systemes
d'irrigation et des ouvrages de drainage qu'ils soient en surface ou souterrains.
La production d'energie est concernee en premier lieu au travers de l'hydroelectricite
avec des problemes de gestion du remplissage et de la vidange des barrages qui devient
de plus en plus fine car elle interfere avec la gestion des eaux en aval et le developpement
des activites de loisirs; mais, elle l'est aussi pour !'exploitation des gisements de
combustibles, du transport de l'energie et du suivi des pollutions courantes (fumees,
cendres) ou accidentelles (nucleaire).
La gestion des ressources en eau regroupe a la fois celle des nappes souterraines qui
interagit avec !'agriculture au travers de !'irrigation, celle des ecoulements dans le proche
sous-sol et celle, bien evidemment, du suivi des debits des grandes et petites rivieres avec
comme cela a deja ete dit des interactions avec la production d'hydroelectricite.
Le domaine de l'a1111once, de la prevision et de la lutte contre les crues reste un des
principaux demandeurs d'informations pluviometriques, car se rajoute a la diversite des
besoins pour la gestion des crues et le dimensionnement des ouvrages de regulation, celle
des tailles des bassins et done celle des resolutions spatiales et temporelles pour la
description des champs de pluie.
Pour l'hydrologie urbaine, la gestion des reseaux d'assainissement conduit a descendre
a des echelles d'espace encore plus fines; cette gestion peut etre compliquee par
!'interaction avec l'hydrologie des rivieres qui le plus souvent traversent les
agglomerations, voire meme, par les phenomenes de maree pour les villes cotieres. En
outre, les problemes d'entrainement des pollutions urbaines par les premiers
ruissellements vont contribuer a necessiter un suivi tres rapproche des pluies.
11 existe encore bien d' autres domaines se rattachant a 1'hydrologie comme le suivi des
apports d'eau douce dans les mers et les oceans par les grandes rivieres, le suivi et la
protection de la faune et de la flore terrestre et maritime ou encore la gestion des
ruissellements sur les chaussees d'autoroute a forte declivite.
1.2 Differentes formes de connaissance des precipitations
Les pratiques et les techniques des differents domaines d' activite font apparaitre differents
besoins en matiere de presentation de !'information sur les precipitations :
les quantites cumulees de precipitations,
les variations spatiales des quantites,
les variations temporelles des precipitations,
l'intensite maximale des precipitations,
le type de precipitation (pluie, neige, grele),
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les dun~es de retour pour des intensites et des quantites donnees,
1'orage de projet,
la precipitation maximale probable.
En terme de prevision, outre les quantites cumulees sur differentes echelles de temps et
d'espace, les indications de debut et de fin de precipitation sont importantes.

1.3 Multiplicite des echelles de temps, d'espace et de delai
Prealablement a la reflexion sur les echelles de temps et d' espace a prendre en compte
et aux moyens de mesure qu' elles supposent, il faut avoir a 1' esprit les considerations
suivantes. La satisfaction des besoins en terme de resolution temporelle sera de plus en
plus facile a realiser compte tenu des progres des systemes de mesure et des capacites de
stockage de !'information sur site ou en archive centralisee. A un moment donne, le
besoin en terme de resolution spatiale pour la connaissance des precipitations est
dependant de celle avec laquelle on peut connaitre ou estimer les autres parametres, par
exemple la permeabilite des sols. Enfm, le cm1t de la satisfaction des besoins est moins
dependant des besoins en matiere de resolution temporelle que de ceux en terme de
resolution spatiale ou de delai de disponibilite de !'information.
Une premiere fac;on d' approcher les be so ins en matiere de resolution spatiale et
tempore lie de connaissance des precipitations est d' examiner les echelles et les pas de
temps auxquels sont effectues les modelisations des phenomenes hydrologiques. La figure
1.1, tiree du Rapport d 'Hydrologie Operationnelle OMM n °34 de A. Becker et P.
Serban, fait apparaitre, dans le cas de la modelisation de bassins, des besoins allant de
l'heure a 6 heures pour l'annonce des crues jusqu'a quelques jours pour !'evaluation et
la prevision des effets de l'activite humaine sur les ressources en eau. Quant aux besoins
en discretisation spatiale, ils different en fonction des modes de decoupage spatial (par
sous-systemes, semi-distribue ou distribue) et de la precision demandee sur !'estimation
de la precipitation.
Les discretisations spatiales utilisees sont souvent compatibles ·avec les densites de
mesures pluviometriques economiquement supportables; cela n'est plus le cas lorsque les
tailles caracteristiques des bassins diminuent.
Plutot que de lister de fac;on systematique les besoins qui se rattachent a chaque domaine
d'activite, il a paru plus opportun de detailler ceux de l'hydrologie urbaine pour la
conception et la gestion des reseaux d' assainissement et ceux de 1'annonce des crues sur
de petits bassins versants ruraux; en effet, ils semblent maximiser les besoins confondus
de toutes les autres activites.

1.4 Les besoins de l'hydrologie urbaine et de l'annonce des ernes sur les petits
bassins versants ruraux
Ce qui caracterise et rapproche ces deux domaines de 1'hydrologie est, tout d' abord, la
sensibilite a des evenements pluvieux de courte duree mais avec de fortes intensites,
conditions dans lesquelles la variabilite spatiale des precipitations sera generalement forte.
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La complexite de plus en plus grande introduite dans la conception des reseaux
d 'assainissement suppose une prise en compte de 1' intrant precipitation a des echelles qui
s 'abaissent jusqu' au km2 , surtout pour la gestion temps reel des ouvrages.
L'hydrologie urbaine peut tirer profit, aujourd'hui, d'une resolution spatiale encore plus
grande que celle des petits bassins versants ruraux car les incertitudes sur la modelisation
des ecoulements sont moindres.
Selon les termes de W. Schilling (1990), on peut retlechir aux besoins de l'hydrologie
urbaine en distinguant les applications suivantes :
conception/dimensionnement/pre-planning des reseaux,
verification/ivaluation/planning detaille des reseaux,
analyse du comportement/ gestion operationnelle.
11 rassemble la somme des be so ins de 1' ingenieur-concepteur dans cette description de la
base de donnees ideale:
periode de disponibilite des donnees: 20 ans
resolution temporelle: 1 minute
resolution spatiale: 1 km2
precision de datage: > 1 mn
precision de mesure: 3 %
Les hydrologues urbains s'appuient encore majoritairement sur les courbes IDF,
c' est-a-dire sur des distributions de probabilite d' evenements pluvieux independants
d'intensite et de duree donnees. Nombre de ces courbes, a utiliser localement,
necessiteraient d 'etre reactualisees en utilisant davantage de pluviometres et en examinant
la contribution possible des donnees radar. De plus, le risque que les capteurs
pluviometriques soient defaillants lors d'episodes except.ionnels conforte dans cette idee.
L 'hydrologue se trouve dans la pratique souvent confronte · au probleme de la
"regionalisation" des series pluviometriques disponibles en des points non instrumentes.
En general, des considerations purement micro-climatiques ne repondent
qu'imparfait.ement au probleme pose. I1 importerait done d'examiner la aussi la possible
contribution des donnees radar, notamment au travers d 'une "climatologie" de
!'information issue du radar.
Une conception fine des reseaux necessite la disponibilite d'orages de projet qui peuvent
etre deduits des courbes IDF. Une description realiste de ces orages n'est pas garantie en
!'absence d'une connaissance approfondie du comportement des systemes convectifs ou
du moins des precipitations generees.
Le besoin d 'une resolution spatiale aussi fine que le km2 peut etre illustre par une etude
realisee par H. Mutzner (1990) a partir des enregistrements de 8 pluviographes repartis
sur 400m2 pour 177 episodes pluvieux d'ete, concluant a une forte variabilite spatiale des
cumuls pour les pluies inferieures a 10 mm et a des ecarts moyens de + ou- 20% pour
les episodes avec un cumul moyen superieur a 10 mm. Selon ces termes, on ne peut etre
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certain d 'estimer une pluie a mieux que 20% si 1' on ne dispose que d 'un pluviometre pour
400m2 •
Les besoins en resolution temporelle peuvent a leur tour etre illustres par la comparaison
des hydrogrammes correspondant a la meme pluie mais decrite avec des pas de temps de
2 ou 10 minutes proposes par C. Eicher (1990) (figure 1.2).
Les reactions d'un reseau peuvent etre sensibles, selon J. Niemczynowicz (1990) et H.
Andersen et alii (1990), au "mouvement de la pluie", c'est-a-dire aux directions et
vitesses des cellules de pluie, a la distance temporelle entre cellules, a leur taille et a la
distribution des intensites.
La gestion temps reel des reseaux ou 1' alerte aux crues font apparaitre une contrainte
supplementaire sur les reseaux de mesure en terme de delai de disponibilite de
1'information pluviometrique.
Les problemes de gestion temps reel des reseaux que 1'on vient d' aborder sont en grande
partie commun avec ceux de la prevision des crues sur les petits bassins versants ruraux.
Pour ces petits bassins, les temps de concentration sont trop courts pour attendre que les
crues soient formees avant de prevoir leur propagation. La formation des crues doit etre
prevue des que la pluie a ete mesuree; et meme la pluie doit etre prevue pour diminuer
encore le delai d' intervention.
A ce propos, C. Obled et P. Tourasse (1993) distinguent trois niveaux dans le suivi
operationnel:
suivi meteorologique a 24-48 heures a 1' echelle synoptique,
suivi hydrometeorologique a 3-36 heures a l'echelle regionale,
suivi hydrologique au pas de 10 minutes a 2-3 heures a l'echelle du bassin.
Une fois encore, les donnees radar paraissent de nature a contribuet a satisfaire le besoin,
soit au travers des possibilites qu' elles offrent de prevision automatique par extrapolation
aux tres courtes echeances, soit au travers de leur utilisation combinee avec d'autres
donnees meteorologiques par le previsionniste ou par 1' amelioration qu' elles pourront
apporter, aterme, a!'initialisation des modeles numeriques meteorologiques de prevision.

2. LES POSSIBILITES ET LES LIMITES DU RADAR POUR
REPONDRE AUX BESOINS DE L'HYDROLOGIE
Les besoins de 1'hydrologie en terme de donnees de precipitations regroupent un spectre
etendu tant d'un point de vue spatial que temporel.
Comme on va le voir, certains de ces besoins peuvent etre couverts par les reseaux
pluviometriques, mais les limites de ceux-ci font que le radar presente un interet non
negligeable. Toutefois, de parses techniques specifiques d'exploration, le radar possede
egalement ses limitations et demande a etre employe avec precaution.
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2.1 Performances et limites des reseaux pluviometriques
Conventionnellement la mesure de pluie est faite avec des pluviometres arranges en
reseau. Le pluviometre est un instrument fiable et simple bien qu'il en existe des modeles
techniquement sophistiques permettant, par exemple, des mesures a faible resolution
temporelle, transmises en temps reel par radio (via un relais satellitaire eventuellement)
a 1'utilisateur.
Au point de mesure, la ou se trouve un pluviometre, la pluie est observee dans les
meilleures conditions possibles meme si les vents forts peuvent perturber sensiblement la
mesure. Cependant, l'echantillonnage tempore! et surtout spatial du reseau n'est en
general pas tres bon: en effet, si un reseau pluviornetrique est "satisfaisant" pour des
observations de caractere climatologique (a pas de temps assez long) dans les regions ou
les pluies sont abondantes' i1 ne 1' est plus pour les observations a haute resolution et
lorsque les evenements pluvieux sont rares. Plus precisement, l'erreur relative comrnise
dans la mesure de la distribution spatio-temporelle des precipitations au sol avec un
reseau de pluviometres depend de la structure de la precipitation observee et des
caracteristiques du reseau utilise; elle augmente avec l'espacement des points de mesure
du res eau et decroit lorsque le taux precipitant, 1' etendue du reseau et la dun~e de
1'evenement considere augmentent.
La figure 2.1 illustre cet etat de fait. Elle rend compte des resultats de 10 annees
d'observations avec un reseau de 49 pluviometres distribues sur une etendue de 1000 a
1500 km2 dans !'Illinois par Huff (1970). Cet auteur conclut que l'erreur
d 'echantillonnage moyenne est donnee par une expression dont la forme generale est :
log E = a

+ b log

P

+

c log G

+ d log T + e log A

ou P est la hauteur de precipitation moyenne sur l'aire consideree, G est la densite de
pluviometres (ou surface observee par un pluviometre), T est la duree de 1' evenement,
A est l'aire du reseau et a,b,c,d et e sont des coefficients. L'erreur d'echantillonnage E
represente la difference absolue entre la rneilleure estimation de la moyenne vraie P,
obtenue a partir de la densite maximum de pluviometres et la precipitation moyenne,
echantillonnee a partir des pluviometres, pour une valeur donnee de G. Les resultats
representes a la figure 2.1 sont transposables, au moins qualitativement, aux pays
d'Europe.
I1 est clair d'apn!s ce qui precede que I' on peut concevoir des reseaux capables d'atteindre
n'importe queUe precision. Il est non moins evident que les reseaux reels (ceux qu'il est
raisonnablement possible de gerer) ne permettent pas dans la plupart des cas de faire face
a toutes les situations.
Les insuffisances des reseaux pluviometriques concernent principalement:
les mesures utiles pour maitriser la prevision des crues eclairs, c'est-a-dire le suivi
des champs de pluie associes a des cellules de forte intensite et de faible etendue qui
sont mal "vues" par le reseau maille;
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Erreur d'echantillonnage moyenne de la lame d'eau en fonction de la
hauteur de pluie moyenne sur le reseau pour diverses densites de
pluviometres et diverses durees de pluie (adapte d'apres Huff, 1970).

les mesures utiles pour traiter certains problemes d'erosion et plus generalement
d'impact de la pluie au sol, soit les problemes pour lesquels le parametre utile est
l'intensite de la pluie;
les mesures au-dessus de zones difficiles d'acces: zones montagneuses, lagunes,
marais, lacs, mers, zones inhospitalieres pour des raisons diverses;
les mesures de champs de pluie utiles pour traiter certains problemes d' ordre
ecologique (par exemple, l'eclosion des acridiens dans les regions sahariennes et
saheliennes) et environnemental (par exemple, certaines etudes sur le lessivage
atmospherique et les pluies acides).
A tout ceci, on peut rajouter:
les problemes des couts de gestion des reseaux pluviometriques qui sont d 'autant plus
lourds que le reseau est dense et performant;
les problemes de delai de concentration des donnees au point d'utilisation.
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2.2 L'interet du radar
L' inten~t du radar comme "capteur hydrologique" porte principalement sur quatre points:
la resolution et la continuite des observations dans le temps et 1'espace sont
excellentes, tres superieures a celles des reseaux les plus denses;
les donnees sont immediatement disponibles sous une forme directement assimilable
par un ordinateur;
les donnees radar incluent des informations sur la structure des systemes, essentielles
pour la prevision hydrologique a court terme (voir par exemple Browning, 1982);
la collecte des donnees peut etre entierement automatisee et structuree en reseau de
radars couvrant des etendues considerables.
Cependant, le radar n'est pas pour autant une panacee; il presente aussi de serieuses
limitations. Pour les analyser, il est utile de dire un mot sur les techniques de mesure.

2.3 Les methodes radar pour la mesure des champs de precipitation
Schematiquement, on peut distinguer trois types de methode (voir ace sujet les syntheses
de Joss et Waldvogel, 1990; Collier, 1989; Sauvageot, 1992, parmi d'autres).
a)

Les methodes dans lesquelles on tente d 'utiliser le radar comme un instrument
autonome pour I' estimation des champs de precipitation a partir des seules
informations extraites du signal re9u. Ces methodes sont basees sur !'analyse :
du seul facteur de reflectivite radar Z que 1' on convertit en intensite de precipitation
R par diverses relations empiriques Z-R. On utilise pour la mesure un radar de
longueur d' onde unique, peu attenuee ( > 5 cm);
de !'attenuation differentielle. La methode utilise un radar a 2longueurs d'onde, l'une
peu attenuee, l'autre plus fortement attenuee. L'intensite de pluie entre 2 partes en
distance est deduite de la me sure d 'attenuation;
de la reflectivite differentielle, c'est-a-dire du rapport de la reflectivite en polarisation
horizontale a la reflectivite en polarisation verticale pour le rneme volume de
resolution, soit ZDR. L'idee qui sous-tend la methode est que, a condition que l'on.
observe de la pluie et que la distribution spectrale des dimensions (DSD) des gouttes
soit convenablement representee par une distribution exponentielle (a 2 parametres),
ZDR est une mesure du coefficient de l'exponentielle, de sorte que la mesure
simultanee de Z et ZDR permet d'obtenir les 2 parametres de la DSD et de la
l'intensite de pluie.

11 n'a pas ete possible jusqu'a maintenant de parvenir, a l'aide de ces methodes, a une
precision satisfaisante dans 1' estimation des precipitations. En outre les 2 dernieres
(attenuation differentielle et reflectivite differentielle) ne sont applicables qu'a un milieu
diffusant homogene constitue de pluie.
b) La methode "classique" consistant a exploiter conJomtement les donnees de
reflectivite des radars et les donm!es d 'un reseau de pluviometres, pour cornger
!'estimation des precipitations des radars.
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Le principe en est illustre par la figure 2.2: le radar execute des explorations
panoramiques recurrentes de 1' espace aussi pn!s que possible du sol. On convertit le
facteur de reflectivite radar en intensite de precipitation a l'aide d'une relation Z-R
approximative. On integre R dans le temps, de fac;on a obtenir des cumuls de
precipitation dans chaque pixel. Ces cumuls sont compares aux cumuls mesures par le
reseau de pluviometres de fac;on adeterminer soit un facteur de correction global, soit des
facteurs de correction regionalises.
C 'est la seule methode qui soit d 'un usage courant; c' est aussi celle qui donne les
meilleurs resultats. La precision des resultats est "reglable": elle depend de la densite du
reseau de validation au sol.
c)

Les mesures aseuil et notamment la methode dite des "aires integrales fractionnelles"
(Area Time Integral) proposee recemment. Celle-ci consiste a dectuire l'intensite
moyenne de precipitation sur une aire, ou le volume de pluie genere pendant un
certain intervalle de temps par un systeme, de la mesure par radar de l'aire occupee
par les precipitations d'intensite (ou de reflectivite) superieure a un certain seuil.
Cette methode qui, par rapport aux precedentes, degrade I' information contenue dans
les echos, presente un potentiel interessant lorsqu'il n'est pas utile de connaitre
explicitement la distribution des valeurs de l'intensite de precipitation, par exemple
pour la mesure des precipitations sur un bassin versant. Elle n'est precise que si les
aires integrates considerees sont suffisamment importantes et n'a encore ete validee
que pour des precipitations homogenes de pluies convectives (elle demande done a
etre approfondie).

2.4 Les limites du radar et les problemes non resolus
Les methodes b et c offrent en principe des solutions efficaces pour la mesure des champs
precipitants par radar. Cependant, leur mise en oeuvre se heurte eventuellement a
diverses difficultes dont:

a)

les problemes lies

a la

configuration du sol.

Il s'agit des echos de sol et surtout des effets de masque (occultation de tout ou partie
du faisceau par des obstacles fixes). On dispose de diverses techniques pour corriger
approximativement les erreurs dues aux echos de sollorsque leur intensite n'est pas
trop forte par rapport a celle des echos utiles. Il en est de meme pour les masques
de contours simples. Par contre, les masques associes a un relief important et de
contour irregulier sont difficiles agerer. Concretement, 1'utilisation du radar dans les
regions ou la topographie est complexe, en zone montagneuse, n'est en rien evidente.

b)

les problemes lies

a l'homogeneite de la cible.

La quasi-totalite des etudes methodologiques sur la mesure des precipitations par
radar considere le cas d'une cible homogene constituee de pluie. Or ce cas ne
represente qu 'une petite fraction des conditions rencontrees en Europe dans les pays
de la region VI. Les climats de nos pays sont tels que pendant la plus grande partie
de l'annee, !'altitude de l'isotherme ooc est faible de sorte que le profil vertical de
11
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Schema bloc du principe de !'estimation des champs de pluie par utilisation
conjointe d'un radar et d'un reseau pluviometrique.
R est I' intensite de pluie, Z est le facteur de reflectivite radar, .6.t est
I' intervalle de temps entre les observations panoramiques du radar, N est
le nombre de pluviometres, G est la hauteur de pluie mesuree par un
pluviometre, F est le facteur de correction global.
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retlectivite du milieu intercepte par le faisceau varie avec la distance et inclut
eventuellement la couche de fusion, ou "bande brillante" radar, et des precipitations
solides. La figure 2.3 montre a titre d'exemple la situation a Toulouse (France). Elle
represente en fonction du temps, sur une annee, !'altitude de l'isotherme ooc et de
la base de la bande brillante supposee se trouver 400 m en dessous de l'isotherme
0°C. Les cercles representent la taille du faisceau a demi-puissance pour diverses
valeurs de la distance radiale comptee a partir du radar (entre 30 et 120 km). Le
radar de Toulouse est un equipement meteorologique tres classique en bande C, avec
un faisceau d 'ouverture 1,3 o •
La figure 2.3 montre que pour une distance utile de 100 km le faisceau ne rencontre une
cible homogene de pluie que pendant environ 2 mois dans l'annee. Le reste de l'annee,
il est necessaire de corriger la reflectivite mesuree en fonction du profil variable avec
1' altitude.
Divers auteurs, encore trop peu nombreux, ont aborde ce probleme (Smith, 1986;
Koistinen, 1986; Collier, 1989; Joss et Waldvogel, 1990; Andrieu et Creutin, 1991) et
suggere des algorithmes de correction. Ceux-ci consistent principalement a utiliser les
mesures de reflectivite en fonction de la distance, done de !'altitude (en general le
faisceau est legerement incline avec un angle de site positif au-dessus de 1'horizon) pour
etablir un profil vertical de reflectivite de reference apartir duquel on calcule le rapport
de correction entre la reflectivite pres du sol (soit la reflectivite de la pluie) et la
reflectivite en altitude biaisee par le defaut d 'homogeneite de la precipitation. Cependant
ces algorithmes demandent a etre valides et leurs conditions et limites d'application
precisees.

3. LE PARC DE RADARS EUROPEEN
Dans cette partie, seront exposes successivement l'etat du pare europeen de radars et
!'utilisation qui en est faite a des fins hydrologiques.
La base de ce chapitre est 1' ensemble des reponses au questionnaire elabore et diffuse en
1992. L'information recoltee a ete completee par certaines donnees issues d'un rapport
COST73 dans le but d'etre aussi complet que possible. C'est pourquoi des renseignements
concemant des pays n'ayant pas forcement n!pondu au questionnaire sont tout de meme
consignes.

3.1 Aspects techniques
Le tableau de la figure 3.1 fait une synthese de l'etat du reseau de radars europeens. Il
regroupe des renseignements a la fois quantitatifs (nombre total de radars, nombre prevu
aune echeance proche et nombre de radars utilises a des fins hydrologiques) et qualitatifs
(type, emission, equipement).
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Figure 2.3

Variations au cours de l'annee de !'altitude de la couche de fusion des
precipitations dans le Sud-Ouest de la France.
L' altitude a ete determinee a partir de la moyenne mensuelle de la
temperature au sol a Toulouse. La courbe superieure indique !'altitude de
l'isotherme ooc, la courbe inferieure indique !'altitude de la limite basse
de la couche de fusion. Le radar est situe a Toulouse, a 200 m d'altitude.
Les segments verticaux et les cercles representent respectivement le
diametre et la section du faisceau, a la distance indiquee, pour. un angle
d' ouverture de 1, 3 o et pour un angle d' elevation de 1'axe de faisceau de
0,8°.
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Le nombre total de radars recenses s' eleve a 82. A une echeance plus ou moins eloignee
(dependant des pays), ce pare devrait voir son effectif atteindre les 120 radars.
Actuellement, d'apres les reponses au questionnaire, seulement 53 d'entre eux feraient
l'objet d'une utilisation a des fins hydrologiques.
L'heterogeneite du pare apparait nettement a la consultation de la description des
renseignements techniques concernant le materiel utilise. On trouve, en effet, ala fois des
radars en bande C, X, S ou X et S (avec meme au sein d'un meme pays des radars de
differents types) et des emissions tres variees (mono ou multifrequence, radars Doppler
avec double polarisation ... ) .
Dans la figure 3.2, ont ete regroupees des indications concernant les traitements appliques
au signal dans le but de le corriger de ses defauts connus.
Ainsi, pour la plupart des pays, les echos fixes sont elimines et les zones sujettes a des
echos de sols sont l 'objet d 'une correction adaptee. Il en est de meme pour la correction
en distance qui est en general prise en compte (correction en 1/rl).
Pour les autres types de correction (masques, propagation anormale, bande brillante), les
traitements sont moins systematiques et plus rares. Quand ils existent, ils ne sont pas
forcement realises sur le site de mesure, mais par un logiciel qui traite les donnees pour
en tirer de !'information (cas du Royaume-Uni et de l'Espagne).
3.2 Utilisation

a des fms hydrologiques

La figure 3.3 fait le point sur la relation reflectivite-intensite des precipitations et les
resolutions spatiales et temporelles des donnees de base en sortie du radar.
La relation Z/R la plus communement utilisee est celle due a Marshall-Palmer.
Cependant, certains pays ont choisi d'en employer une autre qu'elle soit variable ou fixe
avec meme, dans le cas du Royaume-Uni, une selection automatique de la loi en fonction
du type de precipitations (pluie ou averse).
Les resolutions spatiales atteintes sont en general de 1' ordre de 2 km, mais pour certains
usages une resolution du km est parfois utilisee. Le codage des intensites de precipitations
dans ce cadre se fait dans la plupart des cas sur environ une dizaine de niveaux, mais
peut quelquefois se faire sur 8 bits, soit jusqu'a 256 niveaux differents.
Enfin, la resolution temporelle est comprise entre cinq minutes et un quart d'heure pour
la plus grande partie des radars utilises.
Le calibrage des donnees radar en temps reel est relativement peu developpee tandis que
celle partir de donnees archivees est assez repandue. Le cas du Royaume-Uni est encore
une fois un exemple a citer, puisque chacun des "radars hydrologiques" est couple avec
des pluviographes teletransmis (jusqu'a 9) qu'il interroge et dont i1 peut utiliser les
donnees pour calibrer ses mesures de fa~;on operationnelle.

a
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Pays

Nombre de radars
actuel

pn!vu

Autriche

(3)

(4)

Belgique

1

2

Bulgarie

1

Type

Emission

Radomes

D

oui

1

c
xs

DF

OUl

hydro

0

(1)

Danemark

3

5

3

2X,1XS

MF/DF

non

11

13

3

8C,3S

MF

en partie

Allemagne

6

9

6

MF

OUl

Hongrie

2

3

1

c
xs

DF

oui

Irlande

(2)
(15)

3

D,DP

1

c
c

MF

oui

Finlande
France

Italie

9

Pays-Bas

2

Norvege

(1)

Portugal

1

7

1

c

MF

non

Roumanie

6

9

6

3X,3XS

MF/DF

non

Espagne

8

15

8

9S,6C

D

oui

Suede

6

7

6

D

OUl

Suisse

2

3

2

c
c

D

oui

Turquie

0
12

c

llND,lD

OUl

Royaume-Uni

13

16

Yougoslavie

(4)

(5)

Figure 3.1

C,XS

Etat du pare de radars europeens (quantie, type, emission, equipement en
radomes).
D = Doppler; ND = non Doppler; MF = monofrequence;
DF = double frequence; DP = double polarisation.
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Pays

EF

DC

CM

ES

PA

BB

ADV

Belgique

non

?

non

?

non

non

non

Bulgarie

non

?

?

?

non

?

?

Finlande

oui

oui

?

oui

non

non

non

France

oui

oui

non

oui

non

non

non *

Allemagne

oui

non

non

OUl

OUl

non

non

Hongrie

oui

non

non

non

non

non

non

?

?

oui

OUl

oui

oui

?

Pays-Bas

oui

non

non

non

non

non

non

Portugal

oui

oui

oui

OUl

non

non

non

Roumanie

oui

nonu

nonu

non#

non#

non#

nonu

Espagne

oui

?

non*

?

non*

non

non*

Suede

oui

?

oui

oui

non

non

non

Suisse

oui

oui

oui

OUl

OUl

oui

oui

Royaume-Uni

oui

oui

oui

oui

non

non*

non*

Italie

Figure 3.2

..

Traitements appliques au signal radar.
EF = eliminateur d' echos fixes; CD = correction en distance;
CM = correction des masques; ES = correction des echos de sol;
PA = correction de propagation anormale; BB =:: correction de bande
brillante;
ADV = advection des echos.
non* = existe, mais pas sur le site de mesure; non# = en cours
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Pays

Relation Z/R

Resolution
spatiale

a

b

(km*km)

Nombre
de
mveaux

Autriche

200

1.6

2*2

8

144

Belgique

200

1.6

1*1

6

96

Bulgarie

200

1.6

?

?

96

?

?

2*2

7

288

2.5*2.5

16;40

48/96

Danemark

variable

Finlande

Resolution
tempore lie
(nb/jour)

France

200

1.6

1*1

16

96/288

Allemagne

256

1.42

2*2

7

96

Hongrie

200

1.6

variable

256

288

Irlande

200

1.6

5*5

8

288

Italie

variable

variable

variable

Pays-Bas

variable

2.4*2.4

7

96

Norvege

variable

2*2

256

96

Portugal

200

1.6

2*2

14

288

Roumanie

200

1.6

?

?

96

Espagne

200

1.6

2*2

256

288

Suede

200

1.6

2*2

256

96

Suisse

320

1.5

2*2

7

288

200/300

1.6

2*2

8;208

288

200

1.6

1*1

6-16

24/96

Royaume-U ni
Yougoslavie

Figure 3.3

Relation Z-R, resolutions spatiale et temporelle, codage des intensites de
precipitations.
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L'estimation de la precision des mesures n'est pas systematique, mais est realisee par
comparaison avec des reseaux de mesure apartir de reseau de pluviometres independants
ou meme a l'aide de mesures de debits des rivieres (cas de la Suisse).
L' estimation des precipitations surfaciques est encore plus rare. Elle est realisee dans
certains pays de fa9on selective que ce soit dans des lieux particuliers (hydrologie
urbaine) ou pour des evenements exceptionnels (inondations) ou encore pour des
demandes speciales. C'est ici encore le Royaume-Uni qui, avec les sorties de son logiciel
FRONTIERS, fournit de fa9on operationnelle ce type de produit.

4. RECOMMANDATIONS DE L'ATELIER DE TOULOUSE (21 ET 22
OCTOBRE 1993)
Les elements de base de ce chapitre sont les discussions qui ont eu lieu lors de la tenue
a Toulouse les 21 et 22 octobre 1993 d'un atelier sur "les besoins de l'hydrologie en
matiere de donnees meteorologiques obtenues par radar et 1' application de celles-ci a
1'hydrologie et a la mise en valeur des ressources en eau". Cet atelier s' est compose de
la presentation des rapports intermediaires par les rapporteurs, de quelques exposes
techniques et de discussions au cours desquelles ont ete exprimees certaines
recommandations.
L' atelier s' est felicite des efforts entrepris ces dernieres annees dans de nombreux pays
de 1' Association Regionale VI pour s'equiper en nouveaux radars, en automatiser le
fonctionnement et en archiver les observations. Ces efforts se doivent d'etre poursuivis.
Les apports du radar en hydrologie ont ete juges importants du fait de la representation
spatiale et temporelle ahaute resolution des champs de pluie restitues. L'aspect qualitatif
de !'information radar n'est pas anegliger (deplacement, attenuation ou intensification des
precipitations). Le but de !'utilisation de telles donnees radar est d'ameliorer la qualite
de la prevision des crues que ce soit en milieu urbain ou rural. L' application au domaine
urbain est d'autant plus importante dans la region VI que celle-ci est fortement urbanisee.
Toutefois, il a ete estime urgent d'accorder une vive attention a !'amelioration des
methodes de correction du signal afin de pouvoir acceder a des donnees quantitatives
fiables. En particulier, il convient d'encourager les etudes sur les problemes lies a la
mesure tels que le profil vertical de reflectivite et la bande brillante. De la meme fa9on,
les domaines lies a la determination des masques, a la propagation anormale, a
1'attenuation par les fortes precipitations ou a 1'utilisation de faisceaux multiples meritent
egalement d'etre etudies plus avant.
En outre, les membres de !'atelier ont beaucoup insiste sur le risque de voir se degrader
de fa9on considerable les reseaux pluviometriques classiques du fait de 1'utilisation
possible du radar a des fins d'estimation quantitative des precipitations. Ceux-ci ont
recommande de rester vigilant sur ce point et ont souligne le fait que les reseaux de radar
ne pourront jamais se passer des reseaux pluviometriques (pour la phase de calibrage).
De plus, dans le cadre d'une exploitation operationnelle (annonce des crues), il est
19

important de pouvoir toujours disposer de donnees sol, le radar n'etant pas totalement
infaillible et ne permettant pas de couvrir certaines zones geographiques au relief
particulierement tourmente.
L 'atelier a egalement encourage les services meteorologiques et hydrologiques a se
concerter de fa9on plus systematique dans le cadre du choix des emplacements des radars.
Ce type d'action commune ne peut qu'etre benefique aux deux communautes favorisant
ainsi Ieur rapprochement.
Un soin particulier doit etre apporte a la constitution des archives des images radar tant
en ce qui concerne la permanence de celle-ci que la disponibilite (developpement
d' interfaces d' acces aux banques de donnees). L' effort de normalisation entrepris sur le
codage de I' information (au minimum 8 niveaux) doit etre poursuivi. Une information sur
le signal radar archive (constante radar, traitements) est tout aussi precieuse et doit etre
disponible en meme temps que la donnee elle-meme (ce qui permet de realiser des etudes
a posteriori).
Pour conclure, !'atelier s'est accorde sur la necessite de promouvoir !'utilisation du radar
en hydrologie. Ce type d'action se fera par la nomination de rapporteurs lors de la
prochaine periode intersession.

CONCLUSION
Si certaines donnees hydrologiques sont obtenues dans des conditions simples et
satisfaisantes avec les reseaux pluviometriques, il en est beaucoup d'autres, et en
particulier celles relatives aux petites echelles d'espace et de temps, pour lesquelles le
radar est indispensable. Reseaux pluviometriques et reseaux de radars sont done
complementaires a double titre puisque les donnees issues des reseaux pluviometriques
interviennent dans l'algorithme d'exploitation hydrologique des radars.
Les champs hydrologiques instantanes (distribution des intensites et cumuls sur des dun~es
de quelques heures) susceptibles d' etre elabores a partir des donnees radar sont 1'un des
principaux "produits" interessant les utilisateurs; ils ont meme un interet prioritaire pour
certaines applications telles que la securite civile en cas de risque de erne eclair.
Toutefois, !'utilisation du radar a des fins hydrologiques n'est encore que peu developpee
au sein des pays de la region VI a quelques exceptions pres.
Les causes peuvent en etre imputees

a diverses raisons:

certains radars en service sont obsoletes, car anciens ou parfois non automatises;
leur exploitation en est souvent rendue irreguliere;
!'utilisation quantitative des donnees est encore consideree comme compliquee et
incertaine et n'est pas suffisamment systematique;
la precision des mesures n'est pas maitrisee parfaitement.
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En consequence, il apparait necessaire d'entreprendre uncertain nombre d'actions afin
d'aboutir a une exploitation plus fiable des radars. 11 s'agirait done de:
automatiser et informatiser 1' ensemble de me sure radar;
regulariser et fiabiliser les techniques utilisees afin de disposer de series continues de
mesure.s;
effectuer regulierement 1' etalonnage du materiel;
evaluer de fac;on systematique (si ce n'est en permanence) la qualite de la mesure a
l'aide de reseaux pluviometriques associes;
encourager les developpements et recherches concernant les erreurs affectant la
mesure (echos de sol, profil vertical de reflectivite, bande brillante ... ).
L'exploitation du radar a des fins d'estimation quantitative des precipitations n'en est
encore qu'a ses debuts. 11 convient done dans le cadre de l'OMM de favoriser les
transferts de connaissance en la matiere en facilitant les echanges d'informations sur les
methodes employees et/ou de logiciels.
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APPLICATIONS OF WEATHER RADAR DATA TO HYDROLOGY AND
WATER RESOURCES
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Sln\1MARY
Methods of using weather radar for application in hydrology and water resources across
the RA VI (Europe) region are reviewed. The applications are considered thematically
under the headings: short-term precipitation forecasting; flow forecasting, flood warning
and control; storm hazard assessment; urban storm water management; and pollution
hazard assessment. Emphasis is given to methods which are in operational use within
Europe as opposed to those undergoing development and testing in a research context.
Methods of application of radar data are of primary interest here, with little consideration
given to methods for improving radar rainfall measurement per se. The thematic review of
methods is followed by a country survey of applications of weather radar prepared from
responses to a questionnaire sent by the World Meteorological Organisation to the RA VI
(Europe) member countries. Conclusions and recommendations arising from this review
and survey are presented.
Most widespread of all quantitative applications is the use of radar for rainfall forecasting.
Advection methods are commonly used whilst more physically-based methods utilising
simple cloud models are being researched, especially so as to anticipate storm
development associated with convective systems. Informal use of weather radar for flood
warning is widespread but only two or three countries in Europe make quantitative use of
radar data as part of a flow forecasting system. Integrated flood forecasting systems
incorporating decision support facilities, and with the ability to use both radar and
raingauge observations in an intelligent way, is an important developing area. Rainfallrunoff models used operationally for flood forecasting are most commonly of lumped
form. Distributed formulations utilising radar data on a grid are in a research phase and
await improvements to radar data quality and operational trials of their performance. The
use of radar data in hydrological design suffers from a lack of consistent, long records and
appropriate archives need to be built up. However, radar data have proved of value for
investigating areal reduction factors, design storm profiles, time-to-peak estimates and
Probable Maximum Precipitation. Application of radar for urban storm drainage
management is a particularly active area due to the significant potential benefits that exist,
in terms of improved management of both water quantity and quality, including better
treatment plant control. Requirements for higher resolution radar data in the urban
environment has stimulated investigations using special radars, such as local X-band
radars, which are ongoing.
The application of radar in hydrology and water resources, at least in a quantitative sense,
is still in an active development phase with no accepted mainstream of recommended
methodology. An important problem that remains is to make radar rainfall measurements
more robust across a range of environments, notably in mountainous terrain and where the
meteorological conditions induce bright band effects. Progress on the radar rainfall
measurement problem, and how this feeds through to improved and wider applications in
hydrology and water resources, needs to be kept under review through the appointment of
WMO rapporteurs in these areas.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Weather radar networks operated across Europe by national meteorological agencies
service well the primary meteorological requirement of daily weather reporting and
forecasting. The visual images of the spatial extent and propagation of storms provided
by radars are now a familiar feature of such reporting on television. However, the need
for quantitative estimates of rainfall to support applications in hydrology and water
resources, especially flood forecasting, has not been so well serviced. The requirements
for weather radar data in hydrology and water resources is the subject of a companion
report by Merlier, Cheze and Sauvageot. Hydrologists and meteorologists have sought
to improve the reliability of weather radar and to develop "radar hydrology" products
characterised by greater resolution in space and time and improved quantitative accuracy.
Activity by this group of radar hydrologists is recorded in the proceedings to the
symposium "Weather Radar and Flood Forecasting" at the University of Lancaster, UK,
in 1985 and to the two symposia on "Hydrological Applications of Weather Radar",
convened at the University of Salford, UK, in 1989 and at the University of Hannover,
Germany, in 1992. The European Radar Hydrology Group, sponsored by the CEC, and
now incorporating membership from 9 countries, also reported on their work at the
workshop "Advances in Radar Hydrology" held at Lisbon Portugal in 1991. Much of the
work reported at these meetings has been of a research nature.
The aim of this current document is to focus on those developments in radar hydrology
which have resulted in products and procedures that are in operational use or have
become part of established practice in one or more countries of Europe. The scope of the
review is also restricted in not dealing with advances in radar rainfall measurement that
have lead, in some instances, to the greater precision demanded by hydrologists. For
example, methods of attenuation correction and calibration of radar by raingauge
networks are not addressed explicitly. Reviews of radar rainfall measurement for
hydrological application are provided by Joss and Waldvogel (1990) and Moore (1989).
The focus of the report is on hydrological applications of radar data and the first issue to
be addressed is the use of radar for rainfall forecasting. Such forecasts can provide the
basis of an initial alert of possible flooding or form the input to flood forecasting models.
The use of weather radar in flow forecasting, flood warning and control is discussed in
Section 3. Subsequent sections review applications of radar for storm hazard assessment,
urban stormwater management and pollution hazard assessment.
A letter survey of applications of radar in hydrology and water resources, directed to RA
VI (Europe) member countries, has been used to produce the country survey of
applications reported in Section 7. Conclusions and recommendations resulting from the
review of applications and country survey are presented in the final section of the report.
A reference list, ordered against each application, concludes the report.
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2. SHORT-TERM PRECIPITATION FORECASTING
2.1 Introduction
Reviews of radar-based short-term precipitation forecasting methods are available in
Browning and Collier ( 1989) and Collier ( 1993). The replaying of weather radar images
provides a strong visual impression of storm movement, raising the prospect of inferring
the storm speed and direction and using this as the basis of forecasting. The majority of
methods in operational use are based on an underlying advection model and differ in
detail in terms of how the advection velocity is inferred and how the rainfall forecasts are
subsequently generated.

2.2 Field advection methods
Arguably the most popular method is to take two consecutive radar images (typically 15
minutes apart) and to displace the first so as to get the best level of correspondence with
the second. The optimal displacement provides an estimate of the storm speed and
direction. This is then used to advect the second (most recent image) to form forecast
images at future times. In early presentations of the method it was customary to use
correlation as the measure of correspondence and consequently is often called the
"correlation method". However, other correspondence measures are clearly possible and
in general correlation as a measure is computationally expensive and not advised. Simpler
measures such as those based on the sum of squared errors are usually more appropriate.
Methods that initially reduce the field to a binary field, with ones assigned to radar pixels
above some threshold rainfall intensity and zeroes below are not intrinsically different but
result in merely another correspondence measure. It is probably best to refer to all such
methods as field advection methods and to further classify them as of binary or real
value type. Advection methods can also be classified in terms of whether they form the
correspondence measure over a single region and advect this as a single entity or if they
subdivide the region and infer localised velocities; in the latter case this can be seen to
accommodate rotation of the storm in a possibly piecewise linear fashion.
An example of the operational implementation of the field advection method is provided
by the IH Local Rainfall Forecasting System (Moore et al., 1991). This was one of two
distinct developments aimed at making weather radar more useful for hydrological
application. Its precursor was the IH Local Calibration System which combined radar and
raingauge data in real-time to produce a rainfall field estimate that was, on average, more
accurate than estimates based on each data source in isolation. The forecasting study also
produced algorithms to preprocess radar data to automatically suppress anaprop and
clutter. These radar preprocessing, calibration and forecasting procedures are now
available as an integrated software product called HYRAD, an acronym for
HYDdrological RADar system (Moore, 1993). The kernel to the system comprises the
above procedures together with a post-processor to derive catchment average rainfall time
series data (utilising digitised catchment boundary data) and an interface to the IH River
Flow Forecasting System (Moore, 1993). Additional features under development include
an interface to real-time radar reception software, a radar data archiving facility and a
Windows 3 .1 (or NT) radar display system incorporating hydrologically appropriate
overlay information. The latter provides for client-server interaction between PCs and a
2

host VAX or UNIX running the kernel, reception and archiving software.
2.3 Feature tracking methods
A significantly different approach to radar rainfall forecasting is based on first delineating
features in the rainfall field and attempting to track these features over successive radar
images. Each feature is characterised by its own advection velocity in this approach. The
main problem with the method is to reliably identify the same feature on successive
images and to cope with the appearance of new features, the disappearance of old ones
and the merging, fragmentation and change in size of existing ones.
A delineated feature is generally characterised by one or more quantitative feature
descriptors such as the centre of gravity, mean intensity or size. These are compared
with corresponding values in an adjacent radar image to identify corresponding features,
the velocity of motion calculated and used as the basis of forecasting by extrapolation.
Feature delineation may be achieved using an intensity threshold, a connectivity rule
linking neighbouring pixels into a single feature or a clustering rule working outwards
from a pixel with more intense rainfall. Clearly hybrid forms of these can developed.
Choices for feature characteristics include: size (number of pixels occupied by feature),
mass (the average rainfall volume over the pixels), average intensity (mass divided by
size), intensity variance, centroid, diameter, elongation and orientation and moments of
inertia. The size and centroid of the feature are most commonly used.
Having chosen an appropriate set of feature characteristics the next step is to define a
matching rule to establish a correspondence between features on successive images. The
matching criterion might incorporate an assumption of a single, global, velocity vector
or allow each feature to be unconstrained with regard to its velocity. One or more feature
characteristics may be included in the chosen objective function for establishing a feature
match.
The last step of forecast construction is generally based on similar principles assumed
in the matching step, either assuming global or local velocities in advecting the features
forward in time.
One example of such a feature tracking technique, in use for hydrological application, is
the SCOUT II.O method (Einfalt et al., 1990). This includes procedures to recognise
splitting and merging of features and to avoid feature fragmentation at the image
boundary. Forecasts are used to support the real-time control of the sewer network in the
Seine-Saint-Denis county near Paris, France. Control is in the form of two gate-controlled
retention basins which are operated to minimise storm overflows in the sewer network
whilst preserving water quality for recreational purposes in one of the reservoirs and
limiting gate operations.
2.4 Man/machine interface methods
Dissatisfaction with the fully automatic methods of rainfall forecasting, based on the
inference of an advection velocity, led the UK Meteorological Office to investigate
systems that introduced human judgement into the forecasting process (Carpenter and
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Browning, 1984; Conway, 1987). The concept was to combine radar and Meteosat
display imagery with an experienced forecaster and to develop software tools to support
the forecaster in using the radar imagery to make rainfall forecasts. The resulting
man/machine rainfall forecasting system was called FRONTIERS.
A light pen touching a VDU screen is used by the operator to clean up an image,
removing any anomalous pixels and truncating bright band affected pixels. The pen may
also be used to point to features on successive images as a means of inferring storm
velocities for an operator delineated set of storm clusters; tuning and verification of the
inferred velocities is achieved through a Lagrangian replay technique in which a feature
remains static for a correct choice of velocity. Additional techniques can be invoked to
adjust for orographic enhancement effects on the radar field.
In the most recent implementation of FRONTIERS, movement of the radar image to
construct forecasts is achieved using the 850 and 700 mb steering winds obtained from
the mesoscale meteorological model. The system is operated 24 hours a day and forecasts
are constructed every half hour for 6 hours ahead at intervals of 15 minutes on a 5 km
grid for the whole of the UK. As a consequence the image used as the basis of
forecasting incurs a transmission delay of the order of 40 minutes before it is available
at flood warning centres; 30 minutes is lost through the time allowed for man/machine
interaction and the remainder in the two-way transmission of data. This delay is
particularly critical to hydrological applications, such as the provision of flash-flood
warning to metropolitan areas.
Ongoing developments aim to speed up the forecasting procedure through greater
automation, including consideration of expert· system techniques (Conway, 1989) and
object programming methods. Progress on the new automated scheme has been recently
reviewed by Ryall and Conway (1993): it is planned that it will replace FRONTIERS in
1995.
An operational assessment of the FRONTIERS system has recently been undertaken by
the UK Meteorological Office in conjunction with the National Rivers Authority (NRA)
in their Thames and North-West regions (NRA-Met Office, 1992). The NRA also
commissioned the Institute of Hydrology (IH) and the University of Salford to carry out
independent assessments in these two regions, respectively. The IH assessment over
London also included consideration of their own advection forecasting method reviewed
at the end of Section 2.2. In terms of mean square error criterion the latter outperformed
FRONTIERS at all lead times (Figure 2.1(a)). Using a pattern-based measure of
performance, the critical success index, FRONTIERS provided some improvement at lead
times beyond 2 hours (Figure 2.1(b)). In many respects the two techniques should be seen
as complementary. The IH method provides high resolution (2 km square forecasts
updated every 15 minutes) short-term regional forecasts, experiencing exhaustion effects
beyond about two hours on account of its use of a single radar. The coarser FRONTIERS
product (5 km, 30 minute update) provides national coverage from its use of the radar
network data and full forecasts out to 6 hours.
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Figure 2.1

Comparison of the performance of Local Radar and Frontiers forecasts of
15 minute rainfall totals (average over 14 events) over the Thames basin,
UK.
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2.5 Numerical weather prediction models
In contrast to the above inferential techniques for radar rainfall forecasting some use is
beginning to be made of radar in numerical weather prediction models. 4-D data
assimilation procedures are being developed to accommodate radar, and other
meteorological data, into these models to improve short-term forecasting of precipitation.
The problem is perhaps better known to hydrologists as the state-updating problem where
an adjustment to model states is made bearing in mind the relative uncertainties of the
model state and the observations; in this case it might also be necessary to incorporate
interpolation functions within the procedure and to ensure that the model remains
numerically stable. However, the length scale of these meteorological models is rarely
finer than 15 km at present and may require introduction of a scheme for rainfall
disaggregation to be useful in a hydrological context, for example for flood forecasting
using a rainfall-runoff model.

2.6 Simple cloud models
The coarse scale of rainfall forecasts made using mesoscale meteorological models is
clearly not ideally suited to hydrological application. However, simple advection and
feature tracking methods are known to be deficient under conditions of growth and decay,
characteristic particularly of convective storm activity which can give rise to important
flood-producing storms. These deficiencies have led to research into a hybrid approach
in which a simple water balance model of a cloud column is advected to provide finerresolution forecasts of rainfall fields (Georgakakos and Bras, 1984; Lee and Georgakakos,
1991). Recent progress has included the use of weather radar and satellite data into the
formulation of these models (Seo and Smith, 1992; French and Krajewski, 1992).
Weather radar data for multiple beam elevations are used to estimate the vertical
integrated liquid content of the column which is used in the re-initialisation of the model's
water balance in real-time. Satellite imagery in the infra-red waveband is use to estimate
the temperature at the top of the column. Radar may also be used to infer the advection
velocity, as outlined above, or alternatively derived from a mesoscale meteorological
model.
Clearly, the use of a simple water balance of the atmospheric column, with frequent state
updating, in conjunction with radar inference of its advective movement, offers an
attractive way forward for forecasting the development of convective storm systems. This
kind of approach may also be useful for forecasting stationary orographic rainfall
complexes. A number of research teams in Europe, in addition to the USA, are
investigating the viability of this kind of approach; operational implementation will
depend on the outcome of this research.
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3. FLOW FORECASTING, FLOOD WARNING AND CONTROL
3.1 Operational Systems
3.1.1 The CASCADE System
The CASCADE system of the UK National Rivers Authority Thames Region (Haggett
et al., 1992) is arguably one of the most advanced flood warning systems, in terms of its
use of weather radar, in Europe. The system is operated in support of flood warning over
the London metropolitan area and surrounding more rural areas. It utilises high resolution
(2 km, 5 minute) data from the C-band London weather radar at Chenies as well as
wider-coverage radar data (5 km, 15 minute) in the form of the UK radar network
composite image. The system incorporates the Institute of Hydrology's local rainfall
forecasting software as well as receiving the FRONTIERS national radar rainfall
forecasts. A range of derived products are generated, useful to flood warning, including
displays of radar-derived catchment average rainfalls. These can be input to flood
forecasting models to obtain forecasts at a variety of locations to support flood warning
decisions.
A flood with a 50 year return period can cause damage to 10,000 properties in Greater
London and incur costs of the order of £20m at 1991 prices. The majority of flood
damage is associated with high intensity, short duration storms occurring in summer and
associated with convective activity. These storms combined with significant urban
coverage means that flood inception is rapid demanding an automated forecasting system
and good warning and flood damage mitigation measures. The CASCADE system
receives, via telephone telemetry, information at 15 minute intervals from 55 raingauges
and 70 river level stations, in addition to the radar data. There are rainfall-runoff models,
essentially of a conceptual type, which are used for flood forecast construction. It is
planned that the link between rainfall and river level data acquisition and the flood
forecasting models be fully automated during 1993.

3.1.2 The RFFS
Whilst the CASCADE system can make model forecasts for specific catchments,
developments have not yet been made to coordinate the construction of forecasts down
the river network. The River Flow Forecasting System or RFFS (Moore and Jones, 1991;
Moore, 1993) provides such functionality and for this reason is widely regarded as the
most advanced flow forecasting system in use in the UK. At its heart is the Information
Control Algorithm or ICA which invokes and manages the coordination of the acquisition
of data needed for forecast construction and the order-of-execution of models, working
from the headwaters to the sea. Configuration to a given set of river basins is databased,
requiring no recoding for new applications. A generic model algorithm interface provides
great flexibility in the choice of models that can be employed. An interface to the
HYRAD system, referred to in Section 2, allows the RFFS to utilise data for model input
from one or more radars, in preprocessed, recalibrated and forecast form for grid square
or catchment areas.
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3.1.3 Wessex Flood Forecasting System
Weather radar has featured prominently in the development of the Wessex Flood
Forecasting in the UK (Aucott et al., 1991). This is based on the WRIP (Wessex Radar
Information Project) system and the STORM system for radar data acquisition and
display, both developed at the University of Salford. The system is characterised by the
use of simple transfer function models and a user-friendly X-windows graphical user
interface; a river network form of the system is under development.
3.2 Operational assessment
A study to investigate the utility of the radar-derived rainfall forecasts in the rainfallrunoff models used operationally for flood forecasting over London is reported in Moore
et al. (1993). This work is somewhat of a rarity in providing a detailed assessment of
radar rainfall measurements and forecasts, in an operational flood forecasting context, and
utilising a variety of storm events, catchments and models. Figure 3.1 illustrates a typical
set of results obtained using 5 types of rainfall input to the PDM (Probability Distributed
Moisture) model: perfect foreknowledge (locally recalibrated radar), locally recalibrated
radar forecasts, uncalibrated radar forecasts, Frontiers forecasts and a simple Markov
chain conditional raingauge forecast. The best overall performance was obtained using
the locally recalibrated radar forecasts obtained from HYRAD. As one might expect the
advantage over the simple conditional forecast was greatest for the smaller (<50 km2)
catchments. The benefits for larger catchments (300 to 750 km2) for the lead times
considered were not significant on account of the importance of model updating using
observed flows on model forecasts.
3.3 Distributed Radar Grid Square Models for operational use
The availability of radar rainfall distributed on a square grid has provided a stimulus to
develop new rainfall-runoff models configured to make better use of data in this form.
Previously, models relied on data from a sparse raingauge network and interpolation
procedures were used to derive areal rainfall, often for complete river basins, for input
to lumped rainfall-runoff models. More distributed formulations rarely demonstrated
improved performance on account of the limitations imposed by the sparse point estimates .
of rainfall obtained from gauges. This constraint does not exist with weather radar data
and the prospect for improvement utilising more distributed rainfall-runoff formulations
clearly demanded investigation.
An early landmark in the development of grid-square rainfall-models was reported in the
paper by Anderl, Attmannspacher and Schulz in 1976. They used data from a semiautomatic X-band weather radar at Hohenpeissenberg in Upper Bavaria along with flow
data from two flow gauging stations in the vicinity draining basin areas of 34 and 56 krn2 •
An assessment of model performance demonstrated superior performance using weather
radar data relative to the standard raingauge network (density of one gauge per 500 krn2)
and equal performance using a special dense raingauge network (one gauge per 25 km2).
The rainfall-runoff model used was adapted for use with radar data from a previous
model called Hyreun. Essentially the model is configured on a grid of 1 km square
elements corresponding to the radar grid, and incorporates a runoff production function
8
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Forecast hydrographs for the Silk Stream at Colindeep Lane made at
different time origins before the peak at 05:00 23 September 1992. Flows
computed using the PDM model using recalibrated data and forecast
rainfall from the 5 sources indicated.
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to generate excess runoff from each area element. Excess runoff from each grid is to the
translated basin outlet, initially by pure advection, using a simple time delay depending
of the distance between the area element and the outlet (that is using an isochrone
principle), and then by storage routing using two linear reservoirs in parallel
representing surface and subsurface translation routes. A limitation of the study was the
X-band radar which only provided reliable measurements of rain when isolated single
precipitation areas occurred, for which attenuation effects were weak. Only 3 or 4 such
events were available for analysis.
More recent radar grid-square model formulations have been developed for real-time
flood forecasting in Italy (Chander and Fattorelli, 1991) and the UK (Moore and Bell,
1992; Moore, 1993). Both models take as their starting point the translation of excess
runoff from a grid square using a linear channel, equivalent to a time delay from each
grid to the basin outlet. The discrete time formulation results in a double summation, the
inner one representing the convolution of excess runoff for the grid with the time delay
and the outer one adding the convoluted responses from each grid square to give the total
basin runoff. The models differ primarily in the production function used, the Italian
model utilising a Philip infiltration approach whereas the UK model, whilst incorporating
an infiltration function, focusses on storage capacity controlled runoff. However, a
development of the UK model has replaced the convolution formulation by a storage
routing approach in which each isochrone strip behaves as a river reach represented by
a discrete-time kinematic wave model. A formulation based on using isochrone strips as
reaches for flow routing has earlier been introduced by Serban et al. (1989) in Romania,
although not with reference to radar grid models. This not only reduces the computational
demands of the model but also introduces attenuation, in addition to advection, through
the discrete time formulation. A linear reservoir is incorporated explicitly as part of the
convolution formulation of the Italian model in order to obtain attenuation. Results
obtained for the Italian model on the 1408 km2 Bacciglione river, divided into 88 4 km
square areas and using data from 11 raingauges, demonstrated superior performance to
an equivalent lumped model when the flood-generating rainfall was not spatially uniform.
However, no demonstration using radar data was made due to lack of available data. The
UK study presented results for two basins served by two different C-band radars. The
basin located in hilly terrain in North-West England showed variable results with both
radar and rainfall performing best for different storms. However, the performance of the
grid model using radar data proved consistently superior for the basin in southern
England.

4. STORM HAZARD ASSESSlVIENT
4.1 Introduction
Weather radar data are less immediately suited to applications for design rainfall
estimation, compared to their use for flood forecasting, on account of the shortness of
radar records relative to the storm return periods to be inferred (Reed and Stewart, 1989).
However, this is in part compensated for by the complete spatial coverage that radars
provide. Radar data have not yet been used to their full potential in hydrological design
studies (Stewart, 1993). Advantages are the high temporal and spatial resolution of radar
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data which ought to be of particular importance for short duration design estimates.
However, conventional design methods involving raingauge data have focus sed on
extracting annual maxima values of storms of a given duration. This implies the need for
continuous and reliable data sets over a good number of years which often precludes the
use of records of radar data: these are invariably short, sometimes intermittent and subject
to errors, particularly associated with bright band at the extremes of interest in design.
4.2 Severe storm estimation
Radar accuracy can lead to considerable debate for very severe storms, often associated
with convective activity, where comparison with point raingauge estimates can be
confusing. In the UK the Halifax storm on 19 May 1991 provides a classic example
where the validity of a 195 mm point raingauge estimate was disputed with reference to
a 43.6 mm 2 km grid square estimate obtained from the Hameldon Hill radar (Acreman
and Collinge, 1991; Collier, 1991). Perhaps ironically the accuracy of the raingauge
measurement was in question on this occasion: the fmal consensus was that the two
measurements were commensurate.

4.3 Design storm estimation
The accuracy problem in design applications of radar data has been helped in the UK by
the development of the PARAGON data processing system (May, 1988). This system
creates quality-controlled hourly rainfall values on a 5 km grid by combining radar with
daily raingauge records. This dataset for the Hameldon Hill radar has been used by
Stewart (1989) along with raingauge data to derive areal reduction factors for use in
north-west England. The method presupposes that the same relationship between 1-day
point and areal rainfall totals holds for sub-daily durations. The same PARAGON dataset
has also proved useful in deriving design temporal profiles appropriate for upland areas
of the UK (Reynard and Stewart, 1993).
The timing accuracy associated with weather radar, with data being commonly available
at 5 minute intervals, can be used to good effect in obtaining better estimators of time-topeak involved in design calculations. Marshall and Bayliss (1993) installed a network of
river level sensors on 15 small rural and semi-rural streams in the vicinity of London and
used the resulting records in conjunction with Chenies radar data to define time-to-peak
estimates. These were used to establish relationships with catchment characteristics for
use in design studies involving ungauged catchments. Previous relationships had proven
inaccurate for such small catchments because of sensitivity to timing at the sub-hourly
level.
Cluckie et al. (1987) report a depth-area-duration (DAD) analysis of extreme events
using hourly radar rainfall totals for 5 km grid squares from the Clee Hill UK network
radar. The need to first correct and calibrate the radar data is emphasised. They perform
DAD analyses on individual storms as a means of classifying their flood producing
potential. The family of curves obtained for one storm is shown in Figure 4.1.
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4.4 Probable Maximum Precipitation estimation
Probable maximum precipitation or PMP is a concept that is often used in assessments
of reservoir safety. Approaches to PMP estimation include the maximisation and
transposition of actual storms and the storm model approach. Cluckie and Pessoa (1990)
have used radar data from north-wes! England to characterise actual storms which have
then been maximised and transposed to obtain PMP estimates for catchment areas of
interest. Such an approach capitalises on radar's ability to delineate storms in space and
time. A program called RADMAX implements the procedure and incorporates
visualisation of the transposition step.
The use of radar data (and satellite data for cruder estimates) has been suggested by
Collier (1993) to support PMP estimation by the storm model approach. A simple lifting
air parcel model, modified to incorporate aspect effects on solar heating of the ground
surface and effects of orography and convergence, is proposed containing parameters that
might be estimated using radar or satellite data. For example, the true storm rainfall
might be estimated from radar data by calculating it within a Lagrangian frame of
reference (moving with the storm). This estimate, along with radiosonde data, might then
be used to estimate storm efficiency, the ratio of the maximum observed rainfall to the
precipitable water in the cloud column, a crucial parameter in PMP estimation by the
storm model approach. Radar data may also be used to infer cell motion and convergence
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(at least over areas of precipitation) and Doppler radar data fhrther allows the depth of
the boundary layer over which convergence occurs to be estimated. Work is ongoing in
the UK to assess this storm model approach utilising radar data to support model
parameterisation.

5. URBAN STORM WATER MANAGEMENT
5.1 Introduction
The use of weather radar in urban applications is distinct because of the fine scale of
interest. Urban drainage systems are sensitive to variations in rainfall, in time down to
intervals of one minute and in space to distances of a kilometre or less for some
applications (Schilling, 1991). This sensitivity arises from the relatively small size of
urban catchment areas and to the responsiveness of paved areas and drainage systems to
rainfall variability. The more exacting requirements for rainfall information over smaller
areas has spurred developments in special radars appropriate for urban applications along
with procedures for high resolution radar rainfall calibration and forecasting. Also the
potential for real-time control of urban drainage systems, supported by radar rainfall
measurements and forecasts, has provided a particularly important stimulus for
application. A recent state-of-the-art review on urban applications of weather radar is
provided by Verwom (1993).
5.2 Potential benefits
It is common that papers that relate to the use of weather radar for storm water
management fall short in terms of an actual practical demonstration. For example, the
paper by Damant et al. (1983) concerning the use of weather radar for wastewater control
in Montreal, Canada relates to the errors associated with rainfall measurements and
forecasts, and does not proceed to assess the success of flow forecasting and control
under such error-prone conditions. Similarly, Collier and Browning (1978) use storm
sewer operation as a backcloth to illustrate the practical relevance Of the UK short-period
radar rainfall forecasting project, now known as FRONTIERS (Section 2.4); however,
the practical benefits in this context are yet to de demonstrated. The paper serves to
highlight the potential benefits of short-term rainfall forecasting to the sewer network of
London, England. Here, a cross-connected system of sewers and interceptors offer the
potential for control by diversion of storm flows from bad to less affected areas. Storm
overflow sewers running parallel to the sewers also offer a further prospect for control,
if adequate forecasts of rainfall were available, by pre-release or -pumping from the storm
sewers to the River Thames. A step towards realising these benefits for London has
recently been taken by Thames Water Utilities who commissioned the Institute of
Hydrology's HYRAD system for radar rainfall calibration and forecasting (Institute of
Hydrology, 1993). Initially this is being used to support the design of the BecktonCrossness storm drainage system in London but it is planned at a later stage to investigate
the use of HYRAD rainfall forecasts for real-time operational control.
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5.3 Case studies
Cluckie and Tyson ( 1989) highlight the current strong and widespread interest in urban
drainage systems at a time when the majority of cities in Europe have an inheritance of
systems dating back to the last century and demanding substantial capital investment for
their renovation and renewal. They proceed to review research activities concerned with
the use of weather radar for urban drainage system management, which includes three
European studies in France, Germany and Britain.
The French project is in the Seine-Saint-Denis region of north-east Paris. A C-band radar
at Trappes is used for rainfall measurement (800 m, 5 minute, 16 intensity level
resolution) and forecasts are produced from them using the SCOUT method (Section 2.3).
The drainage system serves an area of 256 km2 within which there are around 12
raingauges, 20 flow gauges, 30 overflow gauges and 20 pumping stations. The eventual
aim is to implement fully automated real-time control of retention facilities capable of
storing up to 70000 m 3 of water, thereby mitigating flooding of a suburban area of Paris
and pollution of the river Seine (Einfalt, 1991).
A similar project in Germany concerns the city of Bremen on the River Bremen where
storage in the drainage system will be utilised to minimise uncontrolled overflows to
rivers. In the upper reaches of the River Emscher an X-band radar (600 m, 5 minute
resolution within a 35 km range), called HERP (Hydrological Emscher Radar Project),
is being deployed in combination with distrometers to support real-time control of urban
drainage (Kammer, 1991). Rohlfing (1993) reports the results of a sensitivity analysis of
an optimal urban drainage control strategy for part of the city of Essen to spatial
variability in rainfall. The approach employed an alternating simulation and optimisation
procedure in which a hydrodynamic model used for simulation provided initial conditions
for a simplified linear model used for optimisation of the set points of the regulators
formulated as a linear programming problem. Data from an X-band radar at a resolution
of 600 m, 1 minute were used to provide spatial rainfall estimates; selection of radar data
from two pixels was used to mimic what two raingauges might have measured, one
underestimating the catchment rainfall and the other overestimating it. The study
demonstrated that considerably improved control would have resulted from the use of
distributed radar data: flooding arose from overestimation of rainfall due to the high prereleases needed to create storage and from underestimation due to inadequate storage
being made available in the urban drainage system.
In Britain considerable attention has been given to the use of weather radar to manage the
drainage system for St Hellier in the Channel Islands. However, most published
assessments of the system focus on the sensitivity of the W ASSP drainage model to radar
data and not on the forecast accuracy achieved nor the benefits of associated control
actions. A case study involving Greater Manchester utilised radar data from the
Hameldon Hill C-band radar. This concluded broadly that quantitative radar data prior
to raingauge calibration provide a poor representation of rainfall, especially in urban areas
where a calibration gauge may be a considerable distance from the urban area of interest.
Recalibrated radar data in distributed form were judged superior to raingauge data used
as lumped input to a WASSP urban drainage model (Shepherd, 1987).
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5.4 The role of X-band radars
The interest in X-band radars for urban application, as exemplified in the two German
case studies above, is common in several other European countries and in other parts of
the world. This interest stems from their higher resolution and greater resilience to clutter
over a restricted scanning range and to their lower cost relative to the conventional
network C-band radars. Whilst affected by attenuation, simulation studies suggest that this
can prove acceptable at the restricted ranges of interest over urban areas (within 20 to
40 km) and if appropriate correction procedures are invoked (Delrieu and Creutin, 1991).
An advantage of working at short range is that the measurement is mainly taking place
within the falling rain and below the bright band if present (Verworn, 1993). However,
the use of X-band continues to be a contentious issue and the subject of a number of
research investigations across Europe. These include the studies of the IMG group in
France (Delrieu, Creutin and Andrieu, 1989; 1992) and the Wageningen group in the
Netherlands.

5.5 Radar data resolution
A number of studies in the UK have concerned the question of radar data resolution in
terms of whether data are held for 8 or 208 levels of intensity; the former was originally
introduced for picture display purposes at a time when the number of colours available
on display systems was more limited than today. These studies arguably have greater
national than european importance because UK charging for radar data is weighted
heavily in favour of the lower resolution product for some users. Clearly the wider
importance relates to economies of data transmission, processing and storage but it is in
this area where costs are falling and speeds increasing dramatically. Broadly, the results
obtained depend on the responsiveness and hence size, nature and variability of the
hydrometeorological conditions. Urban drainage model forecasts, particularly for small
contributing areas, under convective storm conditions are most sensitive; see for example
Cluckie et al. (1993). Flood forecasts for large, flat, rural catchments are less sensitive;
see for example Cluckie et al. (1987). There is a strong argument to err on the side of
caution and adopt a higher resolution, unless special circumstances (such as the UK
pricing policy) prevail.

5.6 Tailored systems
A practical issue in the use of weather radar in urban drainage models is that often the
software, and possibly the model configuration, requires modification to make best use
of these distributed data. Cluckie and Tyson (1989) reports progress on the development
of a front-end to the W ASSP model so tliat it can accommodate distributed storm data
from radar and apply recalibration using local raingauges if required. The same paper
announces the inception of the North West Urban Radar Project and presents an outline
of the research programme; however, to date only very limited information on the
project's progress is available in the open literature.

5. 7 State-of-the-art
It is perhaps appropriate to conclude with the assessment by Cluckie and Tyson (1989)
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that "The true potential for the use of quantitative radar data in urban drainage systems
has yet to be fully evaluated and consequently developed". A statement which is arguably
still true 4 years later.

6. POLLUTION HAZARD ASSESSMENT
Since many of Europe's older cities have combined sewer systems discharging both storm
and foul waters, applications of radar concerning urban drainage often concern also
pollution hazard. There is clearly an important need to reduce surface flooding by
contaminated waters and to reduce the impact of uncontrolled overflows on the quality
of receiving streams. Real-time control of combined sewer overflows is of increasing
concern as environmental pressures become more acute. The previous section provided
examples of the application of radar for combined systems: here attention will be
restricted to two case studies concerned with sewage disposal control.
Andersson and Andersson (1992) discuss in a Swedish context the use of radar rainfall
forecasts for the efficient operation of sewage systems. Overflows from the sewers can
be mitigated and both overflows and disturbances to the biological nutrient removal
processes at the sewage treatment works can be reduced. They report a preliminary study
for the city of Malmo, undertaken by the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological
Institute (SMHI) and the Malmo Water and Sewage Works, utilising the Kastrup airport
C-band weather radar at Copenhagen. A 3 ~our delay in the response of the works to rain
is not generally sufficient to initiate the appropriate control actions. Rainfall forecasts
were generated off-line using the SMHI method, where radar echoes are moved with a
probable velocity to produce accumulation forecasts up to 3 hours ahead. The 850 hPa
wind from a Limited Area Model is used as the basis of the velocity probability
estimates. The forecasts are presented as 3 hour rainfall totals corresponding to
probabilities of occurrence of 10 through to 100%, in increments of 10%; these are
compared with data from 5 raingauges over 8 rainfall events and results judged to be
reasonably good. However, the pilot study has not yet progressed beyond an evaluation
of the rainfall forecasts to an assessment of them in the practical context of the real-time
operation of Malmo sewage works. This is planned for the future utilising data from online meters installed in the sewage system.
In contrast, Ermolin (1992) working in Moscow, Russia presents an algorithm for the
operational control of an urban head-and-gravity flow sewage disposal system but merely
alludes to the prospect for radar application. This is yet another example of a paper
pointing out what might be done. Clearly, the state of the art in sewerage system control
supported by radar is one in which the potential benefits are recognised, but these have
yet to be demonstrated, either through simulation or in practice.

7. COUNTRY SURVEY OF APPLICATIONS
7.1 Albania
No radars or satellite access.
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7.2 Belgium
No significant operational experience on radar hydrology exists in Belgium.

7.3 Czech Republic
The Czech Republic has one weather radar located in Prague. It is an MRL-5 X-band
radar which was automated in 1992 using modification kit WRP-32 and RWS-300
produced by Koskofa, Budapest, Hungary. The operational output product<:; are a pseudo
CAPPI at 1.5 km used for surface rainfall intensity, maximum reflectivity in the vertical
and horizontal projections, and echo top. The scans per day varies from 96 to 24
depending on the weather situation. A private data network and PC-AT based display
system are used to present data to users.

7.4 Finland
The Finnish Meteorological Institute (FMI) has an operational network of weather radars
and has an interest in the hydrological applications of weather radars. Currently (August
1993) FMI is installing and testing 3 new Doppler radars.

7.5 France
Meteo France, through its Meteotel system, disseminates the French network composite
derived from 12 radars in France and some from the UK. Local radar data can also be
obtained via the same system: the CALAMAR (Jacquet and Cheze, 1990) and
HYDRORAD systems, produced by RHEA and LCPC respectively, provide software to
use these data. HYDRORAD provides radar pre-processing algorithms to correct for
blockages, clutter and variability in the vertical profile of reflectivity. Hydrological postprocessing provides for rainfall intensity estimates at raingauge sites, catchment average
rainfalls and rainfall forecasts up to 5 hours ahead. The CALOMAR software
incorporates radar adjustment by raingauges and the SCOUT radar rainfall forecast
method (Section 2.3). The Meteotel system is rented by at least 10 water services: these
include various road services in "Departments" prone to flooding, cities such as
Bordeaux, Marseille and Seine-Saint-Denis, and Electricite de France. Many have
CALAMAR and a few have HYDRORAD (Haute Garonne and Finistere). Only two or
three of the services actually make quantitative use of radar. Seine-Saint-Denis have
developed the SCOUT system for radar rainfall forecasting (see Section 2) and
incorporated it into their strategy for storm water management. Other active services are
in Toulouse (Haut Garonne), where radar has been used for 15 years, and in Marseille
where radar data are being used within an expert system for sewage system operation.
A number of pilot experiments are underway of relevance to hydrological application.
Both Seine-Saint-Denis and Bordeaux, in combination with RHEA, are looking at
polarisation diversity for improved rainfall estimation, using the Anatol radar previously
sited in the Cevennes. The group at IMG is investigating the utility of X-band radar over
the urban area of Marseille. Toulouse is comparing and improving the CALAMAR and
HYDRORAD software systems using their own hydrological flow forecasting models.
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7.6 Germany
Plans to modernise the Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD) weather radars began in the early
1980s leading to the new German weather radar network, RADARVERBUND, based on
Enterprise Electronics (EEC) C-band radars (Bauer, 1992) and Lassen Research RMV
software. The first radar to start operating was that at Furszholzen near Munich in
December 1987 and this was followed by four more at the airports of Frankfurt,
Hamburg and Berlin-Tempelhof and at Essen-Kettwig. (A further EEC radar with
Doppler capability is used for research purposes at the Hohenpeibenberg Meteorological
Observatory.) A further 3 radars, near Emden, Hannover and Nurnberg, are planned to
be installed in 1994 and will be Doppler and incorporate automatic calibration and clutter
suppress10n.
The 5 radars scan 19 elevations over an 8 minute cycle. A 6-level reflectivity map on a
2 km grid at 15 minute intervals constitutes the base product from which a network
composite is created every hour on a 4 km grid at the main forecast centre at Offenbach.
A so-called "Hydrological Cycle" creates hourly and daily precipitation totals from the
5 minute lowest (adjusted in 45 degree sectors to the local relief) scan data. High
resolution data on a 1 km grid at 5 minute intervals and in 6 dBZ level slices can be
received in critical weather. The radars incorporate no correction procedures (for
anaprop, bright band, attenuation), except for clutter maps, or raingauge calibration
(although the Lassen software supports this functionally and plans to implement off-line
adjustment using storage gauges exist). Greater quantitative use in hydrology is expected
from the new Doppler radars.

7.7 Poland
An automated MRL-5 X-band radar (Ciach et al., 1991) operates at Legionowo in central

Poland scanning 14 elevations over a 10 minute cycle. Data are subject to clutter
suppression, spheric-to-rectangular-coordinate transformation (6 pseudo CAPPI and echo
tops maps) and AP echo suppression (Moszkowicz, 1992; Moszkowicz et al., 1993). A
statistical discrimination procedure (Moszkowicz, 1991) is used to recognise different
categories of meteorological phenomena (e.g. hail, thunderstorm, convective snow,
stratiform rain). Storm movement is identified by cross-correlation in 5 "sectors". A
procedure for attenuation correction is planned to be incorporated in 1994. A project is
under development using radar and raingauges over a catchment of 230 km2 to determine
catchment average rainfall and its uncertainty in real-time. Also to be investigated is the
Georgakakos-type simple cloud model approach to short-term rainfall forecasting
incorporating radar and Meteosat data. A C-band Doppler Gematronik radar is planned
for installation in 1994 in southern Poland at Orzesze, near Katowice in Upper Silesia.
This will provide rainfall estimates over the source regions of the rivers Wisla and Odra.
Over the next decade a network of 7 radars is envisaged covering most of the country,
with a denser coverage in the southern mountainous region.

7.8 Portugal
Portugal has one weather radar located at Lisbon airport which is under operational
exploitation for weather watch, meteorological nowcasting and very short range
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forecasting. A new radar near Coruche is planned and in 1994 its tower structure was
under construction. The Lisbon radar is based on an old C-band radar which was
upgraded in 1990 to meet the requirements for hydrological use, providing real-time
rainfall measurements. Upgrading included refurbishment and installation of an MIT
clutter filter. A data transmission and remote display system, called TELERAD, was
developed to supply real-time data to the Hydrological Forecasting Centre in Lisbon; this
incorporates some processing capabilities especially designed for hydrological purposes.
Since 1989 Portugal has been an active participant in the CEC European Radar
Hydrology Group concerned with research and operational issues relating to the use of
weather radar for hydrological forecasting, flood warning and control.

7.9 Republic of Ireland
Two radars are used, one since the 1970's at Shannon Airport and the other at Dublin
Airport which is an Ericsson volume scanning nidar transmitting to 3 workstations
running EWIS2 software. The absence of recording telemetry raingauges means there is
no gauge calibration of the radars. Data are used informally in support of weather
forecasts.

7.10

Slovakia

The Slovakia Hydrometeorological Institute (SMHU) has only just begun work on radar
hydrology due to technical limitations. Two automated MRL 5 type (Russian) radars are
located to the west (at Maly Javornik) and to the east (at Kojsovska Hora) of the country.
Methods are in use for precipitation forecasting and storm hazard assessment. Satellite
images at three times are employed to infer cloud field movement based on delimiting the
cloud extent using an empirical index (based on IR and water vapour data) and using
linear extrapolation. The index value is used as the basis of a threshold forecast of
precipitation (yes/no) for grid square areas. For storm hazard detection the occurrence
of severe convective storms is assessed with reference to radar echo top height, H, and
the maximum reflectivity, Z, measured at 4, 5 and 6 km levels. Hazard threshold lines
of H vs Z for the three levels have been established using long series ofradar and
synoptic data.

7.11

Slovenia

Slovenia has one radar located on the Lisca Peak and a national radar data acquisition and
dissemination centre located in Ljubljana. The radar is an EEC C-band 1-degree beam
radar, controlled by a PDP-11/44 computer and linked to the centre by a fixed 4800-baud
telephone line. Volume scans are performed every 15 minutes and an "echo field
structure" product (three projections of the maximum reflectivity field) sent to the centre
for onward dissemination to primary and secondary users via fixed and dial-up telephone
lines. The primary users are the meteorological service, hydrological service and Brnik
airport, and the secondary users comprise 2-3 departments within the
Hydrometeorological Institute. All users are supplied with low-cost PC-based display
systems. In 1994 a second radar was being installed on the Slavnik Peak. The radar is an
EEC Doppler dual polarisation C-band radar controlled by a MicroVax computer. The
main products - echo field stmcture, rainfall intensity, horizontal wind and vertical wind
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profile - will be channelled to the centre, and the echo field structure composites
generated. Additional users will be the Krsko Nuclear Power Plant and the national
transport authorities.

7.12

Sweden

The Swedish network of weather radars, maintained by the Swedish Meteorological and
Hydrological Institute (SMHI), has recently been extended to cover almost the whole
country. Hydrological use of the radars are currently confined to the research phase.
Short-term probability forecasts of accumulated spot precipitation are made based on the
advective method reported by Andersson and Ivarsson (1991) described in Section 6. The
850-hPa forecast wind is used to advect rain from a source area over the forecast spot and
the frequency distribution of reflectivities in the source area allows probabilities of rain
intensity to be assigned. This assumes the ability to equate source area frequency with
forecast point frequency. The requirement for such forecasts for sewer management
(Andersson and Andersson, 1992) and flood forecasting is recognised in Sweden.
Karlsson reports work at SMHI on multispectral analysis of NOAA AVHRR data to
estimate rain rates using a cloud classifier. As an approach in isolation it has severe
limitations but as part of an objective framework incorporating a numerical weather
prediction model together with SSM/I and weather radar data it has greater potential.

7.13

Switzerland

There are none, or perhaps only few, hydrological applications of weather radar in
Switzerland. The National Hydrological and Geological Service cooperates in two
research projects concerning flood forecasting but this work has not yet advanced to
practical application. The Swiss Meteorological Institute (SMI) is very active in the use
of weather radar and has two radars at La Dole to the west and at Albis to the north-east.
From 1993 to 1995 the SMI will install 3 new radars based on Gematronik hardware and
Lassen Research software (Joss and Lee, 1993; Joss and Held, 1993). Two will replace
the existing radars and the third will be at a new site at Monte Lema. The precipitation
estimates obtained are to be used to support operational flood warning in the Swiss Alps.
However, measurement of rainfall using radar in such a strongly orographic situation is
not without problems. Algorithms have been developed for optimal scanning, suppression·
of clutter and calibration and vertical profile corrections. The state-of-the-art is
encapsulated in the recognition that an improved knowledge of radar's possibilities and
limitations is required before hydrological questions can be answered using radar (Joss
and Held, 1993).

7.14

United Kingdom

Weather radar for hydrological application in the UK has a long history, dating back to
the initiative of the Water Resources Board in 1966 to set up the Dee Weather Radar and
Real-time Hydrological Forecasting Project. This aimed to utilise radar to support the
reservoir regulation of the River Dee for water supply and flood mitigation purposes and
an operational system was finally implemented in 1975 (Cole et al., 1975; Central Water
Planning Unit, 1977). However, the radar associated with the system was redeployed
elsewhere soon after inception. The Dee study was followed in 1978 by the North West
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Radar Project which provided the first unmanned radar giving data availability in excess
of 95% from the radar at Hameldon. Hydrological applications were reported by Collier
and Knowles (1986).
Weather radar images have been routinely used in flood forecasting offices for nearly 10
years and have proved invaluable as a qualitative impression of the risk of an impending
flood. Over the last 5 years greater quantitative use of radar has been made with the
development of local recalibration and rainfall forecasting systems, the availability of
national radar rainfall forecasts from Frontiers and the development of automatic flow
forecasting systems such as WRIP and the RFFS (see Section 2 and 3). Moore (1993)
provides a state-of-art review of integrated flood forecasting systems incorporating
weather radar in use in the UK and Walsh et al. (1993) provide an overview of the
developments, infrastructure, research and operational issues concerning the use of
weather radar for hydrological forecasting. Issues of accuracy, especially in hilly areas
and under bright band conditions, limit the more widespread use of radar at present as
a quantitative tool. It is used in a complementary way with raingauge networks with this
in mind. Applications for reservoir design and safety assessments and in urban drainage
system design and real-time control (see Section 4 and 5) arguably do not yet form part
of established practice in the UK, although this position is changing.
A bibliography on hydrological applications of weather radar in the United Kingdom is
available (Institute of Hydrology, 1990).

8. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This report has reviewed applications of weather radar to hydrology and water resources
in Europe, paying particular regard to those that are operational or form part of
established practice in design. Radar is in widespread use across Europe as an informal
means of initial alert of impending flooding utilising the moving images of storm systems
that it provides. Quantitative use of radar data however is much less common and is
constrained by accuracy limitations, especially in mountainous areas and at times when
bright band effects are apparent. This means that countries that might be more advanced
in applications, such as Switzerland, are not because of the inherently difficult local ·
conditions for radar rainfall measurement that prevail. The countries that are most
advanced in quantitative applications are arguably the UK, France and Germany, in the
latter case primarily for urban applications using special X-band radars.
Most widespread of all quantitative applications is the use of radar for rainfall forecasting.
Operational systems exist based on field 'advection, feature tracking and man/machine
interface methods: these are used particularly for flood warning in both rural and urban
areas. However, accuracy is limited for all but the smallest lead times although the storm
pattern in frontal storms can often be well reproduced out to one hour or more. Most
difficulty is encountered for convective storms which develop and decay over life times
of one hour or less. Advection methods can perform reasonably well over short lead
times, being able to quickly respond to changes in storm movement, but fail in conditions
of development and frequent changes of movement. More physically-based methods of
representing storm development, using simplified cloud models in combination with
21

advection methods and re-initialised frequently using radar and satellite data, may offer
some hope for future improvement.
Informal use of radar for flood warning is widespread but only two or three countries
make quantitative use of the data as part of a flow forecasting system. Even then radar
is used in a complementary way with additional information provided by networks of
raingauges. Following correction for attenuation, blockages, range, clutter, anaprop and
other effects it is reasonably common to apply raingauge calibration to improve
accuracy prior to use for flood forecasting. Whilst generally a combination of gauge and
radar data will provide the best estimate of the rainfall field, under certain situations and
over parts of the field it will be better to rely wholly on the raingauge network. This may
be the case for strong bright band conditions, beam overshooting of shallow rain-bearing
cloud or low level enhancement of orographic rain. Use of radar in flood forecasting must
therefore be associated with an understanding of the accuracy of radar at different
locations and under differing meteorological conditions. Integrated flood forecasting
systems which incorporate radar are beginning to provide decision-support facilities to
switch between radar and raingauge data sources when forecasting for this reason.
11
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The development of distributed flood forecasting models specially tailored to utilise the
radar grid data through a model grid formulation are still at a pre-operational stage.
Performance can be influenced strongly by the quality of the radar data. Real-time
implementation should only be contemplated following detailed off-line assessment and
proven improved performance relative to simpler and more conventional lumped models.
Application of radar for hydrological design is restricted on account of the shortness of
radar records and their variable accuracy. The latter problem has been improved by the
development of off-line processing procedures which combine radar data with the often
large number of daily raingauge records to provide a more reliable product. However,
the shortness of records imposes a severe restriction on the use of radar data in frequency
analyses, except for those associated with small return periods. However the spatial and
temporal detail of radar data has been used to good effect to investigate areal reduction
factors, design storm profiles and time-to-peak measures which underpin classical design
storm methods. The spatial information has also proved useful in the analysis of historical
severe storm events including the derivation of depth-area-duration curves for specific
storms. Most recently attempts have been made to utilise radar data in Probable
Maximum Precipitation estimation by storm transposition/maximisation and storm model
approaches.
A particularly active operational application of radar has arisen in the context of urban
storm drainage management, with important case studies in Germany, France and the
UK. Here, tremendous potential benefits exist if rainfall can be measured and forecast
with high resolution in space and time and with greater precision than existing raingauge
networks. Resolution requirements over a restricted spatial range has spurred interest in
special purpose X-band radars for urban areas, but problems associated with attenuation
has provoked sceptism of this approach from some quarters. Urban applications of radar
are often concerned with both flood mitigation and pollution control. Pollution hazard
arises both in the combined sewer systems common in Europe's older cities but also in
the operation of sewage treatment works, where radar rainfall forecasts along with
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appropriate control of detention facilities can even out the load on the works.
This review has focussed on operational and design applications and has not extended to
radar's use in the hydrological sciences or for environmental impact studies. The use of
radar to support rainfall disaggregation for continental scale hydrological modelling
associated with climate change and environmental impact studies (Moore et al., 1991) is
but one application that is considered beyond the scope of the present review. Nor have
the research needs associated with radar applications in hydrology and water resources
been addressed. The interested reader is referred to the research strategy document
entitled "Opportunities for Radar Hydrometeorology during the 1990s: Proposals for
Strategic Research to address UK requirements" (NERC, 1992) for some ideas in this
area.
Finally, the terms of reference included the need to develop a recommended methodology
for radar applications in hydrology and water resources. This review has exposed that the
application of radar, at least in a quantitative sense, is still at an early stage and is not yet
sufficiently developed to allow a recommended methodology to be formulated. Radar
hydrologists have recognised that the rainfall measurement problem, especially in
mountainous areas and at times of bright band, demands further research on improving
radar as a rainfall measurement instrument in order to allow reliable application to
proceed. The main recommendation therefore is for WMO to appoint rapporteurs to
monitor these research developments and to report on how progress on measurement
allows application of radar in hydrology and water resources to advance with greater
confidence over the next four years.
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THE RADAR RAINFALL MEASURE:MENT PROBLEM AND POSSIBLE
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ABSTRACT
Averaged nationwide the second generation of Swiss weather radars was able to "see"
only about 40% of the actual precipitation reaching the ground, due primarily to visibility
problems and underestimation attributable to profile effects, despite the fact that
adjustments were made to force agreement in the regions near the radars. Algorithms,
derived from retrospective analysis of several years of data, promise to improve this
percentage and its daily variation substantially through real-time profile and visibility
corrections, and by reducing clutter contamination.
Using these radar data from regions over six river basins to estimate the outflows leads
to rather poor correlation between radar data and measured river flow. Four reasons
suggested probably explain most of the variance among the different data sources, which
is, however, a small consolation to the operational user, who may find the radar
measurements to be of marginal use unless they can be further improved. An important
improvement is proposed by using the new algorithms discussed in the paper. Applying
the new data analyses and making full use of the radar coverage in time and space
allowing to take into account the predisposition of the ground, we hope to make useful
forecasts for the start, the magnitude and the end of a flood situation.
In fact, with the third-generation equipment (modification of the last site will be
completed by the end of 1995), the users have already noted an improvement in data
quality compared with the earlier system, despite the fact that the algorithm parameter
optimization is still in its early stages. This optimization will take time and experience
over a variety of weather conditions, but the work is eased by the fact that the process,
including software modification, parameter adjustment, and table downloading, can
proceed remotely over a telecommunication network. Over the same network products
are transmitted from radar sites to a composite computer, distributing the information to
the users in all regions of Switzerland.

1. INTRODUCTION
Eight years of radar/gauge comparisons with Swiss radar data have demonstrated the
influence of vertical echo structure upon the quality of precipitation estimates. It is clear
from this dataset that errors at the average range of operation of Swiss radars (60 km) are
1

primarily due to the decrease of reflectivity with height, combined with beam blocking
(reduced visibility due to the horizon and earth curvature) and beam broadening.
Compared to these effects, errors caused by 5-cm attenuation (important at high
precipitation rates and at long ranges) or the Z-R-relationship 1 (dominant at close ranges)
are usually small. A large part of the dominant errors may be corrected through a priori
knowledge of the visibility of each pixel in the radar volume and by taking into account
the current vertical profile of precipitation rate. The correction procedure for a given
point on the surface begins with the extrapolation, down to the topographical surface, of
all validated precipitation rates estimated aloft above that point, using the observed or
climatological vertical profile of precipitation rate and correcting for visibility and
bright-band effects. The surface rain rate is then obtained as a weighted average of all
extrapolated precipitation rates available at that point (Section 3.4).
If such corrections are to be applied operationally then substantial computational power

is required, and the measurement procedures must be carefully designed to achieve the
required measurement accuracy, freedom from contamination, spatial resolution, and
temporal resolution. Fortunately these goals can be achieved with modern hardware, and
this paper will describe the application of these algorithms to support weather monitoring
for hydrological, aviation and other public services, using recently installed equipment
designed specifically to implement operationally the procedures which previously could
be performed only retrospectively.
The complex orography of the Alps presents special difficulties for both radar and
raingauge precipitation estimation: gauges are difficult of access and suffer from wind
drift of precipitation and variable collection efficiency, and radar echoes are contaminated
by ground returns and blocked by mountains. While these effects are especially difficult
in a mountainous region, earth curvature and beam broadening are a problem in radar
work everywhere. In addition to clutter effects and blockage, mountains affect
precipitation meteorology, as discussed by Basist and Bell (1994) on global scale using
gauge data. The instrumental as well as the meteorological influence of mountains on
precipitation are discussed by Held and Joss (1994) in a case study for the Swiss Alps.
The vertical profile of precipitation and the related difficulties in accurate precipitation
measurement have been investigated for a variety of situations. Joss et al. (1970) ·
proposed three profiles as typical of thunderstorms, widespread rain, and drizzle (or
snow), as observed using a vertically-pointing radar. Collier (1986) analyzed the
agreement between radar and raingauges in detail and proposed corrections for different
precipitation situations: frontal rain with and without bright-band effects, and rain
showers. Rogers and Yau (1981) inferred the statistics of the profile from the areal
coverage of observed echoes as a function of height and reflectivity. Schmid and
Waldvogel (1986) presented profiles of reflectivity for hailstorms of various intensity.

1

Equivalent precipitation rates (R) are estimated from full-volume reflectivity (Z) data using a single Z-R-relationship
(Z=316Ru). This simple approximation may err in snow or the bright band, but this does not hurt the quality of the final
result, while significantly simplifying the calculations, as its main use is for extrapolating the estimates from aloft to the
ground. The error of a given measurement is compensated if the profile is measured with the same relationship used for
extrapolation. The Z-R-relationship must be corrected, of course, if the ice content aloft is to be measured.
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To correct for the decrease of reflectivity with height, Zawadzki et al. (1986) proposed
a purely statistical approach for hydrology which allowed a corrected Z-R relationship
to vary as a function of the height and range of the radar estimate. Koistinen (1986) states
that the use of even a crude estimate of the vertical profile in the correction process
would improve the agreement between radar and raingauge measurements, and proposed
deriving the profile from a 24-hour average of the best available radar measurements.
Andrieu et al. (1995a and 1995b) proposed correcting for vertical profile effects through
an inverse solution applied to radar data from at least two elevation angles. Unfortunately
the large spatial and temporal variability of precipitation, combined with its non-Gaussian
statistics, leads to questionable accuracy with such inverse solutions.
An analysis of this work has led to the development of a profile retrieval and correction
algorithm which is both practical and reasonably effective. The profile is obtained from
high-quality, high-resolution observations obtained at relatively short ranges. Precipitation
is estimated from a volume of twenty elevation scans, ensuring that good measurements
are likely to be available at appropriate heights above nearly every point on the observed
area. For each surface point all reliable precipitation estimates available above that point
are extrapolated to the actual terrain height, and the precipitation is estimated as a
weighted average of these extrapolated measurements. A special emphasis is placed on
obtaining accurate radar measurements, and ensuring that these measurements are free
from bias, occultation, and clutter effects.
Section 2, after comparing properties of the second and third generation of radars
(Table 1), explains the state of the art and discusses errors of the second generation of
radars in estimating rain and river flow using extensive archived data from Switzerland.
Section 3 describes the attributes of the third generation of radar systems proposed for
the preparation of the operational products listed in Section 4. Results obtained by
applying part of the algorithms described in the first four sections are illustrated in
Section 5.

2. PAST EXPERIENCE IN SWITZERLAND
2.1 Characteristics of the Swiss radars
The retrospective analysis used to develop the profile-correction algorithm exploited data
from second generation of Swiss radars, installed at LaDole and Albis in 1978 and
described in Table 1. The data consisted of pseudo volume information: three projections
of maximum reflectivity as shown in Fig. 1. As described in Joss and Pittini (199la) the
vertical profile of reflectivity can be approximately reconstructed from the projections,
by assigning to each pixel in the three-dimensional reconstruction a value equal to the
minimum of the three projection values intersecting at that point. Note that this
approximation has a positive bias (the actual radar measurement at the point in question
could have been lower than the reconstructed value), which depends upon the statistics
of the echo population. Nevertheless, it has been possible to estimate the profiles with
sufficient accuracy to optimize the profile-correction algorithm, to estimate the
improvement to be expected from operational application of the technique, and to allow
the specification of the third generation of Swiss radars (of which two have been installed,
3
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Composite picture from radars Albis (near Zurich) and La Dole (near
Geneva) showing a ground view and two side views for a 558x428x12 km 3
region. All three views are projections of maximum reflectivity converted
to precipitation rate. The pixel size in the ground view is 2x2 km2 ; the
vertical resolution is 1 km, and for clarity, the vertical scale 0-12 km is
expanded by a factor of six. The range of the precipitation rate is divided
in seven equal steps on a logarithmic scale, the lowest step indicating
intensities < 0.3 mm/hand the highest > 100 mm/h. The figure, discussed
in Section 2.4, shows the most intense part of a hailstorm, indicated also
in Fig. 4.
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Table 1.

Second/third generation Swiss radar characteristics

Parameter

Second

Third generation

Antenna
Number of elevations
Antenna RPM
PRF
Wavelength
Transmitter
Power, pulse length
Sensitivity <*> at 230 km
Dynamic range
Samples per degree per km
Processed Video signals
Clutter suppression
Calibration (noise source)
Calibration (signal generator)
Profile corrections

1.1 degree
19 in 10 min
3
250Hz
5.5 cm
Magnetron
250kW, 2p.s
0.5 mm/h
90±0.5dB
32 X 3
8-bit log-Z
static map
NA
1/month
range dependent,
approximation

1.0 degree
20 in 5 min
3,4,6 (depending on elevation)
600/800/1200 Hz
5.5 cm
Magnetron
250kW, 0.5p.s
0.17 mm/h
90+0.5dB
32 X 12
12-bit I, Q, log-Z
6 tests + dynamic map
every 2. 5 min
every 24h
Visibility and profile estimated
in real time

1' 1 Hypothetical sensitivity based on the radar equation, a homogeneously filled volume, and the Z-R relationship
quoted in footnote (1 ).

with a remaining system to be installed in 1995). Based on this analysis the third radar
generation meets the following requirements:
a)

b)

c)

d)
e)

f)

A two-dimensional projection of maximum reflectivity, based on 10 antenna
revolutions and with 1x1-km resolution, is produced every 2.5 minutes, along with
a wind profile over the radar station;
A 12-level three-dimensional volume is produced from twenty elevation scans
(Table 3 in Section 3.5) every five minutes, with 1x1xl-km resolution over a
400x400-km area;
·
All radar measurements are checked in a number of ways for clutter contamination,
and contaminated estimates are discarded (see Section 3 .2); additional algorithms are
designed to eliminate second trip and anomalous propagation echoes;
The radar calibration is automatically checked every five minutes (see Section 3 .3),
and a complete calibration is performed every 24 hours;
Precipitation reaching the ground is estimated from a weighted average of the
estimates above each point, corrected for profile and occultation effects, as well as
for terrain height (see Section 3.4).
Products from the three radars, listed in Table 4 of Section 4, are merged and
composite products are transmitted over a network to a large number of workstations
for short term forecasting, air traffic control, road maintenance, weather monitoring
and water management (see Fig. 8 in Section 4). The system allows full remote
control of the radar via telephone lines. Security measures limit system access and
a log of all interventions is kept automatically.
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2.2 Echo statistics and clutter elimination
The probability distribution of Swiss radar echoes has been analyzed by Bosch (1993),
and Fig. 2 shows the percentage of time during which a given pixel exceeded the
threshold of 0.3mm/h. The regions not visible to the radars are obvious: the higher site
(LaDole at 1680 m, vs. Albis at 928m) has the better view, but white holes remain where
the clutter map 2 eliminated all echoes. The lower right in Fig. 2 has less ground clutter,
but this is because of its poorer view at low elevation angles. This clearly demonstrates
that the siting of a radar is an important part of obtaining high-quality radar data: one
must choose between a better view with more clutter echoes (LaDole) as compared with
more beam blocking with less clutter (Albis). However the area contaminated by clutter
depends not only on the radar site and the topography, but also on the radar
characteristics and on the tools available for eliminating clutter.
In Switzerland the sites have been chosen to be as high as affordable, under the
assumption that the concomitant increased clutter can be ameliorated by signal-processing
technology, but precipitation blocked by obstacles or earth curvature cannot be so easily
recovered. As the visibility inevitably gets poorer at longer ranges the systematic
differences seen between echoes aloft and the precipitation reaching the ground must be
taken into account, but since this process is one of extrapolation, the raw measurements
must be of the highest quality, and to this end the elimination of clutter contamination is
the most critical issue.
With the second-generation Swiss radars approximately 66% of the measurements at 2-km
altitude are missing, either blocked or contaminated by clutter. About half of this loss is
recoverable with better clutter-rejection techniques, which will also reduce contamination
from second-trip echoes and anomalous propagation.
2.3 Agreement between radar, gauges and river-flow
Fig. 3 shows the agreement between the two second-generation radars and 57 rain
gauges, from daily integrations 3 of 10-minute measurements (without profile corrections)
for the period between 16 June 1984 and 10 July 1985. Precipitation as estimated by the
old radars in the region over raingauges is indicated as a percentage of the daily amounts
measured by the gauge. Similar results as plotted in Fig. 3 were obtained for the years
1986-1990 (Joss and Pittini, 1991a). Excellent agreement is obtained close to the radars,
since the radars were initially adjusted in 1980 to agree with the closest gauges (Joss,
1981). The radar was calibrated and maintained at regular intervals 4 , following the
concept described in Section 3 .3.

2

The clutter map was derived from accumulations over many days in rain-free conditions: the clutter-bit for a given
pixel was set, if clutter echoes were received at least once during the clutter-update period.
3
Again the equivalent linear precipitation rate was estimated using a single Z-R-relationship (Z = 316Rt.S, see footnote
(1)) without correction for visibility. The corresponding rain amount was added every lOmin at each gauge location.

4

Initially a calibration was done every two weeks. Towards the end of life of the radars, the results were so
reproducible that a calibration only every two months proved to be sufficient for the rather crude, qualitative applications
of the old radars. As a calibration was done manually, maintenance people had to be trained. After a short learning period,
calibration was reproduced within 0.5dBZ (Joss and Pittini, 1991b).
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Figure 2

Percentage of time a given pixel exceeded 0.3mm/h of equivalent
precipitation intensity during the first half of 1991, from 24,000 images
analyied by Bosch (1993). The results differ mainly because of the
different heights of the two sites: LaDole at 1680m (analysis range marked
with a solid line) and Albis (dashed line) at 928m above sea level. For
discussion see Section 2.2.
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1000,

80km

Figure 3

Precipitation as estimated by the old radars as a percentage of the daily
amount measured by gauges (circles and triangles). ·The isolines of
percentage follow roughly the isolines of visible height (dotted line labeled
in meters above sea level) and demonstrate the influence of the vertical
profile combined with beam blocking and beam broadening. With poor
visibility the standard deviation (SD) of the percentage also increases as
demonstrated by the triangles (SD > 100%, equivalent to a factor of two,
in regions with high visible height) as compared to the circles (SD < 100%
in regions with good visibility). The radar locations are labeled by
asterisks: A: Albis; LD: La Dole. Seven hydrological basins are identified
with numbers, and are discussed in Section 2.3 and in Schadler and Joss
(1991).

At longer ranges significant and increasing underestimation of precipitation is found. The
isolines of that percentage in Fig. 3 roughly follow the isolines of visible height (dotted
lines labeled in metres above sea level), demonstrating the influence of the vertical profile
combined with beam blocking by terrain. With increasing distance earth curvature and
8

beam broadening become the dominant sources of error. From the correlation of this
reduction with the visible height5 in Fig. 3 it is clear that the agreement between radar
and ground truth is strongly influenced by the non-visibility of precipitation. With this
average reduction of sensitivity the standard deviation of the percentage (SD) of daily
amounts of precipitation also increases, as demonstrated by the distribution of circles
(SD < 100%, equivalent to a factor of two) in the more visible part close to the radar,
compared to the triangles (SD> 100%) further away in poorly visible regions. Without
profile corrections, average biases (errors) were found of the order of 2dBR6 in rain for
daily amounts (Joss and Pittini, 1991b). By combination of several effects (winter, large
distance and strong shielding) the average bias can easily add up to 5dBR and more,
which with the aid of profile corrections can be reduced to the order of ldBR. This result
is based on daily amounts in retrospect. In the future we hope to achieve a ldBR level
of accuracy or better, even for short integration times of hours, using better clutter
elimination and profile corrections based on real-time data (volume data with high
resolution in time, intensity and space).
So far raingauge data was used as reference. Comparing radar data with river flow brings
in a new variable. In other words, it liberates our radar-verification task from the problem
of point measurement and representativeness of single gauges, but adds a new problem
to the complexity of the quantitative radar measurement: water flow and storage in a river
basin. For comparison of radar data and river flow the longer delays involved in the basin
require long integration times before comparing the two data sources, unless a detailed
and representative model of the basin is available. As this was not yet available, we limit
our presentation here to the analyses of monthly amounts.
River flow (FF) was measured in seven regions indicated in Fig. 3. While region·7 could
not be analyzed due to very poor visibility, the results for the remaining six regions
(average area 130km2 , average height 796m, located at an average distance of 60km from
the closer radar, with echoes visible above 1497m) are shown in Table 2. The average
monthly precipitation amount is of the order of 100 mm, measured by two types of
gauges (GG and gg) and the radars integrated over the whole basin (RR). About half of
the amount flows out of the river basin, leaving the rest, . a reasonable amount, for
evaporation and other effects. Three to 12 gauges (GG) were set up to be representative
for each river basin. We expected the gauges (gg) to be slightly less correlated than (GG)
with the radar estimates and the river flow, because for each basin only the three closest
gauges of a network aimed at weather forecasting were used. The variation (100 times
the standard deviation divided by the average) and the correlation C(XX-YY) between the
monthly observations) are given for each region as well as for all six regions together.
Note that the correlation between the two networks of gauges (GG and gg) is significantly
lower than one, but higher than any other correlation.

s Note that the visible height is the height to which an echo must reach to be seen. In the case of clutter over a
mountain visible to the radar, sidelobes may increase this height by up to 3 km over the height of the ground. In the past
the echo received from cluttered pixels was cancelled by the clutter map. With the more sophisticated techniques described
in Section 3.2 much of the missing data cancelled by the static clutter map (footnote (2)) can be recovered. Without clutter,
the effective visible height is about half a beamwidth higher than the height visible to the eye.
6
Here the change is given in dBR=(dBZ)/1.5. Note that 1 dBR corresponds to a change in precipitation rate of26%,
and in reflectivity of 40%.
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Table 2.

Agreement between two types of gauges (GG and gg), river flow (FF) and
radar estimate (RR) for five years of monthly precipitation estimates.

Area Nr (Fig. 3)

1

2

3

4

5

6

AVG

STDEV

Name

YVO

THO

ROG

WAE

MOG

GOL

all 6

all 6

Size (km2)
Distance (km)
Visibility (m)
Ground (m)
Gauges GG (mm)
Variation (%)
Gauges gg (mm)
Variation (%)
Flow FF (mm)
Variation (%)
Radar RR (mm)
Variation (%)
c(gg-GG>
c<GG-FF)
C(GG-RR)
c(gg-FF)
c(gg-RR)
c(FF-RR>
Clutter correction
Profile correction

132
54
1939
679
91
51
122
63
37
70
122
63
0.60
0.45
0.53
0.26
0.34
-0.04
-32%
71%

356
104
1966
1068
130
50
68
54
65
46
107
58
0.79
0.68
0.57
0.64
0.32
0.30
-21%
46%

56
50
1071
586
94
51
147
50
39
51
168
55
0.81
0.47
0.54
0.40
0.59·
0.29
-12%
23%

84
40
1476
650
111
50
89
51
51
71
117
70
0.90
0.63
0.37
0.63
0.36
0.33
-27%
42%

96
40
1458
959
161
48
77
62
93
62
77
62
0.86
0.65
0.77
0.66
0.71
0.34
-2%
23%

56
74
1071
833
118
50
68
50
66
59
92
61
0.81
0.64
0.81
0.73
0.72
0.47
-3%
11%

130
60
1497
796
118
50
95
55
59
60
114
62
0.80
0.59
0.60
0.55
0.51
0.31
-16%
36%

114
25
395
190
25.9
1.1
32.4
6.2
20.9
10.0
31.3
5.1
0.10
0.10
0.16
0.18
0.19
0.17
-13%
22%

Clutter corrections were extrapolated on the basis of situations without rain: the amount
of "artificial rain" caused by clutter (recorded on days free of precipitation) was
subtracted from the result obtained on rainy days. The influence .of the vertical profile
was considered using a climatological decrease of 1.9dBR/km from the height visible to
the radar down to the ground. These corrections caused more improvement for basins 4
to 6 in the eastern part and close to radar Albis (less clutter and better visibility) than for
the western basins 1 to 3 closer to LaDole. The trivial rule is confirmed which says that
the obtainable improvement and the final quality of the data is higher in regions where
the quality of the raw data is already high. We take that as a further stimulus to use all
data available from many elevations, with high resolution in time and space and after
rigorous clutter suppression.
The correlation is rather low for all combination of instruments in Table 2: as anticipated
the highest correlation is found between the two types of gauges, but we would have
expected values considerable closer to one, if the two networks of gauges were truly
representative for the basins. The rather poor correlation can be attributed to the
following factors:
(a)

Radar problems: measurement bias due to ground clutter, rain echoes obstructed
by beam blocking and by approximating the change of reflectivity with height
10

(b)
(c)
(d)

(vertical profile) by a single, climatological gradient;
Gauge problems: undersampling, with their representativeness further reduced by
weather-dependent orographic effects;
Evaporation from the basin, depending on the distribution of rain in time and
space;
River flow problems: variable delays and variable ground storage depending on
current and past weather, storage in snow cover depending on season and terrain
height.

While radar problems (a) can be significantly improved with the algorithm proposed in
this paper, the rest are not influenced by radar, but related to verifying the results (b) and
typical for estimates of river flow (c+d). Evaporation, while important in this analyses,
will be negligible in flash flood situations. River flow problems strongly depend on the
distribution of precipitation in space and time, i.e. the history of the distribution of
precipitation many days before the flash flood. Here radar offers unique information.

2.4

Climatology of the vertical proriles

Representative precipitation profiles for correction algorithms can be obtained by
averaging the profile over some region having good radar visibility or from climatological
averages. While the first method is proposed close to the radar, the second one is used
as at long ranges from the radar, where the representativity of the "close" profile is
reduced by the distance and where direct observations are poor.
Fig. 1 shows two areas north of the Alps where profiles were averaged within 140km of
the radar. Fig. 4 shows the changes in profile observed with lOmin in the area around
the Albis radar before, during and after a hailstorm. It was obtained by reconstructing the
full volume data from the three projections of maximum reflectivity, as described in
Section 2.1. Then the procedure given in Section 3.4 was used to calculate the average
profile. Note that the reflectivity in Fig. 4 tends to decrease with height, at a rate of about
2dBR/km before the hail storm, ldBR/km during the hail storm, and 3dBR/km in the
stratiform region after the storm.
Figures 5 and 6 summarize the distribution of precipitation rates and vertical profiles
recorded by the Swiss radars between 1986-1994, confirming the results described in
detail in Joss and Pittini (1991a). Fig. 5 shows the cumulative distribution of daily
precipitation rates for all days of each of the two periods indicated. Days without rain
were also included and are found on the left side of Fig. 5. On these days echoes were
primarily clutter residues. Precipitation days are in the middle and to the right side of
Fig. 5, where higher rates were recorded. Approximately half of the precipitation fell
during only 20% of the days (the hatched area in the figure, between the 75th and 95th
percentiles of the distribution). These days with high (but not the highest) equivalent rain
rates were chosen for further analyses.
Average maximum profiles for these days, when clutter effects are minimized by the high
rain rates, are shown in Fig. 6, illustrating the seasonal variation of the height profiles
of average rain rate. The decrease of precipitation rate with height averages about
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Best estimate of profiles of average precipitation rate in the region of the
Albis radar at 10-min intervals during a 23-hour period containing the
hailstorm of Fig. 1. Even in the strongest part of this intense storm there
are significant decreases of reflectivity with height (see Sections 2.4 and
3.4).
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Jun.1986 - Feb.1990
--- Mar.1990 - Aug.1994

Cumulative equivalent rain rates averaged in the volume of 140 x 140 x 12
krn3 marked as a square in Fig. 1 around the Albis radar. For each day the
profile with the strongest average rain rate in the volume has been used.
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Figure 6

Average profiles of equivalent precipitation rate measured during each
season by the Albis radar. Spring and autumn cannot be distinguished. All
seasons show a significant decrease of uncorrected precipitation estimate
with height. The results from the two periods of four years each are very
similar (see Section 2.4). The procedure emphasizes heavy precipitation
(hatched area in Fig. 5). For details see Joss and Pittini (1991a).
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1.6dBR/km in summer and 2.3dBR/km in winter. This decrease with height is in
contradiction to the general rule that echo strength remains constant between the ground
and the freezing level, and decreases with height only above the freezing level. By direct
vertical observations made with high range resolution in convective and bright-band
situations this rule is only partially confirmed. It is not found at all in situations with low
level growth. While the amount of echo change with height must be verified for other
climates, reasons for a decrease with height have been suggested by several investigators
(see for example the six sources of error discussed by Browning, 1981). The most
important causes appear to be the following:
the growth and metamorphosis of precipitation particles during their fall to the
ground;
effects due to the use of the average over a number of entire storms instead of
using the intense, high-reaching, growing part often discussed in case studies;
the limited resolution of the radar beam: the average (maximum) distance between
the radar and the precipitation cell in the volume is 54 (100) km; at this distance
the 3dB width of the radar beam is 1.0 (1.9) km, the lOdB width being twice as
big.
While the first two points contribute at all ranges the third point is dominant at longer
ranges; compared with these factors the bright band (with its vertical extent of less than
300m and its variable height between ground level and 3500 m) is of secondary
importance. This is primarily because it is either not present (as in strong convection,
drizzle, and in winter when temperatures are below freezing) or it cannot be resolved by
the broad radar beam at the average range of measurement. At such ranges from the
radar the enhancement produced by a strong bright band cannot even compensate for the
influence of the reduced echo strength found in: the snow above the bright band.
Errors caused by ignoring the difference between reflectivity aloft and precipitation
reaching the ground may be far larger than errors caused by variations of the Z-R
relationship. Atlas et al. (1984) find an average variation of the reflectivity factor at a
given rain rate of 33%. Assuming an exponent of 1.5 in the Z-R relation, this
corresponds to a 22% variation of estimated rain rate, while the average precipitation
profiles decrease systematically by about 50% per kilometre. In other words, the entire
observed variability in the Z-R.relationship may be less important than the error produced
by a 500-m change in the height at which the precipitation is observed by the radar.
After having discussed the results of previous experience, the following section will show
what can be done to reduce the errors depending on the radar part.

3.

REQillREMENTS FOR ESTIMATES OF PRECIPITATION

3.1

Special radar requirements

The accuracy and utility of precipitation data acquired by the second generation of radar
are limited by a number of facts for which the third generation of radars offers solutions:
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a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

t)

Precipitation echoes vary substantially with height, yet precipitation is typically
estimated from the lowest convenient observation, regardless of the fact that the
echo strength may not represent the precipitation reaching the ground (partial
beam blocking, beam broadening). In the Swiss system the precipitation estimates
are corrected based on the actual height of observation, the height of the ground
below and on the current or a climatological precipitation intensity profile. The
choice of the profile for correction is influenced by the range of the precipitation
from the radar and the availability of close precipitation: climatological profiles
are used for correction at longer ranges or if at close ranges no valid profile can
be defined because of missing precipitation. The procedure is described in
Section 3 .4.
Most radar networks ignore beam-occultation, beam broadening and effects caused
by the curvature of the earth upon precipitation estimates, though some use
empirical correction factors based on geometrical considerations. The algorithms
described in this paper use an objective method, based on long-term integration
of the radar data itself, to correct for beam occultation.
Current techniques frequently remove the clutter incompletely, leaving a residual
error of unknown proportions in the precipitation estimates. This problem has been
reduced through emphasis on clutter detection followed by complete elimination,
as opposed to estimating the percentage of clutter and the subsequent subtraction
of this percentage.
Precipitation having zero radial velocity is usually eliminated by coherent clutter
filters, leading to a substantial negative bias in the precipitation estimated in
regions with wind perpendicular to the radar beam. This problem is avoided
through the use of incoherent clutter detection techniques (Geotis and Silver, 1976)
in regions where the radial velocity is near zero.
The typical 10 to 15-minute update-time of the observations is considered to be
marginal for services requiring rapid advice of developing conditions. The update
time for certain products in the Swiss network has been reduced to 2.5min through
an interleaved scan sequence (see Table 3 in Section 3.5). A short update time
improves rain cell tracking and forecasting.
High radar stability and accurate calibration (well within 1dB) are needed for
quantitative applications.

The coming paragraphs discuss the tests used to eliminate clutter and anomalous
propagation, then the procedures to calibrate and adjust the equipment to prepare it for
quantitative work and the method chosen to make best use of the full volume data for
estimating precipitation at the ground (profile corrections). Together the resulting
requirements led to the adopted scan strategy discussed in the last paragraph of this
section.

3.2

Clutter elimination

It is well known that ground clutter and anomalous propagation may produce
non-meteorological echoes. To avoid this, one is tempted to eliminate all suspicious
echoes. But it soon becomes obvious that this also eliminates precipitation, leaving holes
of missing data as well as biases in accumulations. To mitigate these problems the Swiss
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Meteorological Institute is testing a new and more involved approach to clutter
elimination.
A decision tree classification system is being tested to adjust the processing algorithms
used for a given range gate depending upon the characteristics of the data in that gate.
In addition to the conventional Doppler elimination, a high range resolution of 83-m
allows to seek clutter-free returns between cluttered echoes. At each step in the decision
tree an attempt is made to classify the signal as precipitation, clutter, or system noise; if
a conclusive decision can be reached, the testing is completed and the data for that 83-m
gate is marked as precipitation, clutter, or system noise; if not, then the next test in the
decision tree is executed. In the worst case five tests are executed in sequence. As a last
resort an adaptive clutter map (one byte per 83-m gate, for a total of 8.3-MB of RAM,
updated with every conclusive measurement) is applied. Since the clutter map is consulted
only when the classification attempt fails, the clutter map is infrequently used.
Furthermore, since it is dynamic and reflects only the current clutter situation, it produces
far fewer blind spots than the conventional static clutter maps.
Statistical results on the performance of the various tests will help to improve the
thresholds used for optimum signal classification. With the second generation of Swiss
radars, approximately 66% of the measurements at 2-km altitude were missing due to
blockage or clutter contamination. Today we recover about 22% and expect to regain half
ofthis loss with better clutter-rejection techniques. This will reduce the loss to the blind
spots blocked by the horizon (about 33% of the measurements at 2-km altitude).

3'.J

Calibration and adjustment

To obtain sufficient absolute accuracy in radar precipitation estimates to allow satisfactory
precipitation measurements and flood warnings we propose the following three steps, for
details see Joss and Lee (1995):

1.

2.

3.

Calibration of the radar hardware.: Maintenance of sufficient stability (relative
accuracy) of microwave and signal processing equipment through automatic
calibration, performed - if needed - every five minutes during normal operation
(Table 3). This checks stability in the presence of thermal and other effects.The
results obtained so far show a standard error of less than 0.2dBZ reproducibility
(less than 4% of precipitation rate) for any single point of the 121 point calibration
between receiver noise and saturation for the two radars already installed. Note
that this does not imply 0.2dBZ absolute calibration, and that the correction
algorithm only requires relative accuracy and long-term stability. The periodic
calibrations have also been found to be quite useful in monitoring the health of the
hardware, so that defective components can be discovered and replaced promptly.
Make corrections to the data: Use of software to eliminate clutter echoes, correct
for beam occultation and beam broadening, employing the best available
information on the Z-R relationship and the current vertical profile.
Adjustment using raingauges: Absolute accuracy is achieved by correlation with
data from raingauges. The precipitation estimates are adjusted using longer-term
radar-raingauge analyses, i.e. averages over one month to one year. Adjustment
in real-time using gauges does not appear to be practical, due to poor short-term
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statistics and the lack of representativeness of the gauges for the radar volume
(probably caused by variable low level orographic growth, not seen by the radar).
The nominal sensitivity of the radar of 13dBZ (0 .17 mm/h) at the maximum range
of 230 km was confirmed with preliminary comparisons using close-by raingauges.

3.4

Profile corrections

3.4.1 Concept
As shown in Section 2, for optimum results one cannot simply take reflectivities aloft and
use some Z-R relation to calculate precipitation rate at the ground. We may distinguish
two very different causes of errors needing corrections:
(i)

(ii)

The horizontal contribution to the error, including the effects of visibility (earth
curvature, topography), clutter, and beam-broadening with distance. In this
contribution we include errors which at first approximation are fixed for a given
installation, strongly variable in space but independent of the weather and,
therefore, can be estimated in advance. A three dimensional array (VIS 1.j.H) is
needed, indicating the overall visibility of each element of the volume of interest.
This may be obtained by integrating the precipitation observed in each cell over
an extended period of time.
The vertical contribution to the error, on the other hand, is variable in time,
depending on the weather situation. Therefore, this variable must be estimated and
corrected for, using whenever feasible real-time estimates of the profile from
volume data, and otherwise climatological profiles: the use of even climatological
profiles significantly reduces error, as was shown by Joss and Pittini (199lb).

Following clutter suppression, the estimates - in the form of 1-km resolution polar data
- are quite free of clutter bias, but they are still subject to occultation and beam
broadening effects. The polar data is remapped in a three-dimensional Cartesian grid of
1x1x1km3 cells of dimension 400x400x12km3 • The following three sources of data are
used to correct the data as described in Joss and Lee (1995):

Visibility map: Fig. 7 shows the results of the calculated minimum height which an echo
must reach to be optically seen from at least one of the radar locations. Pixels where
clutter was received during past fair weather situations are also reflected in this figure.
But the effect of the actual beam shape, the influence of beam broadening with distance
and of wave propagation in the real atmosphere are not reflected in the figure. These
important contributions to the visibility were neglected, because the result did not
significantly improve with a reasonable amount of computational effort. This lack of
precision restricts the use of the results plotted in Fig. 7 to a first guess of the visibility.
To improve upon that an adaptive visibility map is calculated from long term experience
with real data: the amount of precipitation recorded in each pixel is added. Pixels where
much precipitation has been recorded in the past are taken to be well visible and weighted
accordingly in the analysis. Pixels at the same height level are considered together,
leaving the vertical variation to the "reflectivity profile" described below. The
three-dimensional visibility map (VISi,j,H) is updated from long-term (months) precipitation
totals (VISIBi,j,H), and normalized at each 1x1km2 pixel for each of the 12 height levels.
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This procedure allows to correct the observations for the average errors caused by earth
curvature, beam blocking, finite beam width and undefined spots caused by past clutter
elimination.
Terrain map: A terrain height map with 1x1km2 horizontal resolution and 500m vertical
resolution is used to support the profile corrections.
Reflectivity profile: An average, representative profile of precipitation rate (RH, 12
values) is used to correct each 1x1x1-km element for the current mean precipitation
intensity profile, according to the height of the observation and the local height of the
ground, so that the precipitation reaching the ground, rather than the precipitation at
altitude, is estimated. The mean precipitation intensity profile is averaged from the radar
data in a 140-km square region around each radar (Fig. 1); climatological profiles are
used for regions beyond this range or when the precipitation within the 140km region is
insufficient to allow calculation of a meaningful profile. Fig. 6 shows profiles averaged
over a whole season (in periods of three months), indicating the systematic reduction of
reflectivity with height found on average at all seasons. To understand the effect of these
profiles (or of the profiles with high time-resolution in Fig. 4) on the actual precipitation
estimates, the change between the visible height and the height of the terrain is relevant.
The best estimate of precipitation at ground-level is derived from a weighted mean of the
overlying, corrected precipitation estimates. The weight is reduced with increasing
distance (height) from the ground, to recognize that the measurement error increases with
the height of the radar estimate.

3.4. 2 Limitation of the correction procedure
The procedure is based on the assumption that the decrease of precipitation in the vertical
has a dominant contribution which is homogeneous in the horizontal. Profiles
simultaneously estimated by the two radars La Dole and Albis, averaged over a day,
show a high correlation. Therefore, a single averaged profile is used for corrections over
a wide area. Note that this assumption does not imply that the precipitation rate is
constant in the horizontal, it only indicates that the rate of decrease with height is
constant. Short-term variations in the vertical, caused for example by updraughts, are
neglected because of their localized and short persistence time.
There may, however, be applications where uncorrected data are needed. For example,
the orography may cause real and important precipitation variations on a horizontal scale,
which will be reduced by the correction procedure described above. An effort is under
way to investigate these orographic effects and the variables involved (wind speed and
direction, height and height-gradient, etc.), so that they may be incorporated into the
correction procedure.
Other limitations of the present correction scheme include the neglect of attenuation,
errors caused by artificially high rain rates due to hail, and variations caused by the Z-R
relationship. It appears that these errors are of secondary importance, and should be
considered in a second step, after the primary source of error is minimized.
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3.5

Scan strategy

Accurate 12-level Cartesian precipitation data requires a volume scan with high resolution
in elevation. The one-degree radar beam performs a 20-elevation continuous scan
sequence to meet this requirement (Table 3). The sequence is completed at five-minute
intervals, to ensure that rapid storm evolution is not missed and produce the products
listed in Table 4 of Section 4. A number of optimizations have been required to complete
the scan in such a short period, without compromising the accuracy of the measurements:
a)
b)

The pulse-repetition frequency (PRF) and scan rate are increased with elevation
angle, to maintain a constant number of 33 pulses per degree of azimuth;
Reflectivity and Doppler analyses for clutter elimination are performed up to a
range Dmax R in Table 3. Velocity information is only used for further analyses up
to a maximum distance Dmax u. The first and second sets of 10 scans have
interleaved elevation angles so that a complete 10-elevation volume is scanned
each 2.5 min, permitting a rapid-update product to be produced every 2.5 min.

Table 3 shows the chosen scan sequence allowing an aviation product every 2.5 min (two
interleaved, half-volume scans, calculated alternately from revolutions 1-10 and 11-20)
and a full volume scan every 5 min (revolutions 1-20), without exceeding an antenna

Table 3
N

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Attributes for scanning the antenna
Elevation

.lElev

DmaxR

Dmax u

RPM

Time

Step

PRF

C)

(0)

(km)

(km)

(min)

(s)

(s)

(s-1)

1.8
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
3.5
5.3
7.0
9.2
-34.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.5
4.5
6.1
8.0
10.4
-40.3

230
230
162
112
85
68
51
37
27
20
230
205
133
97
76
59
43
31
23
18

130
130
130
112
85
68
51
37
27
20
130
130
130
97
76
59
43
31
23
18

3
3
4
4
6
6
6
6
6
6
3
3
4
4
6
6
6
6
6
6

20
20
15
15
10
10
10
10
10
10
20
20
15
15
10
10
10
10
10
10

1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.7
2.0
2.2
2.4
4.2
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.4
1.5
1.9
2.1
2.3
2.6
4.5

600
600
800
800
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
600
600
800
800
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200
1200

-0.3
1.5
3.5
5.5
7.5
9.5
*13.0
*18.3
*25.3
+34.5
0.5
2.5
4.5
6.5
8.5
11.0
*15.5
*21.6
*29.6
+40.0
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acceleration of 18 o /s 2 and speed of 20° /s in elevation (36° /s in azimuth). The table gives
for each revolution N the elevation, the elevation change .LlElev. the maximum range Dmax
for analyzing the rain rate Rand the velocity u, the rotation rate, the time per revolution,
the time needed to change the elevation, and the PRF. The calibration takes place during
the indicated elevations (*). The wind-profile ( +) over the radar station is estimated
every 2.5 min from the highest elevation of each half-volume scan.

4.

OPERATIONAL PRODUCTS

Seven products are transmitted from the radar sites (Table 4, Figure 8). The information
content of the products without compression is given in the last column; the achievable
compression factor ranges from 2 to 20, depending on the type of weather: RAPID, the
most frequently generated product, contains an estimate of the most severe precipitation
above the surface. It is available every half volume scan (every 2.5 min), each pixel
containing the value of the maximum reflectivity taken over a vertical column above the
ground. It is similar to the earlier Swiss TODAY product.

Table 4

Product
RAPID
RAIN
OVERVIEW
WIND
POLAR
STATUS
TODAY

Products transmitted from the composite computer to the users
Resolution

Interval

Pixel

xyz (km3)

min

per level

lxlxl
lxlxl
2x2xl
250m to 16 km
1°Xl 0 X1km

2.5
5
5
2.5
each el.
5
5 (old: 10)

305x269
305x269
12x305x269
profile
20x360 o x230km

2x2x1

281x217

Information

Size
Byte

4bit, max
4bit, corrected rain rate
4bit, 12 height-levels
Wind speed and direction
Z, v, 20 elevations
state of the system
3bits,max,overlay

41023
41023
492270
-1000
-800000
-1000
40960

The OVERVIEW product, updated every 5 min, contains full volume reflectivity
information. It consists of 12 images corresponding to the heights 1 to 12 km above sea
level and one projection containing the maximum reflectivity observed above each point.
The display software provides in addition arbitrary vertical cross-sections made from this
product.
The average precipitation rate reaching the ground during the past half hour is estimated
for each pixel in the product RAIN. All valid measurements of the product OVERVIEW
are weighted and averaged after having been extrapolated and corrected for lack of
visibility, beam broadening, clutter and anomalous propagation. To reduce fluctuations
and obtain some redundancy (to avoid loosing data) the product contains information of
six OVERVIEW-pictures and is updated and transmitted every 5 min.
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Radar communications on SMA wide-area network

SUN-Workstations

64 kbil

other conncclloos

64 kbil
64 kbil

PTI' leased lines
and for
dial-up lines (call-back method)

2 Mhit

-8

Figure 8

-8

The Swiss network for transmitting radar data and other information
mentioned in Sections 2.1 and 4.
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The WIND product is generated from data of the highest elevation using special polar
Doppler estimates derived from a multiple-lag covariance estimator especially appropriate
for clear air returns. It is updated every 2.5 min at the higher elevation angles (Joss and
Lee, 1995).
The POLAR product contains a complete polar data set, and the STATUS product
provides detailed information on the current state of crucial hardware and software
systems.
The TODAY product is retained from the previous generation of Swiss weather radars
in order to preserve compatibility in format, transmitted data, and product content. It
contains 281 x217 pixels of 2x2 km2 resolution, together with side-bar projections of N-S
and E-W maxima.
In the central computer located in Zurich (Fig. 8) a composite of the three radars and
those available from neighboring countries is created. The algorithm for combining the
individual radar information was investigated. In a first choice, the source of information
in a given pixel depended on priority and availability of the radars, as opposed to the
second choice, where the relative (maximum) intensity in each pixel was used as the
criterion. As the priority of a given radar in the first choice was set high in a square
region close to the radar, vertical and horizontal boundaries may show up at these
boundary lines, indicating differences in sensitivity between the radars. These are mainly
caused by variable visibility depending on the position of the radar relative to the pixel.
Furthermore, as radar LaDole (covering the western part of Switzerland) was still
equipped with the second generation type radar, clutter elimination is not as good,
resulting in artificial regions of no precipitation around radar LaDole. Because of the
"maximum-algorithm" of the second choice these "clutter holes" are mitigated by filling
in with echoes received from the Albis radar in the East and the Lema radar in the south,
wherever information was available. Due to the "priority-driven" algorithm of the first
choice, filling was inhibited in regions where LaDole has priority. Obviously the choice
of the algorithm for compositing radar information has consequences and important work
has still to be done in this field.

5.

SAMPLE OF A SCIENTIFIC APPLICATION

In addition to the operational products used in nowcasting, the example presented here
demonstrates how radar can be used to improve our knowledge on the influence of
orography on precipitation. The low spatial resolution of raingauges makes it difficult to
study this impact of the orography' or even to judge the influence of a given installation
on the representativeness of gauge to be used for example for adjustment of the radar
data. Here the radar with its detailed picture holds promise to judge the use of, and
determine the corrections needed for a given gauge. Our knowledge on the influence of
the orography on precipitation can also help_ to better understand why certain areas are
more vulnerable to floods and detect areas before it happens, floods being a rare event.
The influence of orography on precipitation estimation by radar is twofold: 1) real
modification of precipitation and 2) an artificial increase or decrease of the amount seen
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by the radar, caused by secondary influence of the orography. To reduce this "artificial"
influence we correct the radar data in a first step, using as criterion for the obtained
improvement the agreement of the radar data with the data of 400 raingauges. The
agreement is quantified by the percentage of the variance (of rain amounts estimated by
radar) explained by the amounts recorded by gauges underneath (lOO times the square of
the correlation coefficient radar/gauge). Only in a second step we investigate the influence
of the orography by applying a multiple regression to the corrected radar data. As a
result we find that variables describing the orography and the horizontal wind explain
about half of the variation of the corrected radar picture. Additional information on these
investigations is presented in Held and Joss (1994). A detailed description of the
corrections, the results and conclusions of several case studies are described in Held
(1995). In the following the general procedure is illustrated with a precipitation event
producing a major flood in September 1993.

5.1

Corrections applied to the radar data

We apply four corrections to the original radar data in order to reduce artificial
(instrumental) variations and to make the influence of the orography more evident. These
corrections compensate for a) beam occultation and beam broadening, b) bright band
effects, c) reduction of sensitivity caused by clutter elimination (interpolation) and d)
small scale fluctuations of precipitation. The first, most important one (a) may be
summarized as reduced visibility: the curvature of the earth and mountains may make it
impossible for the radar beam to propagate close to the surface of the earth, thus reducing
the visibility. At lower elevations of the radar beam reduced sensitivity of radar may also
remain the elimination of clutter echoes (ground targets). Since precipitation echoes are
not constant with height, applying corrections based on the vertical profile of reflectivity
will result in better estimates of the rain rate at the ground. The profile leading to the
highest correlation between data of radar and gauges was chosen for correction from a
wide variety of profiles. As last correction (d) all variables have been smoothed over an
area of 18x18km2 •
In our example the variance explained between radar and gauge data increases from 11%
(raw data Fig. 9a) to 73% in the data with all four corrections applied (Fig. 9b). Four
other case studies show similar results. On average the variance rose from 13% to 48%,
a truly important improvement when considering that the gauges used as an independent
dataset for verification may also have contributed significantly to the variance.

5.2

The relationship between precipitation and orography

To quantify the variance of the rain amount depending from the orography, a multiple
regression was applied. The area of investigation is marked in Figures 9a-e (rectangle of
140x280km2). Eq. (1) uses as dependent variable the corrected precipitation seen by the
radar (Fig. 9b), as independent variables the absolute height (height in metres above sea
level, Fig. 9c), the local and the large scale ground-gradients in wind direction (vvenical in
Fig. 9d and vlvenicat in Fig. 9e, both in m/s).
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22.9. 1993, original precipitation radar

22.9.1993, corrected precipitation radar
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The original, raw radar data in Fig. 9a) of 22 September 1993 reflects
meteorological as well as non meteorological (instrumental) influences.
After correcting the data for non-meteorological artifacts (b), the influence
of the orography on the weather can be found easier. The investigated
influences are: the height above sea level in Fig. 9c), the local upslope in
Fig. 9d) and the large scale upslope in Fig. 9e), the last two describing the
orography in the wind direction (Section 5).
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o4 O!l>

Radarcorrected

=

ko +kl ·height +kz · vverrical +k3.

vlverrica/

(1)

The ground-gradients in the wind direction are found by a vector multiplication of the
ground-gradient with the horizontal wind vector at 700hPa. They can be interpreted as
vertical wind speeds: a scalar quantity of a fictitious wind component along the slope of
the hill. The values for the coefficients in eq. (1) multiplied by the standard deviation of
the corresponding independent variables indicate typical influences. An increase of the
height of the terrain by lOOm results in 1.5mm more rain (k 1 = 15mm/km). If the air is
lifted by vverrical equal 1m/s we can expect 3mm (k2 =3mm/m/s) and if vlverrical increases
with 0.1m/s there is 5.4mm more rain (k3 =54mm/m/s).
Using the individual and multiple correlation coefficient we can calculate how much of
the variance of the radar estimated rain is explained by the independent variables
individually and all together. In our example the absolute height of the terrain explains
22%, the local gradient of the orography 12% and the large scale gradient 25% of the
variance of the rain amount. Together they explain 48% of the variance of the corrected
radar rain data. It is reasonable that an important part remains unexplained, as eq. (1)
does not consider influences like attributes of air mass and their variation in space and
time. Other case studies confirm that the three variables together explain on an average
about half of the variation of the precipitation. The results of these investigations show
that the influence of the orography can be detected and quantified in radar pictures,
however, only after correcting the raw radar data.

6.

CONCLUSIONS

We should not just take reflectivities aloft and use some Z-R relation to calculate rain rate
at the ground. It is well worth the effort to physically understand what is going on
(beamwidth, averaging, visibility and vertical profile) and use the available computing
power to estimate what is reaching the ground. As a best estimate we propose in
Section 3 a weighted average of all valid measurements corrected for lack of visibility,
beam broadening, clutter and anaprop echoes. To achieve this in reasonable time, a
strategy is needed, allowing scanning of the full volume for reflectivity and Doppler
measurements simultaneously (Section 3.5).
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SHORT-TERM RADAR RAINFALL FORECASTING- A SURVEY
Tage Andersson
Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute

1. INTRODUCTION
A main operational use of weather radar is nowcasting of precipitation (time scale from
about 15 minutes to 3-4 hours). The technique used is extrapolation. This purely formal
method has to be used since there are not yet any dynamic models capable of forecasting
the movement and evolution of precipitation cells at this scale in time and space. Mostly
the forecasting consists of determining the velocity of the echos and projecting the
existing ones with this velocity. The procedure can be performed manually, though
numerical methods are needed for an efficient use. Mostly these forecasts are categorical.
They may only tell if rain is expected or not, but more advanced methods of today are
quantitative, that is they provide the amount of rain expected. There are, however, also
probability nowcasts of accumulated precipitation. Since a single radar has a limited
range, image mosaics from several radars may be used and the coverage may also be
improved by using data from satellites where the radars do not overlap.
There are models permitting echo growth/decay but generally also they are extrapolations,
which do not involve any physics. Simple orographic effects can, however, be introduced
in at least one model (FRONTIERS).
Some of the difficulties encountered in radar rainfall forecasting are common with those
of radar rainfall estimation, such as the reflectivity/rain-rate relationship and the anaprop.
Others, as the rain movement and development, are specific for the forecasting problem.

2. ECHO MOVE:MENT
When predicting the displacement of the echos it is necessary to know their velocity. This
seems simple: you only have to look at two images separated in time a few minutes to
directly observe the displacement of the echos, from which you can compute their
movement vector. Several digital radars have semi-automatic devices for this. One simply
marks a characteristic feature in a PPI or CAPPI image at one time and the same feature
at a somewhat later image, and an automatic routine gives you the movement vector and
perhaps even moves the echos on the screen. The marking, however, generally proves
difficult. The reason is the rapid echo changes. In Sweden during summer the average
lifetime of a shower is 16 minutes, with a standard deviation of 8 minutes (Wickerts,
1982). Of course the 'lifetime' depends on the definition. However, attempts of tracking
such short-lived phenomena for time periods of the order of hours must be futile. Also
for non-convective precipitation the echos change rapidly.
Einfalt et al. (1991) distinguish between a 'global' and a 'structured' approach for
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describing the echo movement. The global approach consists of a search of translation of
an image versus another image at a somewhat later time. This gives a uniform movement
vector over the radar image. The structured approach tries to find distinctive features of
each significant echo on a radar image and recognize those in a later image, so that for
each significant echo an individual movement vector is found.
The correlation method (Austin and Bellon 1974; Austin et al., 1986), Fig. 1, is global.
Two time-consecutive PPI or CAP PI images are matched, using different displacements,
until the best correlation coefficient, the so called maximum cross-correlation coefficient,
between them is found. The displacement for the maximum cross-correlation coefficient
gives the movement vector. The maximum cross-correlations obtained are about 0. 7 for
a time interval of 30 minutes between the images, about 0. 6 for a 1 hour interval.
Another global approach is to introduce the concept of a steering wind, usually the wind
at some level between 850 and 700 hPa. This wind can be obtained from numerical
forecasts. The UK FRONTIERS nowcasting system now uses forecasted winds (Brown
et al., 1991) as do the Swedish probability nowcasts (Andersson, 1991; Andersson and
Ivarsson, 1991; Andersson and Andersson, 1992). If the radar has Doppler capability the
wind can be obtained from the radar itself.
The centroid method (Carpenter and Owens, 1981; Walton and Johnson, 1986), Figs 2
and 3, is an example of the structured approach. The problem here is to identify the
significant echos from image to image. As discussed by Einfalt et al. (1991), several
statistics can be used for this purpose.
According to most authors the two approaches do not differ very much in statistical
performance indices (Elvander, 1976; Collier, 1978; Denoeux et al., 1991). Ciccione and
Pircher (1984), using a sample of 15 frontal events, found that forecasts using crosscorrelation performed better than forecasts using their tracking. The global approach is
the simplest one, and also seems to be the most robust.
Generally, the cells are moved in straight lines. Curved motion can, in the structured
approach, be represented by different movements over the field. Using numerical models
it should be possible to move the cells along forecasted trajectories.

3. ECHO DEVELOPMENT
Since the echos generally change their shape with time, forecasting the echo developments
is as important as forecasting their movements. Unfortunately, there are yet no physical
methods available. By moving the echo contours individually, instead of the whole echo,
changes of the echo shape can be forecasted. This principle, however, is purely formal.
Such techniques have been developed by Kavvas and Chen (1989), Heideman et al.
(1990), Foufoula-Georgiou and Kumar (1990) and Bianco and Huang (1990). A
verification of those methods (Ruggiero et al., 1991) showed no apparent improvement
over moving the unchanged echo field. In a study using various schemes to extrapolate
the evolution of radar echos over the tropical Atlantic, Tsonis and Austin (1981) also at
the best only found minor improvements over simple extrapolation. Many schemes even
gave worse results. The physical processes causing echo changes are probably not
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Rainfall area at t-tat
Rainfall area at t
: Field of observation
: translation vector
Figure 1

t-dt

The correlation method for determination of echo displacements. (Ciccione
and Pircher, 1984).

t+dt

t

Actual centroid
Forecasted centroid

Figure 2

Idealized sequence of radar echos at times (t-.6.t), t and (t+.6.t). AB shows
the displacement of the centroid (centre of gravity) between the time (t-ilt)
and t. BC is the projected displacement of the centroid between time t and
(t+.6.t). BD is the actual displacement.
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Calculation of the vector (X 0 ,Y 0 ) averaged on all
possible echo displacements, subject to the
criterion that no centroid shall move in a
direction opposite to middle level winds and to
move faster than a certain speed dependent
of the latter.

t

Determination of the optimum displacement
( X, Y) for each echo echo centroid by
minimizing: F= ( X-X 0 )2+( Y-Y0 )2

·t
Forecasting from timet.
The "new" echoes in picture tare translated
by the mean of the other vectors.

Figure 3

A procedure for calculating centroid positions and echo tracking. (Ciccione
and Pircher, 1984).

observable in the past history of an echo. Simple ora graphic effects can be invoked in the
FRONTIERS model (Smith et al., 1991). To get a real improvement, and also make
somewhat longer forecasts possible, interaction with mesa- or micro-scale models is
necessary (Wright and Golding, 1990; Collier, 1991).
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4. RELATIONS BETWEEN THE REFLECTIVITY FACTOR AND RAIN
RATE
The relation between reflectivity, Z, and rain rate (mm h- 1), R, is

where a and b are factors to be determined. Their most well-known and probably most
used values are a= 200 and b = 1. 6 . These values were deduced by Marshall and Palmer
(1948) and the formula above, with these values, is often called the Marshall-Palmer
relation. In order to avoid forecasts of excessive precipitation, often a higher value of b
than 1.6 is used for radar rain forecasts. Mainly the problems here are the same as for
quantitative precipitation estimation. Therefore we will not dwell much upon this
problem, only note that the vertical reflectivity profile does not show a constant
reflectivity with height. Since the height of the beam depends upon the range to the
antenna, a correction for the vertical reflectivity profile should be applied (Andrieu and
Creutin, 1991; Joss and Lee, 1993; Koistinen, 1991). In temperate climates the
characteristic profile seems to be one with approximately constant reflectivity up to some
hundred metres below the ooc isotherm, and a reflectivity decrease above. Just below the
ooc isotherm there often is a reflectivity peak, the Bright Band, see Fig. 4, showing an
'average' reflectivity profile with a Bright Band and the expected corrections as a function
of the range to the antenna. When computing the height of the beam generally a 'standard
refraction' is used (the 4/3 earth radius concept). We must, however, be aware that the
propagation can differ from this standard (with anaprop the lowest part of the beam has
about the same radius of curvature as the earth). Therefore the possibility of computing
vertical refractivity profiles from numerical micro- or meso-scale models should be
investigated. If realistic refractivity profiles can be obtained, the beam height may be
computed more accurately. The time now seems ripe for the introduction of meaningful
corrections for the vertical reflectivity profile.

5. ANOMALOUS PROPAGATION AND INTENTIONAL
DISTURBANCES
Of all the error sources anomalous propagation (super-refraction) is the most serious one
since it causes false forecasts of heavy rain. For an experienced observer it is generally
possible (and fairly easy) to detect anaprop ground echos. Though there are several
techniques to detect those echos, operational radars in Europe generally still lack them.
Therefore, for automatic forecasts, the. anaprop still poses serious problems. The
frequency of anaprop echos varies strongly, mainly dependent upon the exposition of the
antenna and the time of the year and the day. A radar close to a coast often depicts isles
and coasts far away when the air is warmer than the sea surface, i.e. during spring and
early summer. It should also be noted that one is not necessarily confined to radar data
for the diagnosis of anaprop. Vertical refractivity profiles, as mentioned in the preceding
paragraph, is one possibility. Another is to compare satellite and radar images. Research
aiming at automatic identification and correction for anaprop is being conducted at several
places, and methods can be anticipated to be operational within a short time.
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Figure 4a

An average vertical reflectivity profile when there is a Bright Band. The
height 10 (1000 m) is only a reference height in the sense that the peak of
the Bright Band has been placed at that height. Data from the Norrkoping
Doppler weather radar, 27 cases from 18 rain events during Nov. 1989 to
Oct. 1991.
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Figure 4b

Expected corrections to a PPI picture (antenna elevation 0.5°, beam-width
1.0°) caused by the reflectivity profile of Figure 4a, with a height of the
Bright Band of 1000 m. The corrections are given as a function of the
range to the antenna.
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In the warfare practises of today, disturbing the enemies information sources is essential.
There are several ways of disturbing radars. Release of a multitude of small reflectors
from airplanes (chaff) gives echos which may be impossible to distinguish from
precipitation echos on the weather radars of today. Airborne continous jamming
transmitters give characteristic, 'radial' echos, which are easily identified by an observer,
but a problem for automatic routines.

6. FORECASTS
Radar rain forecasts are short-time forecasts, and the skill decreases rapidly with the
length of the forecast (Andersson and Ivarsson, 1991). The upper time limit for a forecast
still retaining positive skill depends upon the climate and rain type (convective or frontal),
but probably is about 2 - 4 hours. The success also depends upon the rain rate; heavy
rains are most rare and more difficult to predict than lighter rains.
Most forecast methods are categorical, giving an expected rain amount, but there are also
methods giving probability forecasts.

6.1 Categorical forecasts
Once the movement (and evolution) of the echos are determined, it is possible to forecast
rain/no rain and also the expected rain amount. One has only to apply a reflectivity /rainrate relation, multiply with the time increment and sum over the forecast period wanted.

6.2 Probability forecasts
A probabilistic model for radar forecasts of rain was developed by Zuckerberg (1976).
Building upon the Poisson distribution it, however, only gives the probability of rain/no
rain. A model by Andersson (1991) gives probabilities for different rain amounts. The
latest available 850 hPa wind from the High Resolution Limited Area Model (HIRLAM),
Kallberg (1989), is used to steer the echos. The 850 hPa wind is chosen since rain cells
over this area generally move with this wind (Wickerts, 1982). Later studies, however,
indicate that the 700 hPa wind is a better choice.
The geometry .of this method is shown in Fig 5. A source area upwind of the forecast
spot is selected. With a wind speed ff a distance ff x (forecast time duration) passes over
the forecast spot during the forecast. This distance is used as length for a line, giving the
middle of the source area. The width of the source area is 20 km (possible to select) and
it begins with a triangle having its apex at' the forecast spot. The main idea is that though
the pixels change their reflectivities before reaching the forecast spot, the distribution of
reflectivities should remain fairly constant. Each pixel within the source area is therefore
assumed to have the same probability to hit the forecast spot. Consider the slab marked
in Fig. 5. It is assumed to pass the forecast spot at a time given by the range to the
forecast spot and the assumed echo velocity. The length (in the direction of echo
movement) of the slab is selected so that it takes a fixed, short time (5 or 6 minutes) for
the slab to pass the forecast spot. Since each pixel is assumed to have the same
probability of hitting the forecast spot, the frequency distribution of reflectivities within
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the slab (transformed to rain rates) gives the probabilities for different rain rates during
this short time interval. An example of such a forecast is given in Fig. 6.
To get the probabilities for accumulated rain during the whole forecast period we apply
a simple drawing system, shown by Fig. 7. Each pixel within the source area has the
same probability of hitting the forecast spot, remain there and precipitate during a time
interval, the time-step. By applying a reflectivity/rain-rate relation the rain rate, R, is
found and the accumulated precipitation during the time interval is R x time-step. At
present 9 classes are used and a time-step of 10 minutes for a forecast duration of 3
hours. The classes are selected to give rain rates ofO, 0.5, 1, 2, ... ,64 mm h- 1 •
The output may be shown in several ways. As an example Fig. 8 shows the probabilities
for different rain amounts at one spot. By making forecasts for a grid different quantities,
as the probabilities for a given rain amount, or expected rain amounts for a given
probability, may be mapped. An example is shown in Fig. 9. The grid used for these
forecasts has a resolution of about 20 km.

7. VERIFICATION
Verification of forecasts is necessary. Perhaps not so much for the customer as for the
ones who develop and produce the forecasts. The aim of the verifications is to find weak
points in the forecasting schemes and ensur~ that the forecasts are not biassed. A sensible
verification figure should be able to do this, at least to some degree. For the customer,
on the other hand, the verification figure is not very important. What matters is if the
forecasts help the costumer's work, essentially making decision procedures easier. A
verification figure is generally difficult to interpret. As an example, let us choose one of
the most used for categorical forecasts, the Critical Success Index, CS/. This index is

CS/ = 100 a I (a+b+c)

a = number of cases when the phenomena is predicted and has occurred
b = number of cases when the phenomena is predicted, but has not occurred
c = number of cases when the phenomena is not predicted, but has occurred.
Clearly, the maximum value of this index is 100, and the minimum one is 0.
Suppose we want to make one-hour forecasts for the event of precipitation above 10 mm.
At least in our climate this is a rare phenomena, and we would probably end up with a
CS/ close to zero. However, if we choose the event of precipitation NOT exceeding 10
mm, we would certainly get a CS/ very close to 100 simply by always forecasting
precipitation below 10 mm. Clearly, this index is dependent upon the frequency of the
event concerned, a high frequency giving a high CS/.
When testing a method, often rainy periods are choosen. One perhaps gets an idea about
how the method performs in rainy periods, but little about how it performs in dry
conditions. Therefore, results from short test periods, for instance as given by Carpenter
and Owen (1981), cannot be intercompared.
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FORECAST SPOT

OUTPUT
PROBABILITY FORECASTS OF:
"' PRECIPITATION RATE
"' ACCUMULATED PRECIPITATION

Figure 5

The 'geometry' for probability nowcasts of precipitation with the method
used at SMHI.
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Forecast of rain rate for Norrkoping during the coming 3 hours. The x axis
is a time scale, the y axis gives rain rate. Probabilities for different rates
are given in units of 10 percent. The forecast is based on the radar image
(pseudo-CAPPI) from the Norrkoping Doppler weather radar for 01:00
UTC 3 Sep. 1992 and is valid for 01:00 to 04:00 UTC. The forecast is
ready less than 10 minutes after the image time.
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Forecast probabilities for rain· amount in Norrkoping during the coming 3
hours. The y axis gives rain amount, the x axis probabilities. The forecast
is based on the radar image (pseudo-CAPPI) from the Norrkoping Doppler
weather radar for 00:00 UTC 1 Sep. 1992 and is valid for 00 to 03 UTC.
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Map of forecasted probabilities for a rain amount of at least 5 mm during
the coming 3 hours. Isolines are given for probabilities of 1, 10, 30, 60
and 90%. The Norrkoping Doppler weather radar, whose position is
marked by N in the picture, was used. The forecast is based on the radar
image for 00:00 UTC 1 Sep. 1992 and is valid for 00 to 03 UTC.
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Another question is what we verify against. If radar measured precipitation is used as
'ground truth' the problem of the reflectivity/rain-rate relation is to a large degree
avoided.
There are a large number of verification indices for categorical forecasts, see for instance
Denoeux et al. (1991), who also conclude that the most used indices cannot be considered
as equivalent.
A single categorical forecast can, in principle, be verified, even if the result does not tell
us much about how the method performs. A categorical forecast is either right or wrong,
i.e. the forecasted event has or has not occurred. As to probability forecasts, the
probability of an event is given. The event, however, only has two outcomes: it occurs
or it does not occur. Even if technically a single probability forecast can be verified, the
result tells us even less of the performance of our method than in the case of categorical
forecasts. For verification the probability forecasts need a larger set of forecasts than the
categorical forecasts. An outline of the verification procedure used at the Swedish
Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI) will be given.
We first compute the Brier score

BS

= E(Pr- Obs) 2 IN

Pr is the probability given by the forecast (0 to 1, not in percent)
Obs is the outcome of the event (1 if the event has occurred, 0 if it has not occurred)

N is the number of events.
Note that the best possible value of BS is zero, and that BS decreases when the quality
of the forecasts increases.
Since the BS is difficult to interpret, one usually makes a comparison with some reference
forecast. The best possible reference is often the climatological forecast, which is a
forecast giving the climatological frequency for the actual event. If this frequency is not
known, the mean frequency from the actual sample may be used. We then define a SKILL
as

SKILL

= 100

(BSTEST FOREC- BSREFERENCE FOREC) I (BSPERFECT FOREC- BSREFERENCE FOREC)

Since a perfect forecast has BS=O this can be written

SKILL

= 100 (1 -

BSTEST FOREC I BSREFERENCE FOREd·

The best possible value is SKILL = 100. In order to attain this the forecasts must only
use the probabilities 0 and 1, and all forecasts must be right. SKILL = 0 implies no skill
compared to the reference forecast, and SKILL< 0 implies a worse performance than the
reference forecast.
The results are presented in so-called RELIABILITY DIAGRAMS, Fig. 10.
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The Norrk6ping doppler weather radar, Oct-Nov 1992. The
forecast spot was about 200 m from the antenna.

Figure 10

Example of a reliability diagram.
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8. RELIABILITY OF THE FORECASTS
Reliability in this context is a measure of the expected quality of a single forecast (not to
be confused with the reliability diagram used in the preceding section). In order to be
useful to the customer the reliability has to be estimated when the forecast is made or
earlier, so that the customer knows how thrustworthy the forecast is. Einfalt et al. (1990)
and Denoeux et al. (1991) discuss several possible parameters, from the radar image as
well as from rawinsonde data, to judge the quality of the forecasts. Ciccione and Pircher
(1984) found some positive correlation between the maximum cross-correlation coefficient
and the quality of the forecasts. In probability forecasts the probability itself should be
a measure of the reliability. It may be that simple methods for computing the probability,
as discussed in Section 6, are too crude. This is a difficult question and a good solution
seems a long way off.

9. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
Nowcasting of precipitation is a task for which the weather radar at present is the best
instrument. An efficient use requires automatic methods, which are already implemented
at some institutes, and probably will be at more institutes in the near future. This requires
automatic identification of error sources, such as anomalous propagation echos, echos
from military disturbing activities, as well as automatic corrections for the change of
reflectivity with height (including the Bright Band). Real improvements of the methods
probably require input from other data sources, preferably limited area models. Already
some data are used, such as steering winds. Combining the precipitation forecasts from
the radar and the limited area model will probably increase the accuracy of the forecasts.
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RESUME
Le bassin hydrologique de la Garonne, horde sur toute sa frontiere sud par la chaine des
Pyrem!es et au nord et nord-est par les contreforts du Massif Central et des Grands
Causses, couvre pres de 60 000 kilometres carn~s, soit plus du dixieme du territoire
fran9ais. Ces hauteurs delimitent une vaste cuvette ou convergent les eaux de
ruissellement qui en sont issues. Les fortes pentes et la forme du bassin en eventail
favorisent les phenomenes de concomitance des crues des divers affluents.
La formation et revolution des crues de la Garonne sont brutales, violentes et rapides.
Maurice Parde ecrivait en 1935 : "La Garonne et beaucoup de ses affluents sont
susceptibles de maxima formidables en hauteur et en debit".

1. PRESENTATION
Les crues sont un phenomene naturel aleatoire que 1'homme do it accepter et ne peut
esperer domestiquer totalement. Certes, des moyens techniques et financiers permettent
de se proteger localement la ou des degats sont les plus graves. Il serait neanmoins
illusoire de croire que les inondations pourraient etre supprimees meme en y consacrant
des moyens financiers importants. Cependant, il est possible de contribuer grandement
a preserver ce qui peut l'etre. Dans cette optique, l'annonce et la prevision des ernes
constituent un moyen primordial, pourvu qu' il puisse etre mis en oeuvre suffisarnment tot
afin que les mesures de protection des personnes et des biens soient prises par les
responsables.
Dans le bassin de la Garonne, l'Etat, a depuis plus d'un siecle, mis en place un Service
d' Annonce des Crues qui s' appuyait sur des observateurs humains qui transmettaient par
la voie telegraphique leurs observations. Compte-tenu des caracteristiques des crues de
la Garonne, ce systeme d'annonce traditionnel etait peu efficace et surtout trop lent.
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Selon les conditions meteorologiques qui sont a 1'origine des episodes pluvieux, on
distingue habituellement trois types de crues dans le bassin de la Garonne :
les crues oceaniques pyreneennes, les plus violentes, peuvent se produire en toute
saison (fevrier 1952). Leur epoque caracteristique est mai-juillet ou elles peuvent etre
tres importantes (juin 1875, mai et juillet 1977).
les crues oceaniques classiques, qui ont lieu principalement en hiver et au printemps,
affectent surtout les cours moyens du Tarn et du Lot. Sur la Garonne, ce type de
situation ne concerne que la partie aval du confluent du Lot.
les crues mediterraneennes ont pour origine des pluies torrentielles localisees dans la
partie orientale du bassin (Tarn, Aveyron, Lot).
C'est sur le Tarn que ces crues sont les plus desastreuses, avec des amplitudes terrifiantes
pouvant depasser 10 m a Montauban (Mars 1930).
Les progres techniques de ces dernieres annees, notamment dans le domaine de
1'electronique, ont permis au Service Hydrologique du bassin de la Garonne
d 'entreprendre en 1980 la mise en place d 'un reseau automatique de mesures
hydrometeorologiques avec teletransmission hertzienne finance a parts egales par 1'Etat
et les Regions concernees.
L'exploitation durant plus de dix ans de ce reseau radio a permis d'identifier et de realiser
les differentes etapes necessaires a une annonce et une prevision des crues repondant aux
exigences des annees 1990. Cette evolution est rendue possible grace a la montee en
puissance de la micro-informatique et a la chute des prix des equipements. L'effet
conjugue de ces deux phenomenes ouvre des voies de traitement de 1' information
difficilement realisables et surtout tres co 1teuses il y a seulement 6 ou 8 ans.

1.1 Les outils operationnels d'aide

a la decision

L' analyse des be so ins en periode de crise nous a amene a fixer des contraintes precises
et des conditions d' exploitation auquel do it repondre un systeme d' annonce et de prevision
des crues.
Les conditions principales sont les suivantes :
fournir un systeme permettant aux previsionnistes de reagir rapidement
faciliter !'utilisation des equipements pour des non informaticiens
representer les informations de fac;on claire et rapidement interpretable
donner aux previsionnistes les moyens d 'aller au de la de 1'annonce des crues
Ceci revient a marier ensemble :
rapidite
efficacite
simplicite
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Ces contraintes nous ont amene
peut classer en trois types :

a mettre en place des outils d'aide a la decision que l'on

les outils de collecte et d'observation
les outils d'analyse
les outils de prevision
L 'ensemble des developpements a ete realise en tenant compte des conditions d 'utilisation
en temps reel et en periode de crise. Les previsionnistes doivent disposer de systemes
robustes, c'est-a-dire peu sensibles aux mauvaises manipulations ce qui necessite de
nombreux filtrages, de systemes dont l'acces aux informations doit se faire de fa9on
simple sans passer par des "menus" hierarchises et complexes.
I1 est necessaire que le responsable (le previsionniste) maitrise totalement le domaine dans
lequel il travaille, qu'il soit conscient de la valeur et de la fiabilite des informations dont
il dispose et quil mesure parfaitement les consequences des differentes actions techniques
ou administratives qu'il veut lancer.
1.2 Les outils de collecte et d'observation
Nous disposons de deux systemes de collecte et d'observation :

*

le reseau radio de telemesures (figure 1) : reparti sur pres de 60 000 km2 du bassin
de la Garonne et comprenant :
- 1 centre situe

aToulouse

- pres de 100 stations d' observation
- 5 terminaux implantes dans les 5 Services qui assurent 1' annonce des ernes dans
l' ensemble du bass in de la Garonne
Les liaisons hertziennes ont ete adoptees en raison notamment de la vulnerabilite des
liaisons par fil en periode d'intemperies. La chaine radio comporte 17 relais hertziens,
dont un relais U.H.F. et une base deportee. Deux couples de frequences sont utilises
(bandes 400 et 80 Mhz).
Le central installe

aToulouse assure les fonctions

suivantes :

!'interrogation automatique horaire de la totalite des stations d'observation
1' acquisition et la validation des donnees
declenchement d'alarmes techniques en cas de defaillance de tout ou partie des
mareriels
la retransmission des donnees vers les cinq terminaux et vers des equipements
informatiques de stockage et de traitement des donnees
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Pour repondre aux conditions hydrologiques specifiques a la Garonne, des informations
horaires sont mises a la disposition du previsionniste. Un echantillonnage plus serre est
toutefois possible pour repondre a des evenements hydrologiques plus critiques. Les
stations hydrometriques couvrent de fa9on tres homogene 1' ensemble du bass in de la
Garonne afin de controler de fa9on efficace la montee des eaux. 70 % des stations
mesurent egalement les precipitations. Mais malgre tous ces points de mesure, nous ne
sommes pas a 1' abri d, etre pris de court par certains evenements hydrologiques se
produisant sur des zones restreintes a l'echelle de l'annonce des crues (surfaces couvertes
inferieures a 1 000 km 2). En effet, en moyenne, un pluviographe est installe tousles 500
km2 • Bien qu'une densite plus fine (200 a 300 km2 ) existe sur certaines zones amont, la
densite des postes pluviometriques est insuffisante pour controler les petits bassins amont.
Une couverture plus fine demanderait de doubler ou tripler les points de mesure de pluie,
pour disposer d'une couverture pluviographique qui ne serait cependant pas totalement
efficace.
Ce constat nous a amene

*

a nous equiper d'un systeme d'observation complementaire

:

L'imagerie radar (Meteotel) : L'image restituee par une observation realisee par un
radar hydrometeorologique permet de disposer d'une vue globale des episodes
pluvieux et des zones arrosees. La connaissance du contour des episodes pluvieux
apporte une information complementaire aux donnees issues du reseau de mesures au
sol. Le systeme Meteotel dont nous disposons re9oit toutes les quinze minutes une
image, ce qui permet de visualiser le deplacement des pluies sur le bassin durant les
3 ou 4 dernieres heures.

Cet apport, qui ne presente qu'un caractere qualitatif, est fondamental pour
!'interpretation, la comprehension et le suivi en temps reel d'un evenement
hydrometeorologique en cours d 'evolution.
Toutefois, !'aspect quantitatif est un element qui nous parait primordial, notamment pour
participer a la surveillance des petits bassins amont, d'ou un projet lance par le Service
Hydrologique et presente dans les Illeme et Vleme parties de ce document.

1.3 Les outils d'analyse
Le nombre de donnees et la cadence de collecte rendent la tache du previsionniste plus
precise, mais de plus en plus difficile. Lors d'une crue, !'analyse des informations
collectees par le reseau radio de telemesures durant une journee cmTespond pour une
trentaine de stations (cas du bassin superieur de la Garonne) a plus de 2 000 donnees
(hauteur d'eau, quantites de pluies horaires, parametres de fonctionnement des stations).
Avec un tel volume d'informations, la mise en evidence des donnees critiques, qui
evoluent dans le temps, devient tres problematique.
Pour faire face a cette difficulte de traitement et d' exploitation des donnees, une nouvelle
generation de terminaux a ete mis en place en 1988 et 1989.
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Ces equipements sont dotes d 'un logiciel permettant de visualiser les informations sous
forme de synoptiques dynamiques mis a jour en temps reel. Cette representation permet
de realiser une analyse rapide et specifique. En effet, chaque representation peut
correspondre a un domaine precis. Un synoptique peut etre specialise pour mettre en
evidence les stations en pre-alerte ou en alerte ; un autre, par exemple, peut afficher un
reseau de digues et comporter des voyants signalant le debut de leur submersion.
Cet outil, tres efficace et performant, ne permet a lui seul de realiser que des constats a
partir d' informations observees et done de ne faire que de 1'annonce des crues alors que
la prevision est necessaire.
Notamment pour les petits bassins, ces moyens sont tres insuffisants pour declencher des
alertes avec des delais acceptables. La prevision, meme de 1 a 2 heures, est
indispensable.

1.4 Les outils de prevision
Depuis pres de 15 ans, la mise en oeuvre de modeles de prevision est automatisee dans
le bassin superieur de la Garonne.
En 1982, une procedure a ete developpee pour introduire automatiquement les donnees
des stations d'annonce des crues dans les modeles, grace a une liaison entre le central de
collecte du reseau radio de telemesures et le calculateur de prevision des crues.
En 1988, une nouvelle etude de modeles de prevision a ete confiee au CERGRENE
(Centre d'Etudes et de Recherches pour la Gestion des Ressources Naturelles et de
l'Environnement). Ces travaux ont ete realises autour d'une procedure multi-modeles
issue de recherches realisees au CERGRENE.
Cette etude s 'est deroulee comme suit :
a.

Analyse et critique des donnees disponibles

b.

Analyse et calage des modeles de prevision

c.

Etude et programmation du noyau de calcul. La procedure Multi-Modeles
(P.A. ROCHE- R. TAMIN 1986)

d.

Mise en place operationnelle
(C. LOUMAGNE- R. LEONETT- C. MICHEL- JJ VIDAL- C. FELIU 1989)

Le Departement Hydrologie Operationnelle et Gestion de Crises a assure !'integration de
la procedure multi-modeles sur ses equipements informatiques, ainsi que sont adaptation
pour une utilisation en temps reel durant une periode de crise.
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2. LE BASSIN SUPERIEUR DE LA GARONNE
Le bass in superieur de la Garonne a une superficie de 10 000 km2
(figure 2,3). Il est constitue de trois principaux sous-bassins a savoir :

a Toulouse

le sous-bassin de 1'Ariege (4 160 km2)
le sous-bassin du Salat (1 570 km2)
le sous-bassin de la Garonne amont (2 770 km2)
Des stations d'observation sont placees al'exutoire de ces bassins et permettent de faire
des prevision a Toulouse.
Le bassin intermediaire, situe entre Toulouse et les trois exutoires, a une superficie de
1 500 km2 •
Cette configuration engendre deux difficultes :

2.1 L'importance du bassin intennediaire
Ce bassin intermediaire (15 % du bassin superieur de la Garonne) amene des apports
diffus tres variables suivant !'importance des pluies sur cette zone.
Cette configuration hydrographique complique les methodes de prevision des ernes.
Notamment les methodes basees sur des modeles de prevision a propagation
preponderante donnent des resultats tres variables suivant les ernes. Ces ecarts sont d 1s
principalement aux apports du bassin intermediaire recevant des pluies tres differentes
d'une crue a l'autre.
L' erreur engendree par une meconnaissance des pluies sur le bass in intermediaire peut
atteindre 0.50 m sur une amplitude de 2 a 3 m (crue decennale). Pour pallier cette cause
d' erreur, le Service a mis en place de nouvelles methodes de prevision sur les parties
moyennes et aval du bassin superieur de la Garonne.
·
Ces methodes sont basees sur une procedure multi-modeles evoquee au paragraphe 1.4.
Elle consiste a calculer une prevision a une station donnee, a partir de plusieurs modeles
utilisant des informations differentes. Chaque modele operationnel participe a
!'elaboration du resultat final, appele prevision ponderee, suivant un poids lie aux ecarts
des previsions anterieures. A chaque modele, on attribue un poids stationnaire issu d'un
calage sur les crues anciennes et un poids evolutif lie aux ecarts du passe innnediat.
Ainsi la capacite d' adaptation du systeme prend en compte les ecarts d 1 s aux pluies non
connues du bassin intermediaire. Cette demarche repose essentiellement sur un processus
mathematique. Une connaissance plus precise du processus hydrologique se deroulant sur
le bassin pn!senterait une meilleure garantie.
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1000

2.2 La surveillance de nombreux petits bassins amonts
Le controle des bass ins amonts est beaucoup plus delicat. D 'une superficie comprise entre
170 et 1 000 km2 , la connaissance de la pluie arrosant ces petits bass ins est indispensable
pour effectuer des previsions. C'est notamment le cas aux stations d'annonce des crues
telles Arreau sur Louron placee a 1' exutoire d 'un bass in de 170 km2 , Arreau d' Aure a
l 'exutoire d 'un bass in de 390 km 2 , le M as d' Azil sur 1' Arize controlant 215 km2 ou
encore Saint-Beat sur la Garonne controlant un bassin de 694 km2 • Ces bassins situes sur
les flancs des Pyrenees sont a 1' origine des crues du Bass in Superieur de la Garonne.
De plus, le regime de pluie d'origine oceanique sur les parties centrales et ouest du
bassin, et d'origine mediterraneenne a l'est engendre des crues de nature tres differentes,
rendant souvent l'annonce et la prevision des crues delicates.
L' importance du ruissellement ne permet plus d 'utiliser simplement des procedures
numeriques pour pallier le manque d' informations pluviometriques comme pour les
bassins intermediaires.
Des que l'objectif est de surveiller de grands bassins, comme celui de la Garonne (10 000
km2 a Toulouse), il n'est plus realiste d'esperer disposer d'equipement de mesure au sol
permettant de controler ou surveiller totalement tous les points du bassin et encore moins
d'effectuer des previsions. Dans le bassin de la Garonne superieure comportant
actuellement plus de 30 stations de mesure, la mise en place d 'un reseau de pluviographes
offrant une couverture acceptable necessiterait au moins de tripler le nombre de stations
automatiques.
Le me me raisonnement nous amenerait a multiplier les stations de mesure sur 1' ensemble
du bassin de la Garonne et atteindre un reseau automatique de collecte comportant plus
de 500 stations. Cette densite, en plus des importants problemes de gestion qu'elle
engendrerait, ne resoudrait pas tous les problemes. Meme sur des bass ins de 500 a 1 000
km2 qui seraient equipes de 3 a 4 pluviographes, ce qui est generalement pratique par les
Services d' Annonce des Crues, !'estimation de la lame d'eau indispensable pour evaluer
le debit a 1'exutoire du bass in, ne represente bien sou vent que tres grossierement la lame
d' eau reelle : 4 pluviographes implantes sur un bass in de 1 000 km2 sont supposes
representer chacun la pluie qui tombe sur 250 km 2 •
Si cette couverture permet de mettre en oeuvre des modeles de prevision bases sur des
relations pluies I debits, il est probable que la connaissance imprecise de la variation de
la pluie dans 1' espace est un element important pouvant expliquer en partie la difficulte
qu' ont les hydrologues a caler ces relations pluies I debits.
Dans le bassin de la Garonne, ce handicap est fortement aggrave par une configuration
geographique et un regime pluviometrique provoquant des crues tres rapides. Les pentes
tres fortes et les bass ins en forme d' eventail favorisent la concentration rapide du
ruissellement en engendrant des hydrogrammes pointus a tres fort gradient.
La Garonne est un cours d'eau dont la pente du lit est une des plus importantes. Cette
particularite se prolonge loin en aval. Ceci explique pour une bonne part les vitesses de
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propagation importantes observees et un delai de prevision ne depassant pas 6 heures
Toulouse, de l'ordre de 3 a 4 heures sur les stations immediatement a l'amont.

a

Un examen des hydrogrammes de la station de Saint Girons, par exemple, montre que
le temps separant le debut de la pluie et le commencement de la montee des eaux peut
etre de l'ordre de 5 heures. De ce fait, la cote d'alerte est susceptible d'etre depassee a
peine 7 heures apn!s le debut de la pluie.
Avec des vitesses de montee pouvant atteindre entre 0.50 m et 1 m a l'heure, on
comprend l'importance de disposer d'une connaissance precise de la pluie.
Depuis plus de dix ans, la mise en place du reseau automatique de collecte dans le bassin
de la Garonne a prouve son efficacite, et le gain considerable pour une annonce des crues
bien meilleure. Mais !'exploitation de ce reseau nous a egalement permis de discerner ses
faiblesses.
Ces observations nous ont amene
l'imagerie RADAR.

a choisir un systeme d 'observation complementaire

:

Dans le domaine de l'annonce des crues, aucune tentative operationnelle n'a encore ete
faite en France. Le Service a decide de lancer en 1990 unimportant programme d'etudes
pour une utilisation operationnelle et en temps reel des images radar. Contrairement aux
zones urbaines, l'objectif est d'evaluer des lames d'eau sur des bassins relativement
importants compris entre 300 et 1 500 km2 voire plus, qui peuvent se situer a 50 ou
100 km du radar.
L'image radar permet de connaitre le contour de la pluie, la zone arrosee et l'intensite
des precipitations.

3. MOYENS MIS EN OEUVRE POUR LE PROJET
1.

La demarche adaptee peut etre decoupee en trois etapes :
recherche bibliographique sur des travaux et des logiciels d' exploitation des images
radars hydrologiques existants.
identification des travaux de recherche a poursuivre pour disposer d 'un systeme
adapte a la mission d 'annonce des crues.
constitution d'une application operationnelle pour l'annonce des crues.

Ces travaux de recherche sont realises dans le cadre d'un travail de these soutenue le 10
novembre 1994 par Luc Bourrel sous la direction scientifique de Henri Sauvageot.
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Les conditions specifiques du bass in superieur de la Garonne ont motive 1' examen de
differentes methodes de traitement :
la technique des aires fractionnelles,
l'etude des profils verticaux de reflectivite.
Ces travaux et les resultats obtenus font l'objet de publications regulieres.

3.1 La chaine d'acquisition des images radar
Les images radar sont acquises par un radar RODIN (longueur d'onde 5 cm) de
METEO-FRANCE situe a Toulouse.
Le mode d'exploitation du radar a ete, avec l'accord de METEO-FRANCE, adapte aux
besoins de I' etude. 3 angles de sites ont ete choisis (0. 8 o, 1.4 o et 2.2 °).
Le systeme SANAGA, mis en place sur le site du radar par le Laboratoire d' Aerologie,
permet d' archiver toutes les mesures (pour chaque angle de site) realisees par le radar.
Par ailleurs, les images du radar sont transmises au Service toutes les 15 minutes sur le
METEOTEL et toutes les 5 minutes au format CALAMAR.

3.2 L'acquisition des donnees pluviographiques
3.2.1 Le bassin versant superieur de la Garonne
Le reseau d'annonce des crues, par voie hertzienne, permet de recueillir les cumuls
pluviometriques au pas de temps horaires tombes sur les 33 pluviographes repartis sur les
10 000 km2 du bassin etudie, situe entre 40 et 100 km au sud du radar.
A cette distance du radar (entre 60 et 100 km) et compte-tenu des reliefs Pyreneens, le
pretraitement de l'image radar est indispensable pour obtenir une bonne evaluation de la
pluie.
Le recueil de ces donnees horaires nous permettra de comparer les lames d' eau evaluees
a 1' aide du radar et les cumuls pluviometriques mesures au sol.

3.2.2 Creation du site experimental de Montech
Situe entre 40 et 50 km au nord du radar, une zone experimentale de 100 km2 disposant
de 9 pluviographes teletransmis a ete equipee afin de "calibrer ou valider" l'image radar.
Des donnees pluviographiques sont transmises par ligne telephonique et correspondent aux
5 pluies de 6 minutes enregistrees sur la periode de rapatriement minimale de ces stations
qui est la 1/2 heure-.
Ce site a ete choisi pour les raisons suivantes :
proximite du radar (distance inferieure de 80
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a 100 km consideree comme limite de

1'exploitation des images radar dans le domaine quantitatif).
etendue plane (depourvue d'echos fixes).
exposition aux pluies oceaniques venant de l'ouest considerees comme homogenes et
one supposees donner un facteur de calibration peu variable dans 1'espace et dans le
temps pour un evenement pluvieux determine.

4. LES MODELES DE PREVISION SUR LES BASSINS AMONT
La connaissance des hauteurs ou des debits a un instant donne est souvent insuffisante
pour assurer une bonne annonce des crues. En effet, les vitesses de montee et le regime
pluviometrique laissent peu de temps pour agir dans des delais acceptables (Voir
paragraphe 2.2).
Les travaux d' exploitation quantitative des images radar devraient nous permettre de
connaitre l'intensite et !'extension geographique des episodes pluvieux. Contrairement aux
pluviographes, qui donnent avec une bonne precision la quantite de pluie en un point, le
radar ne permet d'evaluer la pluie qu'avec beaucoup d'incertitude, mais par contre permet
de couvrir la totalite de 1' episode pluvieux.
Par ailleurs, I' extrapolation sur grande surface de la pluie mesuree ponctuellement au sol
peut denaturer fortement la qualite de 1' estimation.
La mise au point de modeles pluie I debit et !'introduction de !'information
pluviometrique evaluee a 1' aide du radar dans ces relations de prevision sont un objectif
du projet.
Cette demarche demande un minimum de precautions pour que le systeme soit
operationnel et efficace.
L' examen des differents types de modeles nous amenera probablement a nous orienter
vers des modeles simples ou globaux, le but etant de schematiser le processus spatial de
transformation d'une precipitation rec;ue par le bassin versant en pluie efficace ou
ruisselee, et sa transformation en debit a l'exutoire du bassin.
En France, plusieurs modeles de ce type sont utilises (DPFT, PREVIK, regression
multiple ... ). Generalement, pour une application operationnelle dans le domaine de la
prevision des crues, ces methodes sont associees a des procedures d'analyse des erreurs
et a un calage en temps reel.
Les autres modeles adaptes pour une exploitation operationnelle en periode de crise
doivent repondre a certaines exigences, notamment :
Utilisation d'un nombre reduit de donnees devant etre collectees en temps reel.
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Fiabilite des previsions traduite par la reduction des ecarts et un lissage de
'hydrogramme prevu.
La robustesse est egalement un critere fondamental. Le systeme de prevision doit
rester operationnel queUes que soient les "anomalies introduites" .
De plus, les delais d'anticipation etant relativement courts (2 a 3 heures pour les bassins
amont), la collecte des informations necessaires au calcul des previsions doit etre
automatique, et la mise en oeuvre des modeles et la presentation des resultats doivent etre
tres rap ides.

5. L'APPLICATION FINALE ET CONCLUSION
Le but de ce projet est d'obtenir une chaine operationnelle appliquee a l'annonce et a la
prevision des ernes dans le bassin versant superieur de la Garonne, utilisant les lames
d' eau evaluees a 1' aide de radars hydrologiques, associees aux mesures au sol.
L'apport du radar par rapport au systeme actuel d'annonce et de prevision des ernes
consiste a completer ces informations donnees par le reseau de pluviographes existant.
Outre !'estimation des lames d'eau sur le bassin intermediaire, le radar devra done
permettre d' evaluer des intensites precipitees sur les bass ins versants amont dont certains
ne disposent pas de pluviographes et d'introduire ces mesures dans des relations de
prevision pluie I debit.
Les objectifs fixes dans ce projet sont relativement ambitieux. lis necessitent une bonne
organisation informatique pour mettre en place un systeme fiable et performant.
Sur le plan hydrologique, notre demarche est guidee par des objectifs operationnels qui
nous ameneront souvent a faire des choix privilegiant des procedures simples mais
operationnelles au detriment de methodes plus satisfaisantes sur le plan theorique mais
mal adaptees pour une mise en oeuvre operationnelle et une exploitation en periode de
crise.

PARTICIPANTS ACE PROJET
Laboratoire d' Aerologie de l'Universite Paul Sabatier (Toulouse)
RHEA
IMFT
METEO-FRANCE
DIREN MIDI-PYRENEES
Publications ou communications realisees dans le cadre du projet:
Bourrel, L., Sauvageot, H., Vidal, J.J., Dartus, D., Dupouyet, J.P. 1993. Mesures de
pluie par une methode radar d'aires fractionnelles, 2emes Rencontres Hydrologiques
Franco-Roumaines, Tulcea (Roumanie), 6-9 Sep. 1993
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NEW DIRECTIONS IN RADAR HYDROLOGY
Peter D. Walsh
National Rivers Authority, UK

INTRODUCTION
Weather radar has been actively researched and developed in the UK since the 1960's.
A major initiative leading to its hydrological application was the Dee Weather Radar and
the Real-time Hydrological Forecasting Project (CWPU, 1977), which demonstrated
successful rainfall measurement. This was followed by the North West Weather Radar
Project (NWWRP) starting in 1978; this installed the first unmanned C-band radar and
integrated it with an operational flood forecasting and warning service (Collinge and
Kirby, 1987).
The successful co-operative nature of the NWWRP involved meteorological, hydrological,
operational and research agencies and recognition of the need to continue the initiatives
taken led to the establishment of a Steering Committee on Hydrological Applications of
Weather Radar which produced in March 1992 a report proposing a UK strategy for
Radar Hydrometeorological Research during the 1990's (NERC 1992). The purpose of
the report was to identify both needs and opportunities presented by the availability of
weather radar data for basic research. Applications of weather radar, particularly to flood
forecasting, are already well advanced and in operational use within the National Rivers
Authority. The Committee has also produced a Bibliography (Institute of Hydrology,
1990) which will be updated early in 1994.
The Committee also identified the need for an experimental basin on which a number of
basic studies might be based. The aims of HYREX (Hydrological Radar EXperiment)
are to carry out basic research into:the science of radar as a remote sensing device
investigations into precipitation processes
HYREX has received primary funding from the National Environmental Research Council
and its infrastructure is supported by a number of other agencies.
During 1992 the Committee was reconstituted, with wider membership, as the
Inter-agency Research Committee on Hydrological Use of Weather Radar whose aims
are:•

To identify research needs and opportunities

•

To recommend priorities for future research and to co-ordinate research activities

•

To seek funding for research
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•

To identify needs for and availability of data and to recommend archiving
requirements

•

To publicise and promote hydrological uses of weather radar

•

To promote and establish international contacts

•

To report on its work to the nominating bodies and the water industry generally

This new Committee has reviewed the topics in the UK strategy report. These have been
grouped into four themes, and assigned priorities from a UK perspective in Tables 1
and 2. Each topic appears under one or both of the headings of basic and applied
research, but a second entry in the same table is replaced with an asterisk. Topics which
are, or are similar to, HYREX projects are labelled (H). The HYREX project awards
(Table 3) were made in 1993 and the River Brue in south west England selected as the
experimental basin. A brief description of each topic is provided in Appendix A which
follows the tables. Fuller descriptions are given in the strategy report, obtainable from
the Institute of Hydrology, Wallingford, UK.
Other geographical conditions would have different priorities and in particular it might
be appropriate to raise the priority of projects relating to snowfall and urban areas for
Europe as a whole. However, the wide range of these proposals based on 15 years
experience, provides a broad based agenda of research. In particular, it draws attention
to opportunities to use radar data in design studies in order to exploit its large information
content compared with traditional raingauge networks.

REFERENCES
Central Water Planning Unit (CWPU) 1977. Dee Weather Radar and Real Time
Hydrological Forecasting Project: Report by the Steering Committee, 172pp
Collinge, V.K. and Kirby, C. (eds) 1987. Weather Radar and Flood Forecasting. J
Wiley, 296pp.
Institute of Hydrology, 1990. Bibliography on Hydrological Applications of Weather
Radar in the United Kingdom (Publications received up to October 1990), Natural
Environment Research Council Steering Committee on the Hydrological Applications of
Weather Radar, 15pp.
NERC, 1992. Opportunities for Radar Hydrometeorology during the 1990's: Proposals
for Strategic Research to address UK requirements. Natural Environment Research
Council Steering Committee on the Hydrological Applications of Weather Radar, 21pp,
Institute of Hydrology.
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TABLE 1
PRIORITY TOPICS FOR RADAR HYDROMETEOROLOGICAL RESEARCH
Basic Research

Applied Research

A.

Processes

B.

Measurement

1.

Bright band.

1.

*

2.

Vertical pointing radar and cloud
physical model reflectivity profile
studies. (H)

4.

The radar/raingauge
representativeness problem. (H)

3.

Combined weather radar and
satellite systems for global rainfall
measurement.

c.

Modelling and forecasting

1.

Development of distributed gridbased rainfall-runoff models for flow
forecasting.

1.

*

2.

Radar based rainfall forecasts for
use in flow forecasting models. (H)

2.

*

3.

Time and space discretisation of
weather radar for flow forecasting.

7.

Calibration of weather radar
within flood forecasting models.

4.

Radar and satellite data for global
scale modelling.

8.

The use of weather radar in
forecasting flows at ungauged
sites.

5.

Radar, GIS and digital terrain
models to investigate hydrological
regimes.

6.

Radar, areal rainfall estimation and
flood forecasting.

D.

Data analysis

1.

Use of radar for design storm
estimation.

1.

*

2.

Climatology of short period rainfall.

3.

Probable maximum precipitation.
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TABLE 2
SECOND PRIORITY RESEARCH TOPICS
Applied Research

Basic Research
A.

Processes

1.

Weather radar and snowmelt
processes at the basin scale.

1.

*

2.

Effect of urban areas on
precipitation.

2.

*

B.

Measurement

4.

The radar/raingauge
representativeness problem. (H)

3.

Combined weather radar and
satellite systems for global
rainfall measurement.

5.

Climatologies of adjustment factors.

5.

6.

Scientific assessment of the potential
of different radar systems. (H)

6.

*
*

7.

Radar measurement of snowfall.

7.

8.

High reflectivity gradients.

8.

*
*

9.

Wind drift.

13.

Correction for attenuation.

10.

Low level evaporation.

14.

X-band radar systems.

11.

Use of digital terrain models and
GIS techniques.

15.

Improving calibration using
vertical pointing radar and
raingauge networks.

12.

Multiple beam scanning radar study.

c.

Modelling and forecasting

7.

Calibration of weather radar within
flood forecasting models.

3.

Time and space discretisation of
weather radar for flow
forecasting.

9.

Tidally influenced flood forecasts
using weather radar.

4.

Radar and satellite data for
global scale modelling.

10.

The effect of catchment and storm
conditions on flow response using
rainfall-runoff models with radar as
input.

6.

Radar, areal rainfall estimation
and flood forecasting.
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The relative merits of continuous
soil moisture accounting models and
isolated event models for flood
forecasting.

9.

12.

Physics-based distributed catchment
models to investigate sensitivity of
runoff response to storm type and
basin factors.

13.

Improvements to rainfall-runoff
modelling.

D.

Data analysis

3.

Probable maximum precipitation.

4.

*

4.

The fractal structure of rainfall
fields.

5.

*(H)

5.

Stochastic models of rainfall fields.
(H)

7.

Time series analysis.

6.

Information from radar patterns.

11.

10.
11.
12.

*
*
*
*

TABLE 3
HYREX SPECIAL TOPIC
AWARDS- BY NATURAL ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH COUNCIL:-

•

Spatial-temporal rainfall fields: Modelling and Statistical Aspects

•

Verification of polarisation radar techniques for improving estimates of rainfall.

•

Methods for short-period precipitation and flow forecasting incorporating radar data.

•

The development of a stochastic space-time rainfall forecasting system for real-time
flow forecasting.

•

Design of radar/raingauge networks for hydrological use.

•

Radar Hydrometeorology using a vertically pointing radar.
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APPENDIX A
BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF PRIORITY TOPICS
Topics are arranged by theme and number. Each entry comprises a heading, the priority
rating(s) assigned to the topic, a brief description and, where appropriate, the reference
number of the corresponding project description in UK strategy for Radar
Hydrometeorological Research during the 1990's. Topics which are the same as, or
similar to, HYREX projects are labelled (HYREX).

A. Processes
1.

Weather radar and snowmelt processes at the basin scale.

Radar would be used to estimate snowfall and melting level, in combination with ground
survey and climatological measurements. A model of the snowmelt process coupled to
a catchment runoff model would be used to study basin scale processes during snowfall
events. (C2)

2.

Effect of urban areas on precipitation

Rainfall pattern and intensity, and short-duration rainfall totals in particular, would be
studied over urban areas, and for categories such as convective or frontal rainfall. (G4)

3. Areal soil moisture deficit and actual evaporation estimation using radar
Estimates of area! evaporation amounts could be improved by a knowledge of the spatial
distribution of rainfall. Existing soil moisture/evaporation accounting models would be
evaluated using a water balance approach and observed runoff data. (C3)

B. Measurement
1. Bright band
Development of techniques for the automatic detection of bright band would be supported
by the use of dual polarisation, fundamental research into types of precipitation within a
storm, and models of the vertical profile of reflectivity as suggested in topic B2 below.
(A6)

2.

Vertical pointing radar and cloud physical model reflectivity profile studies

Vertical pointing radar would be used to measure, and validate models for, vertical
reflectivity profiles.
Bright-band, orographic, sampling, beam-overshooting and
beam-filling corrections to C-band derived rainfall estimates would be computed from
models and observations, and validated by a raingauge network. (A3) (HYREX)
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3.

Combined weather radar and satellite systems for global rainfall measurement

The feasibility of global scale systems for rainfall measurement, to support Global
Circulation Models and hydrological macromodels, would be examined. Radar might be
used to adjust and verify space-based observation, and to adjust models. Appropriate
scale of measurement is an important consideration. (D 1)

4.

The radarlraingauge representativeness problem

The effect of sub-grid inhomogeneity of the rainfall field on radar/gauge ratios could be
quantified by comparing areal and individual totals from a high density gauge network
for different synoptic types and gauge positions. (B 1) (HYREX)

5.

Climatologies of adjustment factors

A quantitative approach to the identification of geographical areas of poor radar
performance is needed which includes some discrimination of performance in different
storm types. This is important in assessing the impact of changes to the radar on
calibration systems. (B4)

6.

Scientific assessment of the potential of different radar systems

The potential of new developments in radar technology, such as Doppler and dual
polarisation systems, should be investigated. (A1) (HYREX)

7. Radar measurement of snowfall
A network of heated raingauges, an optical system for measuring snow, and surveys of
lying snow would be used to explore the ability of radar to measure snowfall. (C 1)

8.

High reflectivity gradients

High reflectivity gradients in time and space introduce measurement errors whose
magnitude and frequency of occurrence, for frontal rainfall in particular, might be
assessed using high resolution or 2km grid data. (A4)

9.

Wind drift

The HYREX facility would be used to quantify errors due to wind drift, and establish
whether useful corrections could be made using Doppler or gradient winds. (B2)

10. Low level evaporation
The effect of low level evaporation in reducing the rainfall measured by gauges used for
radar calibration would be quantified, and might lead to a procedure for identifying and
rejecting affected sites. (B3)
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11. Use of digital terrain nwdels and GIS techniques
Digital terrain models can automatically identify areas in which the radar beam is
obscured, and might be used to support more complex calibration methods. New GIS
techniques could be developed to handle radar data and interface with models. Both
could be used for fundamental studies of the failure of radar to measure rain at ground
level under certain conditions. (D3)

12. Multiple beam scanning radar study
Multiple beam data may be used to assist rainfall estimation in orographic terrain and
improve radar calibration factors based on the lowest beam data. Vertical variation in
rainfall amounts in different rainfall systems might also be investigated. (A2)

13. Correction for attenuation
Errors due to incorrect attenuation corrections, and the influence of bright band in
particular, might be identified using different wavelengths, overlapping radars, and data
from gauge networks. (A5)

14. X-band radar systems
X-band radars provide high resolution data suitable for urban applications and are
relatively cheap and portable. Their role as a complement to conventional C-band radar
needs to be explored. They can produce reliable rainfall measurements if complemented
with distrometers, but research into optimal procedures for combination is at an early
stage. (A7)

15. Improving calibration using vertical pointing radar and raingauge networks
Vertical pointing radar could be used to remove errors in radar data before calibration
with raingauges (topics Bl and B2 above). Another approach would be to look for
systematic spatial variations between radar and gauge observations, introducing variables
such as the areal extent of rainfall and orographic enhancement to explain the data. (A9)

C. Modelling and forecasting
1.

Development of distributed grid-based rainfall-runoff nwdels for flow forecasting

There are a large number of avenues to explore in the formulation of distributed
rainfall-runoff models based on radar grids. These include the description of runoff
within a grid cell, the interaction (if any) between cells, and the use of GIS and digital
terrain models to support efficient parameterisation. Comparison with conventional
lumped models is required. (F 1)

2. Radar based rainfall forecasts for use in flow forecasting nwdels
Short term rainfall forecasts based on network (FRONTIERS) or local radar would be
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investigated in the context of flood forecasting. Attention would be given to forecasting
convective storms, and to the robustness of flow forecasts. The information would be
used to provide guidance in the issuing of flood warnings. (FIO) (HYREX)

3.

Time and space discretisation of weather radar for flow forecasting

The trade off between data resolution and forecast accuracy would be examined with
respect to factors such as catchment size and type, synoptic conditions, radar data type
and accuracy requirements. (E5)

4.

Radar and satellite data for global scale modelling

The complementary role off raingauge, radar and satellite data in providing global data
sets to support macromodels would be explored, as would suitable model structures for
accommodating such data in point, small and large grid form. (D2)
5. Radar, GIS techniques and digital terrain models to investigate hydrological regimes
GIS techniques, digital terrain models and spatially distributed hydrological databases
offer tremendous scope for research on aspects of hydrological regimes such as the spatial
variability of runoff in response to distributed radar rainfall. They also offer the prospect
of incorporating detailed process understanding in more complex, but more complete,
catchment models. (F4)

6.

Radar, area! rainfall estimation and flood forecasting

The accuracy of flow forecasts resulting from the use of a point raingauge measurement,
different gauge-based areal rainfall estimators, and weather radar measurements would
be examined. (Fll)

7.

Calibration of weather radar within flood forecasting models

Instead of calibrating radar using a network of raingauges, and using the calibrated data
as input to a rainfall-runoff model, the calibration might be performed implicitly within
the model. (F6)

8.

The use of weather radar in forecasting flows at ungauged sites

Models for flow at ungauged sites would be developed to make use of recently available
data sets on relief, soils and vegetation, and would be evaluated with particular reference
to radar data. (F8)

9.

Tidally influenced flood forecasts using weather radar

Channel based flow models predominate over rainfall-runoff models in forecasting
combined fluvial and tidal flooding in large estuaries, but there are many locations in
which local runoff can be important, and the use of radar in such situations may improve
the ability to forecast floods and lead to improved design procedures for flood alleviation
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works. (F9)

10. The effect of catchment and storm conditions on flow response using rainfall-runoff
models with radar as input
The impact on catchment flow response of factors such as antecedent soil moisture
conditions, and the alignment and configuration of a catchment relative to a storm system
moving across it, would be investigated using distributed radar data, and would lead to
better formulated rainfall-runoff models. (F5)

11. The relative merits of continuous soil moisture accounting models and isolated event
models for flood forecasting
The impact on forecast accuracy of the use of continuous soil moisture accounting models
or isolated event models, taking radar rainfall as input, would be assessed in simulation
mode and using various forecast updating techniques. (F7)

12. Physics-based distributed catchment models to investigate sensitivity of runoff
response to storm type and basin factors
Processes influencing runoff response from catchments of different size and form would
be investigated using a physics-based distributed catchment model, paying particular
attention to spatially varying rainfall due to moving storms of different types, and to the
time and space discretisation of the rainfall. The implications for radar data specification
would be assessed. (F2)

13. Improvements to rainfall-runoff modelling
Relevant modelling techniques developed under other topics, such as snowmelt
forecasting, the use of FRONTIERS and local radar rainfall forecasts, and various forms
of calibration, will be used to develop fully distributed models based on radar data for
real time applications. (F12)

D. Data analysis
1.

Use of weather radar for design storm estimation

Topics include probable maximum probable precipitation (see D3), storm profiles, areal
reduction factors and, in particular, estimation and regionalisation of storm
duration-intensity-frequency. Raingauge data are required to supplement the relatively
short records of radar data. (F3)

2.

Climatology of short period rainfall

Radar data on a 5km grid would be used to study short-period storm duration, totals and
return period. Radar pixel and eo-located point raingauge rainfall frequencies would need
to be compared, and return periods of areal totals would be of interest. There is a need
for a long-term archive of higher resolution data to permit such studies on 2km or even
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1 km grids. (Gl)

3.

Probable maximum precipitation

Existing PMP fields for the UK are based on raingauge data. There is a need, for short
durations in particular, to investigate the effect of high resolution radar data on accepted
values, and to study the mechanisms by which these values might be approached or
exceeded. Storm totals might also be studied in a Lagrangian frame, and the stationarity
of particular storms investigated. (G2)

4.

The fractal structure of rainfall fields

Research into the fractal structure of rainfall fields using radar data is important both in
the mathematics of fractal processes and in the way natural phenomena exhibit fractal
behaviour. (E2)

5.

Stochastic models of rainfall fields

The good radar data sets available in the UK could be used to infer the spatial structure
of rainfall fields or for the validation of existing stochastic models. (E3) (HYREX)

6.

Information from radar patterns

Information characterising the type and stage of development of rainfall systems could be
obtained from radar images using methods such as space-time correlation between data
elements, or texture analysis. This might be used to improve calibration, infer
development of the echo, highlight important features, and identify orographic effects.
4D data sets might also be studied. (El)

7. Time-series analysis
Radar/gauge ratios are sometimes observed to change with time in a progressive manner,
though with random fluctuations superimposed, due to changes in meteorological
conditions. Time-series analysis should lead to a better understanding of this process.
(E4)
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PART3

WORKSHOP ON REQUIREl\1ENfS AND APPLICATIONS OF
WEATHER RADAR DATA IN HYDROLOGY AND WATER
RESOURCES

Key issues arising from the workshop

KEY ISSUES ARISING FROM THE WORKSHOP
1.

Why do hydrologists need radar data?
To provide estimates and forecasts of rainfall, especially to support flood warning.
There are special needs in urban hydrology which require rainfall estimates of
high resolution in space and time. However, even qualitative forecasts are very
useful, in the form of moving storm images, as a basis for informal flood warning.

2.

How do we improve correction/calibration for use in hydrology?
There is an urgent need to improve operational correction procedures paying
particular attention to physically-based correction methods. Methods which are
based on the vertical profile of reflectivity are particularly encouraged in this
regard. Calibration based on raingauge networks is still important but should be
a last stage in the correction procedure.

3.

How to define areas/times when quantitative estimation using radar is possible?
Current practice includes methods to define areas where quantitative estimates of
rainfall is possible. These include corrections for beam blocking (masks), anaprop
suppression and range effects. New methods are under development which will
capitalise on multiple-beam data, for example in compensating for pixels obscured
by orography.

4.

What data resolution is required for different applications?
A proposal under the COST programme for standization on a 4-bit data format
should be regarded as a minimum requirement for some hydrological applications.
Higher resolution data are desirable for quantitative use in hydrology and water
resources. Demands for greatest resolution arise especially in urban drainage and
sewerage operation applications.

5.

What is the minimal/optimal network of raingaugelradars?
Radar networks will never provide a substitute for raingauges and it is essential
for existing raingauge networks to be maintained alongside radars. There is a
need for further work and review on the question of appropriate radar/raingauge
network densities to support different hydrological requirements. Further guidance
on optimal site location and configuration of radars for hydrological applications
is needed.
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6.

Do we need to arrive at standardised formats for transmitting and archiving data?
Standardisation should be encouraged to support transfer of radar data and
products between different countries in RA VI (Europe). It is important that
standardization does not constrain future developments which might benefit
hydrological applications. There is an urgent requirement to maintain good
archives of radar data over long periods of time to support hydrological design
applications. It is also imperative to archive continuous series for radar data to
support rainfall-runoff modelling approaches based on continuous soil moisture
accounting procedures and for frequency analysis studies. Particular attention
should be given to providing user-friendly and fast access by hydrological users
to archived radar data. Improved hardware (e.g. optical disks) and software (e.g.
data compression) methods should be kept under review and implemented where
appropriate.

7.

How do you include radar within a flow forecasting system?
Replay of visual images provides a valuable informal tool for flood warning.
Integrated flow forecasting systems are now beginning to be used in the RA IV
countries, which include radar as an integral element in the overall forecasting and
warning system. Such systems should be kept under review and their further
development encouraged.

8.

Is the multimodel concept a good one for application to flood warning?
The use of multimodels is one approach whereby a flood forecasting system can
respond to changing data availability. Development of such approaches should
ensure that the flood warning system is not made more complex as a result.

9.

What radar tools need to be promoted now and in the future?
The HOMS component concept provides a valuable mechanism to promote the use
of radar hydrology products. At present there are only a limited number of
products which are operational. Potential components should be kept under review
by future rapporteurs.

10.

What are the key research topics, bearing in mind operational needs for radar in
hydrology?
Key research topics are the improved estimation of rainfall by radar using the
vertical profile reflectivity and the exploration of methods of radar estimation of
orgographic rainfall. Improved methods of attenuation correction are needed that
take account of attenuation in clear air and clouds. Methods based on the Area
Time Integral approach for improved rainfall estimation also deserve further
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research. Forecasting of rainfall in coastal basins requires research on estimation
and validation of rainfall by radar over the sea. Research is also needed on high
resolution short-term forecasting methods appropriate for convective storm
conditions, preferably physically based, which incorporate radar and satellite data.

11.

Do we need radar research basins to understand problems better and develop
methodology?
There is a need to establish selected representative research basins designed to
address outstanding research and operational problems of radar rainfall
measurement. Regard to existing Operational Hydrological Reference Basins
(OHRBs) should be taken in the selection of appropriate basins to use.

12.

What should the role ofWMO be in promoting the use of radar in hydrology?
The role of WMO in promoting the use of radar hydrology is best served through
establishing rapporteurs in this field with the task of reviewing operational practice
developed by CEC and other international bodies in the region, as well as future
needs. The value of a future WMO workshop on this topic should be kept under
review.
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TECHNICAl REPORTS IN HYDROlOGY AND WATER RESOURCES

No. 18-

Effectiveness of hydrological forecasts

No. 19 -

Hydrological forecasts for hydroelectric power production

No. 20-

Forecasting of ice cover thickness and solidity on rivers and reservoirs

No. 21 -

Conceptual models used in hydrological studies

No. 22-

Silver Jubilee of the Commission for Hydrology

No. 23-

Real-time intercomparison of hydrological models

No. 24-

Use and requirements for satellite imagery and data transmission for hydrological purposes

No. 25-

State-of-the-art report on the use of micro-electronics for hydrological instrumentation

No. 26-

Application of satellite data for estimation of precipitation

No. 27 -

Models used for forecasting snowmelt and rainfall runoff

No. 28 -

Hydrological forecasting in tropical cyclone regions

No. 29-

Adverse effects of insufficient or inaccurate hydrological information

No. 30-

Methods of long-range forecasting of low flows and droughts

No. 31 -

Studies and models for evaluating the impact of climate variability and change on water
resources within WMO Regional Association VI (Europe)

No. 32-

Project on estimation of areal evapotranspiration

No. 33-

Hydrological co-operation in selected international river basins within Europe

No. 34-

Information needs for water quality assessment and management - Report of
WMO/WHO/UNEP Expert Consultation (Bratislava, 26 to 30 August 1991)

No. 35-

Long range forecasting of hydrological aspects of drought for tropical and subtropical regions

No. 36-

Expert systems in hydrology

No. 37 -

Opportunities to improve the hydrology of atmospheric models

No. 38-

Groundwater modelling

No. 39-

Climatological data and climate information for water resources projects

No. 40-

The legal basis and role of hydrological services

No. 41 -

Hydrological observation requirements in operational hydrological reference basins

No. 42-

Advances in water quality monitoring

No. 43-

lntercomparison of principal hydrometric instruments - Second phase

Reports No. 1 to 17, issued in 1980, are all out of print
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-2-

No. 44-

Methods for verification of hydrological forecasts

No. 45-

Artificial recharge of aquifers: Methods and techniques

No. 46-

Use of microelectronics in hydrological instruments

No. 47-

Casebook on operational hydrological networks in RA VI (Europe)

No. 48-

Models and methods for assessing and forecasting floods in areas affected by tides and storm
surges

No. 49-

Models used for forecasting of water temperature and related ice conditions

No. 50-

International workshop on network design practices (Koblenz, Germany, 11-15 November
1991)

No. 51 -

Management overview of flood forecasting systems (MOFFS), Version 3

No. 52-

The adequacy of hydrological networks: a global assessment

No. 53-

Rain and floods in our cities: gauging the problem

No. 54-

Workshop on assessing the aquatic environment (Stockholm, Sweden, 8-12 August 1994)

No. 55-

Development and use of the management overview of flood forecasting systems (MOFFS)

No. 56-

Estimation of area! evapotranspiration

No. 57 -

lnformes tecnicos preparados por ponentes del grupo de trabajo de hidrologfa de la AR Ill 1993-1997

No. 58 -

Groundwater monitoring of natural and artificial replenishment of aquifers and guidelines for
special purpose network planning

No. 59 -

Le systeme d'information geologique (SIG), l'hydrologie et la gestion des ressources en eau

No. 60-

Integrated hydrological networks

No. 61 -

Collection and processing of hydrological data

No. 62-

An lntercomparison of hydrological network design technologies - HYNET

No. 63-

Methods for assessing trends in water demands and use for hydrological services

No. 64-

The current and potential use of the output from general circulation models, and other scenario
data, to predict changes to hydrological regimes

No. 65 -

Global water quality monitoring in perspective: current activities and future directions

No. 66 -

lntercomparison of principal hydrometric instruments - Third phase data telemetry and
transmission systems

No. 67 -

Hydrological forecasting for water resources management

No. 68 -

The GEWEX continental-scale and large-scale hydrological studies and their relevance to water
resources agencies

No. 69-

lntercomparison of principal hydrometric instruments- Third phase. Evaluation of ultrasonic
velocity meters for flow measurement in streams, canals, and estuaries

No. 70 -

Requirements and applications of weather radar data to hydrology and water resources

